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Abstract
The major concern of aerospace and transportation engineering during the last
years has been related to increase performances and safety with energy savings. Com-
posite materials have been indeed widely adopted with the aim to design high perfor-
mance and lighter components. However, random events such as certain low velocity
impacts may induce barely visible or not visible failure due to their complex mechan-
ics behavior. Impact induced damages in stiffened composite structures are usually
accommodated with constrained design and strictly maintenance tasks which increase
operational costs above all else and decrease the advantages for which composites have
been massively introduced. To overcome such drawbacks, an integrated structure pro-
viding monitoring of critical components appears a reasonable solution. A condition-
based approach could be able to relax the maintenance strategy minimizing aircraft
downtime as well. Moreover the design constraints would be avoided further increasing
the structural performance with a more ecological friendly aircraft. Although this is a
very long time perspective, for the first demand Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
systems, providing information about the structural efficiency, appear to be the best
solution.
Within this context, the work deals with detection, localization and size assess-
ment of sudden failures like delamination and disbondings with on-line monitoring
technique by permanently attached piezoelectric transducers (PZT) capable to excite
and sense guided ultrasonic waves. Composite stiffened structures typically designed
for aircraft wing-box are mainly investigated. Delamination between several layers
and disbondings are carried out inducing low velocity impacts with the attempt to
analyze different and complex damage scenarios. Two different approaches are mainly
proposed. Anti-symmetric propagation based technique (global approach) using the
A0 Lamb wave mode for interrogation demand is first presented to obtain a fast end
effective localization of damage, no matter the failure type is. A reliable solution is
also provided using a multi-parameter approach to increase the probability of detec-
tion. The obtained algorithm is implemented in a graphic user interface developed and
coded by the author. Different features, including customized selection of ultrasonic
time histories, statistical threshold definition and interactive tools for self-diagnosis of
sensors and complex geometry representation are developed to obtain an effective tool
for global damage diagnosis.
Although the promising results obtained with a fewer computational time required
respect to classic tomographic approaches, size and severity of damage can be as-
sessed only statistically relating the metric adopted to the flaw dimension. However,
their deterministic assessment is crucial where the stringers adopted to reinforce thin
walled structures are affected by not visible disbondings. This fact leads to the sep-
aration between the stiffener and the hosting structure preventing the collaboration
between parts with a dangerous drawback for loading absorbing. For the last demand,
usually disbonding stoppers are designed to prevent critical decrease of load carry-
ing capacity below the limit design loads. Towards a condition based approach, a
novel detection technique capable to predict arrival time of guided waves redirected
by stringers to detect any possible change in a specific scattering area is presented.
Hence, the reflections of wave interacting with stiffeners can be analyzed to improve
the diagnostic leading to a point by point interrogation (local approach). Theoretical
aspects are investigated to correctly exploit the technique leading to a geometrical
reduction to describe the propagation of the A0 mode including boundary (stringer)
reflections. The model is capable to return the optimal design of the system achieving
a high performance diagnostic. Several measurements are carried out to validate the
adopted propagation model and a promising result in agreement with classic ultra-
sonic nondestructive testing is thus obtained and discussed. Furthermore it is shown
that accounting Lamb wave reflections improves the localization accuracy respect a
general purpose reconstruction algorithm while making use of fewer number of sensors
possible or increase the probability of detection combining both methodologies.
The mentioned results are achieved with large experimental campaigns as well as
comprehensive numerical simulations with the aim to better understand the physics
of wave propagation in composite media typically adopted in the aerospace field. Sev-
eral strategies have been investigated using finite element methods with the attempt
to reduce the experimental costs as well as system validation efforts. Using an effec-
tive equivalent single layer approach, the flexural behavior of the A0 mode has been
modeled correctly. The proposed simulated environment allows to correctly relate the
propagation and damage interaction behavior to effective features to detect damage
with fewer efforts possible. Moreover, a preliminary and strategic analysis for the
global approach is indeed carried out with the attempt to verify the feasibility of
a numerical framework for system performance assessment using a (model assisted)
probability of detection approach.
The concluding part of the work focuses on a preliminary investigation of a trans-
ducer self-diagnostic procedure, aimed to in-situ monitoring of the sensors and actua-
tors used in the SHM methodologies presented. Due to the large number of distributed
PZTs needed to correctly interrogate the structure, confirming if sensors/actuators are
functioning properly during operation is a crucial process to minimize false alarms in
the diagnosis. The procedure verified is based on the capacitive analysis of piezo-
electric sensors, which is manifested in the imaginary part of the measured electrical
admittance. Even though a further investigation is needed to study more complex
sensor fault scenarios, the final algorithm is able to simultaneously sort sensors and
detect damages with information gathered from healthy transducers.
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Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) approaches are usually demanded to au-
tonomously provide diagnosis and prognosis of complex (composite) structures us-
ing sophisticated techniques. Which begs the question; what is the reason aiming
an autonomous (further) complex system integrated in a (formerly) complex struc-
ture? Nowadays, aircrafts and, generally, transportation systems are demanded to
meet challenging constraints, to last long and to withstand deterioration. Thus, they
need a dedicated and detailed design and they have to be checked according to a
scheduled inspection and maintenance program ensuring those constraints to be sat-
isfied during lifetime. Apparently, there is no motivation to move from a standard
design-maintenance philosophy to a more complex and not well known monitoring
approach. Namely, it is worth discarding many years of experience in aircraft (op-
timum) maintenance and starting again to optimize the aircrafts lifetime including
1
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SHM? In this context, the present chapter is aimed to first provide motivations and
objectives leading to structural health monitoring philosophy. The critical issue is
focused around the massive introduction of composites, which is first explained and
then oriented towards the aerospace design and maintenance fields. The necessity of
inspections and the typically addressed non destructive techniques (NDT) are briefly
introduced showing then the efficient solution provided by a SHM system as a NDT
integration in the structure. Finally, an overview and different topics of SHM system
are described to definitely introduce such field and define the related techniques.
1.1 Benefits of composite within aerospace field
Composite materials have been widely and increasingly employed to design high per-
formance structures, mostly increasing stress to weight ratio to obtain lighter and
stiffer components while compared with metallic structures. In the aerospace field,
composites have been extensively adopted instead of classic aluminum alloys to re-
duce fuel consumation and/or increase payload. Keeping fixed the payload, a small
weight reduction indeed ensures less consumation and even less fuel is necessary to be
stored according to the typical snowball effect while designing aircrafts and estimat-
ing the weight [1]. An important aspect consists of the flexible design of the struc-
ture according to anisotropic properties of composite materials [2], making them even
more efficient for load cases and conditions typically withstanded by aerostructures
[3]. Composite materials indeed offer the possibility to design stiffness and strength
characteristics of the final structure by suitably selecting the type of reinforcing fibers
and the distribution of the reinforcing directions; namely they allow to adapt these
features as a function of the applied loads and structural requirements. Finally, the
possibility to create structural component with fewer connections possible (e.g. Boeing
787 one piece barrel) definitely made composites so successful.
Summarizing all benefits may be introduced by adopting such materials, it is pos-
sible to emphasize that composites:
• provide superior performances when compared to steel or aluminum;
• reduce the weight of the final component;
• reduce the maintenance costs;
• reduce or eliminates corrosion issues;
• have better fatigue resistance;
• show less thermal expansion;
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• allow enhanced properties via tailorable properties:
– mechanical;
– electrical;
– anisotropic.
Without discuss every point, it is possible to declare that with an all-composite
aircraft, the principal aims can be broadly divided in:
• to save on weight and therefore fuel;
• to achieve easier and cheaper manufacturing;
• to ensure less maintenance and hence lower operating costs;
• to improve flying qualities.
Such expected advantages induced the world leading aircraft manufacturers (i.e. Boe-
ing Company and Airbus S.A.S ) to move from all-aluminum aircrafts towards vehicles
increasingly made of carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP). Composite materials
have been adopted for a long time in secondary structures, interiors and other parties
for the proved benefits. Introduced in the ’80s with a large amount of technology inno-
vations, the primary structures of the Airbus A320 are of composite construction with
aramid fibre (AFRP), glass fibre (GFRP) and carbon fibre (CFRP) reinforced plas-
tics. The A320 is indeed the first subsonic aircraft to incorporate composite primary
structures. Then, the launch of the Airbus A380 was a commercial and a technical
challenge to Boeing in the market sector. With that project, Airbus announced to
move from the traditional all-aluminum aircraft, with approximately 22% of it made
using composites. On the other hand, Boeing responded to the Airbus commercial
and technical challenge with the mid-size 787 Dreamliner. It is indeed the first airliner
with the use of composite materials as the primary material in the construction of its
airframe, namely the first almost all-composite aircraft, with approximately 50% com-
posites by weight, or 80% by volume. The 787 is the first major commercial airplane
to have a composite fuselage, composite wings, and use composites in most other air-
frame components [4]. Furthermore, the 787 was designed to be the first production
airliner with the fuselage comprising one-piece composite barrel sections instead of
the multiple aluminum sheets and some 50,000 fasteners used on existing aircrafts [5].
Each 787 aircrft contains approximately 35 tons of carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(CFRP), made with 23 tons of carbon fiber distributed on fuselage, wings, tail, doors,
and interior. The CFRP adopted here is approximately the same of that used for
A380 manufacturing, although the completely different dimensions. From that time a
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Figure 1.1: Composite solutions applied throughout the Boeing B787 Dreamliner [6].
primary structure made of composite moved from a novelty to the state of the art to
increase structural performances. After suggesting Boeing’s use of composite materi-
als for the 787 fuselage was premature and designing the new aircraft with a relatively
limited amount of composites, Airbus announced indeed its massive use for the new
redesigned A350 XWB, confirming in early September 2007 the adoption of composite
fuselage frames for the aircraft structure. As a matter of facts, the A350 XWB airframe
is actually made out of 53% composites: carbon fibre reinforced plastic for the outer
and centre wing box (covers, stringers, spars), fuselage (skin, frame, keel beam, and
rear fuselage) and the empennage (horizontal and vertical tailplanes); 19% aluminum
and Al − Li for ribs, floor beams and gear bays; 14% titanium for landing gears, py-
lons and attachments; 6% steel and 8% miscellaneous. Instead, the Boeing 787 is 50%
composites, 20% aluminum, 15% titanium, 10% steel, and 5% other (see Figure 1.1).
The trend is unavoidably in favor of increasing composites parts, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1.2 and confirmed also by other manufacturers of narrow body jet aircrafts, like
Bombardier CSeries and Learjet, which are the first in commercial aircrafts to use dry
fiber composites. Both feature integrally stiffened upper and lower wingskins, front
spar and rear spar, all made from carbon composites, which are mechanically fastened
together along with aluminum ribs.
The design of 787 Dreamliner is the focal point of composite implementation within
aircrafts, remolding the airline industry. The advantages introduced are evident and in
line with those aforementioned. The Boeing’s Plastic Dream Machine demonstrated
that:
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Figure 1.2: The use of composite in modern structural design. Civil (black) and military (blue)
aircrafts [7].
• jets made of composites require far fewer parts, so there is less to bolt together;
• these plastics weigh less than aluminum, with weight reduction and improved
fuel efficiency (the planes burn less fuel. Together with improved engines, 20%
drop in fuel costs is obtained with that aircraft);
• the use of composites improves passenger comfort. The superior strength of the
composite fuselage allows the passenger cabin to withstand higher pressurization
– equal to the air pressure at an altitude of 6,000 feet instead of the usual 8,000
feet. Moreover larger windows can be designed in favour of passengers pleasure;
• composites are corrosion resistant and it is easier to control cabin temperature,
humidity, and ventilation;
• composites are even tougher than aluminum alloys. Together with other as-
pects, the higher durability allows maintenance costs to be much lower than for
aluminum planes (30% drop in maintenance costs is expected for 787 in service
aircrafts).
The operational costs, involving inspections and maintenance operation, have been
estimated to be 25% of the life cycle cost of an aircraft. That is where the role of
composite materials is really crucial. Just to detail and prove their advantages in this
context, a comparison of intervals between principal maintenance tasks is reported in
Table 1.1 for Boeing commercial aircrafts including a relevant percentage of compos-
ite materials. According to the manufacturer, the maintenance frequency is indeed
reduced mainly by the introduction of the new materials.
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Boeing 767 777 787
Carbon Percentage 3 12 50
Line Maintenance Inteval (hrs) 500 600 1000
Base Maintenance Inteval (months) 500 600 1000
Heavy structural Inspection (years) 6 8 12
Table 1.1: Comparison of maintenance intervals of Boeing commercial aircrafts including a relevant
percentage of composite materials. Source: the Boeing company.
However, the A350 project, where a hybrid metal-composite fuselage was designed
and regarded as less risky, prompted concerns about the safety risks of widespread
use of this type of material. Basically carbon fiber, unlike metal, does not visibly
show cracks and fatigue, namely the critical aspect exciting the present work. As a
matter of facts, also the "dream machine" designed by Boeing become more complex
than expected when managing composites. The Boeing 767 was developed from 1978
and the first delivery was about four years later in 1982. The development of Boeing
787 began on 2003, the first flight set for August 2007 and fist delivery set for May
2008. Actually, the first test flight has been conducted on December 2009 (with more
than 2 years delay) and the first delivery on October 2011 (with more than three
years delay). Which begs the question appeared on Aerospace Testing International on
September 2008; it is worth discarding 75 years of experience of aluminum aircraft and
starting again? Most of the delay in development of 787 aircraft is due to the massive
composites introduction, where the mechanics knowledge is far from the experience
gained with aluminum alloys. A critical point, which is also limiting the benefits
introduced by composites, is the failure mechanism. Basically, metals are ductile, and
elastic deformation warns that a failure is about to happen, which normally leaves
sufficient time for measures to prevent sudden failure. This behavior is well exploited
in aviation, where design is based on damage tolerance. Composites, on the other
hand, are brittle and this means that fracturing occurs more suddenly, leaving a limited
window of opportunity for timely warning. Composites are highly susceptible to hidden
flaws that may arise from manufacturing defects, foreign object impact, mechanical
and thermal fatigue. Many of these defects can occur at any time during service of
the structure. Proper maintenance at regular intervals is thus critical to ensure the
safety of these structures, adding large amounts to their costs of operation.
Structural Health Monitoring fits in this context to reduce such limitations simply
introducing monitoring, inspection and damage detection as an integral part of the
structure. However, before moving into details of this topic, a brief overview of struc-
tural failure principles and composite materials behaviour is presented in the next
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section with the attempt to clarify how the aircraft design and lifetime are affected
and which are the real benefits while introducing effective SHM.
1.2 Design of composite materials
While it is true that composites provide many benefits, nonetheless the complex me-
chanics directly affect the design of aerostructures and maintenance approaches. As a
matter of facts, large part of such an improvement of structural performance introduc-
ing new materials is canceled while accounting unforeseen events, like manufacturing
uncertainties, environmental effects, sudden failures and design safety introducing the
so called knockdown factors. At the same time, the unexpected and unstable re-
sponse of composites due to their brittle nature requires continuous inspections and
strict maintenance tasks which decrease the expected reduction of costs. Even though
they are the key factors demanding structural health monitoring strategies, it is often
neglected the relation between such aspects and how the benefits while introducing
composites are affected and far from that expected. That is the concept of this sec-
tion in which the effect of failure principles and unforeseen events are introduced and
connected to design and maintenance approaches which are actually in use within
aerospace field.
1.2.1 Failure principles
The modes of failure of a structure can be put in two general categories, namely,
structural failure and material failure. The former is characterized by the loss of
ability to perform the intended structural function (e.g. elastic buckling and flutter)
and always it may be attributed to excessive deflections of the structure and may
not necessarily involve breakage of the structure itself. On the other hand, material
failure usually involves excessive permanent deformation or fracture of the material.
The presence of crack (delaminations in composite structures can be considered as
cracks) may be bearable but may also be devastating for the structure, requiring
multiple inspections to ensure the structure efficiency. To investigate the onset of the
crack growth, the stress intensity factor K at the crack tip is a key parameter and it
can be expressed as:
K(σ, a) = Cσ
√
pia (1.1)
where σ is the applied stress, a is the crack length, and C is a constant depending
on the specimen geometry and loading distribution. It is remarkable that the stress
intensity factor increases not only with the applied stress but also with the crack
length. As the crack grows, it also grows and a critical state may be achieved when the
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crack growth becomes rapid and uncontrollable. The value of K associated with rapid
crack extension is called the critical stress intensity factor Kc. For a given material,
the onset of rapid crack extension always occurs at the same stress intensity value,
Kc. For different specimens, having different initial crack lengths and geometries, the
stress level at which rapid crack extension occurs, may be different. However, the Kc
value will always be the same. Therefore, Kc is a property of the material. Thus, the
condition for fracture to occur is that the local stress intensity factor exceeds the value
Kc, i.e.:
K(σ, a) ≥ Kc (1.2)
The concepts of linear fracture mechanics can be employed to analyze a given structure
and predict the crack size that will propagate spontaneously to failure under the
specified loading. This critical crack size can be determined from the critical stress
intensity factor as defined in Eq. (1.1). A fatigue crack that has been initiated by
cyclic loading, or other damage mechanism, may be expected to grow under sustained
cyclic loading until it reaches a critical size beyond which will propagate rapidly to
catastrophic failure. Typically, the time taken by a given crack damage to grow to a
critical size represents a significant portion of the operational life of the structure. In
assessing the useful life of a structure, several things are needed such as:
• understanding of the crack-initiation mechanism;
• definition of the critical crack size, beyond which the crack propagates catas-
trophically;
• understanding the crack-growth mechanism that makes a subcritical crack prop-
agate and expand to the critical crack size.
It has been found that crack growth phenomenon has several distinct regions as shown
in Figure 1.3:
1. an initial region in which the crack growth is very slow;
2. a linear region in which the crack growth is proportional with the number of
cycles;
3. a nonlinear region in which the crack growth rate is proportional with the number
of cycles on the log − log representation.
According to Paris/Erdogan Law, the fatigue crack-growth rate depends on the al-
ternating stress and crack length:
da
dN
= f(∆σ, a, C) (1.3)
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Figure 1.3: Typical fracture mechanics fatigue crack propagation behaviour [8].
where ∆σ is the peak-to-peak range of the cyclic stress, a is the crack length, and C
is a parameter that depends on mean load, material properties, and other secondary
variables. In view of Eq. (1.3), it seems appropriate to assume that the crack-growth
rate will depend on the cyclic stress intensity factor, ∆K, i.e.,
da
dN
= CEP (∆K)
n (1.4)
where ∆K is the peak-to-peak range of the cyclic stress intensity factor, n is the
slope of the log-log line, and CEP is an empirical parameter that depends upon ma-
terial properties, test frequency, mean load, and some secondary variables. Paris law
represents well the central part of the curve in Figure 1.3. However, the complete
crack-growth behavior has three separate phases:
1. crack nucleation;
2. steady-state regime of linear crack growth on the log-log scale;
3. transition to the unstable regime of crack extension and fracture.
Such a situation is indeed depicted in Figure 1.3, where Region 1 corresponds to the
crack nucleation phase, Region 2 to linear growth, and Region 3 to transition to the
unstable regime. Threshold values for ∆K that delineate one region from the other
seem to exist; the locations of these regions in terms of stress intensity factor vary
significantly from one material to another.
During life cycle of the structure some inspection are required to avoid the unstable
regime and various design criteria have been developed during the history of aviation
to ensure the resistance of the structure when it is subject to multiple load cycles and
they can be broadly divided in three different philosophies [9]:
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• Safe Life;
• Fail Safe;
• Damage Tolerance.
The first approach is designed to ensure, for a given design life, the resistance to
workloads without the generation of fatigue cracks; namely, the adequate fatigue life
is achieved by limiting its allowed operational life. During its application to commercial
aircraft in the 1950’s, this approach is too expensive while achieving acceptable safety,
since a combination of material scatter and inadequate fatigue analyses resulted in the
premature retirement of healthy components. The approach is still in-use today in such
structures as high-strength steel landing gear. However, due to the damage sensitivities
and relatively flat fatigue curves of composite materials, a safe-life approach is not
appropriate.
The fail safe approaches contemplate the eventual presence of damage in some
points of the structure, limiting catastrophic effects by introducing redundant ele-
ments; when the failure of one of them occurs, the load is distributed on the intact
ones. From a practical standpoint, the approach forces the structure to contain mul-
tiple load paths by requiring specific load-carrying capability with assumed failures of
one or more structural elements. This approach achieved acceptable safety levels more
economically, and, due to the relative severity of the assumed failures, was generally
effective at providing sufficient opportunity for timely detection of structural damage.
Its redundant-load-path approach also effectively addressed accidental damage and
corrosion. However, the method does not allow for explicit limits on the maximum
risk of structural failure, and it does not demonstrate that all partial failures with in-
sufficient residual strength are obvious. Moreover, structural redundancy is not always
efficient in addressing fatigue damage, where similar elements under similar loading
would be expected to have similar fatigue-induced damage.
The damage tolerance philosophy has been included in regulations since the 1970’s
evolving out of the “Safe Life” and “Fail Safe” approaches. It was initially developed
and used for metallic materials, but have more recently been extended and applied to
composite structure. Damage tolerance provides a measure of the structure’s ability
to sustain design loads with a level of damage or defect and be able to perform its
operating functions. Consequently, the concern with damage tolerance is ultimately
with the damaged structure having adequate residual strength and stiffness to continue
in service safely until the damage can be detected by scheduled maintenance inspection
(or malfunction) and be repaired or until the life limit is reached. The extent of damage
and detectability determines the required load level to be sustained. As a matter of
facts, safety is the primary goal of damage tolerance. Usually, components designed
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using this approach are slow crack growth structures, namely made up with elements
that present a long period for crack propagation or using components preventing cracks
to grow above a certain dimension and named crack stoppers.
Regarding the typologies of damage, the structure of an aircraft is subject to the
following main sources:
1. environmental deterioration;
2. accidental damage;
3. fatigue damage.
Environmental deterioration (typically corrosion) of a mechanical component is due
to its chemical interaction with the weathering and in general with the surrounding
environment. In the field of aircraft constructions, for reasons of weight, the structures
must have high efficiency, thus the presence of corrosion is a problem of considerable
importance. Accidental damage is usually derived by contact, by impact with an
object or even by a human error attributable to manufacturer, to flight operations or
to a wrong way of proceeding during maintenance. Inspection intervals within which
an accidental damage can be detected, are related to the type of damage and likely to
the consequences caused by it. As a matter of facts such damage occurs randomly, and
in some cases discovered during a routine inspection which is not focused on that. It is
indeed unforeseen in its definition. Fatigue damage is instead related to the material
deterioration due to fatigue stresses caused by repeated or even randomly varying in
time loads; the stresses induced in the aircraft’s structure during flight, takeoff and
landing operations are all critical load conditions. A fatigue damage typically begins
with a small fracture, initially very difficult to detect with common methods: liquid
penetrant inspection, X-rays, etc.; as the crack increases in dimensions because of load
cycles, the effects of stress concentration becomes higher, and the speed of propagation
of the crack also becomes even greater until the collapse level is reached.
Composites are some of the most critical type of materials with respect to fatigue,
where the crack initiation may be due to accidental damage as well. For reasons
inherent in their internal structure, they suffer much more than any other conventional
metallic material of problems related to damage. Typically for composites are matrix
cracking, delaminations, fiber fractures, interfacial debondings, and all these kind of
damage, especially those accidentally induced and then occurring in fatigue problems,
are very critical. The most problematic aspect of damage in composites is that they
can be produced by events involving very small values of energies; as an example
delaminations might occur, at interfaces between different oriented adjacent plies,
as a result of impacts with external objects involving energies of the order of some
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Joules. Typically these low velocity impacts produce so small damage within the
material that they can’t be detected through a simple visual inspection because they
are characterized by small external indentation (not visible or barely visible damages).
The damage tolerance approach involves the use of inspection procedures and struc-
tural design concepts to protect safety, rather than the traditional factors of safety
used for Ultimate Loads [9]. The overall damage tolerance database for a structure
should include information on residual strength characteristics, sensitivities to damage
growth and environmental degradation, maintenance practices, and in-service usage
parameters and damage experiences. However, a sort of "defect” factor based on de-
gree of detectability has been the basis for establishing minimum damage tolerance
residual strengths for composite structures in requirements proposed for inclusion in
[10]. These strength requirements are identical to those for metal structure having
critical defects or damage with a comparable degree of detectability. Requirements for
cyclic loading prior to residual strength testing of test components are also identical.
The application of this philosophy is thus introducing knockdown factors affecting the
design of composite structures. New methods of investigation have been developed
to reduce the gap between theoretical and practical benefits, including SHM. As dis-
cussed below both composite design and aircraft maintenance strategies are definitely
affected and could both benefit by integrating SHM capabilities. The next section
shows the typical accommodation of residual strain actually in use among aircraft
manufacturers due to the complex impact mechanics briefly introduced as well.
1.2.2 Composite design within aerospace manufacturers
Impact damage to composite structures is unique in that it may not be visible or may
be barely visible, making it more difficult for a repair technician or aviation worker to
detect that damage [11]. Impact induced damage is indeed a very complicated phe-
nomenon, requiring the basic mechanics and damage mechanism understanding. Some
concerns have been raised when damages have to be detected in composite materials
especially due to such complex mechanics. The impact behavior of composite materials
has been studied experimentally by many authors [12, 13, 14]. and the complexity of
the physical phenomena demands detailed investigation to numerical modeling making
difficult to extend analytical solutions to complex structures [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
The low velocity impact damage in laminated composite plate structures can be recog-
nized as a debilitating threat; it has a significant effect on the strength and durability
of the laminates; it is an inevitable event and needs appropriate design solutions to
be addressed [21]. As a matter of facts, a lot of work is still necessary to improve the
modeling of the damage developing during impact on composite laminates to better
assess numerically their residual mechanical characteristics in order to optimize their
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design [22].
In composite structure, the damage caused by an impact event is typically more
severe and even less visible than in metals. As a results, composite materials are sen-
sitive to many aspects of in-service use for which it is difficult to provide design data.
While subjected to out-of-plane loading or minor objects drop, like tools during as-
sembly or maintenance operation, composite laminates reveal a brittle behavior which
may lead to significant damages. These damages are classically divided in two parts
[23]: (i) intralaminar damages, i.e. the damages developing inside the ply like matrix
cracking, fiber/matrix debonding or fibers breakages, and (ii) interlaminar damages,
i.e. the damages developing at the interface between two consecutive plies, namely de-
lamination. Such damages are particularly dangerous because they drastically reduce
the residual mechanical characteristics of the structure. The reduction in compression
after impact (CAI) strength due to the low velocity impact is for instance of particular
concern. Generally the loss in strength may be up to 60% of the undamaged value
and typically industrial designers limit compressive strains to the range of 3000 to
4000 µ [24]. This significant reduction in design allowables is also a result of the
fact that testing coupons cannot simulate the behavior of larger realistic structures
because their dynamic response to low velocity impact may be quite different and it
is not economic to perform impact tests on relatively large panels so as to evaluate
impact behavior and damage development. In addition to the compressive strength,
the impact damage can decrease also the fatigue strength of a composite.
Composite structure failure is often caused by the development of different dam-
age mechanisms which begin locally. In fiber-reinforced laminates, delamination is
the most common damage mode. It is where the fiber-reinforced laminate behavior
differentiate from that of metallic structures inducing a primary concerns in composite
aircraft design. Delamination is caused by high interlaminar stresses and relatively low
interlaminar strengths of such composites, that show also very low through-thickness
strength. The delamination usually occurs between layers with different fiber orien-
tations. Two adjacent layers with different fiber orientation introduce a mismatch of
flexural and extensional rigidity through the thickness that combined with the low
resistance of the matrix, lead the composite material to be very sensitive to separation
of these interfaces. For this reasons, a major source of delamination damage is from
low-velocity impact where usually matrix cracks develop first in the plies (shear or
bending cracks) and delaminations then grow from these cracks at the ply interfaces
[21]. The delamination indeed rarely occurs as an independent damage mode; when a
shear or bending crack in a layer reaches an interface between two layers oriented in
different ways it is unable to easily penetrate the upper layers and it can spread like
delamination. Relevant efforts have been spent in the past years to understand how
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Figure 1.4: Carbon-epoxy plate subject to a low velocity impact. Thickness = 6mm. Energy = 85J.
delaminations arise within the composite laminates. The investigation conducted in
[25] demonstrated indeed that the delaminations only occur when there is a change in
ply orientations and develop mostly alongside the direction of fibers in the lower ply of
the interface. The size, shape and distribution of delaminations utilizing several eval-
uative techniques is investigated in [26], where the classic "peanut” shape is found at
almost every interface through-the-thickness. Several additional studies have revealed
this characteristic shape and the complexities of the related mechanics [27, 28, 15].
Nevertheless the improved knowledge achieved in the last years, a major concern
regards the detectability of damage. The impact induced damage evolution in compos-
ite laminates can be divided into two stages: (i) bending or shear stresses initiate the
micro cracks in matrix, (ii) propagation of the micro cracks into the nearby interface
yields to the delamination. The two kinds of damage, matrix crack and delamina-
tion, are connected and their relationship is responsible for the damage mechanism
occurring under low velocity impact. This phenomena results in a very small surface
indentation even when the through thickness damage is greater than an emerging flaw
due to the mixed crack-delamination evolution. The structure of a damage typically
obtained while a composite structure is subject to low velocity impact is showed in
Figure 1.4, where a classic ultrasonic non destructive evaluation (NDE) is depicted.
Specifically, it regards the case of a 6mm CFRP plate designed for a lower wing panel
of a commercial aircraft and loaded with a low velocity impact of 85J using a drop
weight machine with one inch tip. The peanut shape and the relevant extent of dam-
age is evident from the c-scan image (in plane view of the damage). Furthermore
the s-scan (section view of the damage) shows how the laminate is corrupted through
the thickness with several delaminations arising among several layers resulting in the
typical impact cone due to the complex failure mechanics (cracks-delamination mixed
failure). However, although the conformation of the damage appears evident, the only
visible item is the indentation on the upper surface which is of the order of few hundred
µm and quite not visible.
As a matter of facts, actually the complexities of composite response to low velocity
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impacts and the detectability of emerging damages require the design of structure to
be appropriately addressed. Basically, in a damage tolerance approach, the presence of
hidden failures due to barely visible damages is accounted during the design, generally
accomplished by limiting the design strain level for ultimate and limit combined load
design criteria [29]. Another common design approach limiting the benefits of com-
posites is operated to preserve the collaboration of reinforcements. In this context, the
typical problem regards the stiffened composite structures where the stringers adopted
for reinforcing thin walled structures [3] may be affected by not visible disbondings
even when subjected to low energy impacts. As in the case of delamination, the punc-
tual load leads to complex damage mechanics resulting in the separation between the
stringer and the hosting structure preventing the collaboration between parts with
a dangerous drawback for loading absorbing. Hence, disbonding stoppers are usu-
ally included into the design to avoid separations between stiffeners and skin above
the maximum size ensuring safe structural collaboration [29]. As a matter of facts,
connectors are indeed necessary where the introduction of composites would avoid
or limit any type of connection between different parts to reduce weight as well as
manufacturing and maintenance costs.
This rough damage tolerance approach therefore breaks down the benefits en-
couraging composites introduction. There are indeed two primary damage tolerance
requirements described in [30]: (i) damage growth characterization, and (ii) residual
strength capability. The certification demands the demonstration of required levels
of static strength, durability and damage tolerance as well as the ability to predict
stiffness properties. Demonstration of compliance for composite structure includes
sustaining design ultimate loads with damage at the threshold of visual detectability
(barely visible impact damage, BVID) and sustaining design limit loads with clearly
visible damage. In addition, it must be demonstrated that levels of damage smaller
than those that reduce the residual strength to design limit load capability will not
experience detrimental growth under operational loading conditions.
For instance, considering the applied strains, materials and design concepts, a
no-growth approach for damage tolerance has been adopted in the case of Boeing
B777 empennage [9]. This approach is based on demonstrating that any damage
that is visually undetectable will not grow under operational loads. This means that
structures with undetectable damage must be capable of carrying ultimate load for
the operational life of the airplane. The advisory circular [29] includes acceptable
means of compliance in the following areas: (i) effects of environment (including design
allowables and impact damage); (ii) static strength (including repeated loads, test
environment, process control, material variability and impact damage); (iii) fatigue
and damage tolerance evaluation; (iv) other items - such as flutter, flammability,
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lightning protection, maintenance and repair. According to such items, the no-growth
behavior of B777 CFRP structure has been demonstrated in numerous subcomponent
tests. Following the typical building block approach in use within aeronautical field,
two full-scale cyclic load tests have been performed inserting damage sites during
several test sequences. In addition, the full-scale tests demonstrated the following
characteristics required for damage tolerance compliance [9]:
• manufacturing anomalies allowed according process specifications will not grow
for the equivalent of more than two design service lives;
• visible damage due to foreign-object impact will not grow for the duration of
two major inspection intervals (i.e. two “C” checks, 4000 flights per “C” check);
• the structure can sustain specified residual strength loads with damage that can
reasonably be expected in service;
• the structure can sustain specified static loads (“continued safe flight loads”) after
incurring inflight discrete-source damage.
To demonstrate residual strength capability, the test box has been further damaged
with visible impacts. Visible damages are those that are easily detected by scheduled
maintenance inspections. Fatigue testing representative of two inspection intervals
again verified the no-growth approach. Tests are also conducted to provide certification
data for failure modes not readily predicted by currently accepted analysis methods.
For example: strength after barely detectable impact damage, called threshold of
detectability (TOD) impact damage in FAA advisory material; flaw growth from TOD
impact damage; strength after detectable damage; flaw growth rates from detectable
damage; lightning strike resistance; flame resistance.
Summarizing what is emerging analyzing a real certification stage of an aeronau-
tical composite structure, during the design phase, it is necessary to demonstrate
that not visible and barely visible damages occurring at every time do not affect the
safety of the aircraft between adjacent inspection checks. To detail how a safety de-
sign may be affected by unforeseen events, the typical trend of residual stress/strain
versus impact energy level is schematized in Figure 1.5. A first low energy range is
connected to not visible damages as it is not inducing any failure (namely below the
energy level ensuring the onset of a hidden failure). Then, the residual strain/stress
deeply decreases while the impact energy level ensures a slightly increasing damage
which is barely visible. That failure is indeed characterized by a through thickness
delamination where not any indentation is visible (inner visibility) or together with
a slightly visible indentation (external visibility) which is not always appreciable by
visual inspection. Then, the damage appears increasingly evident according to the
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of residual strain versus energy level and derived design con-
straint.
energy level. That is the limit for ultimate design stress or strain where any safety
factor is not considered yet.
Furthermore, as above mentioned, the damage is not the only event introducing
knockdown factors. Other aspects to be accounted are reported in Figure 1.6, whose
scheme shows how they define the allowable design region merely with a reduction of
allowabe stress/strain. Composite structures are indeed sized using limit allowables,
which results appreciably lower than material ultimate due to the introduced tolerance
(see Figure 1.7) According to Boeing design manuals and [9], the design limit allowable
sd.l.a. can be calculated for first approximation introducing a scatter to the ultimate
material allowable sm.u.a. as follows:
sd.l.a. = 0.5× sm.u.a. (1.5)
This definitely means that a huge amount of weight reduction expected introducing
composite materials is wasted. That is where the SHM introduction may provide
more relaxed design, limiting the allowables to the residual stress or strain associated
to the minimum damage detectable with an integrated system (i.e.: the system target)
capable to identify emerging flaws where any other detection is not possible.
As a matter of facts, the standardization and reliability required to move from
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of scattering factors constraining the composite design.
the damage tolerance to a condition-based design actually makes far from application
the integration of SHM technology during the structural design to avoid knockdown
factors due to detection of inner visible damages. However, due to the results that this
type of system may potentially achieve, SHM appears to be the only way to design
high performance and lighter components reaching the advantages expected fully up
to now. For these reasons, the condition-based design is referred here as long-time
perspective of SHM. Instead, the short-time perspective introducing SHM is related
to the damage assessment procedure adopted during lifetime and connected again with
damage tolerance approach which is based on scheduled inspections to ensure safety.
Such interesting aspect is remarked in the next section before finally introducing the
SHM framework in Sec. 1.4
1.3 Failure assessment during lifetime
The Paris law or similar approaches are useful to define the remaining life of struc-
ture, but the particular evolution of the crack in structures subjected to cyclic loads
requires a skillful inspection planning. As a matter of facts, extreme conditions in
which aerospace structures are expected to work lead to continuously check the ability
of the component to support the expected loads and it is primarily a flight safety
consideration. Damage tolerance ensures the structure can continue of carrying the
agreed-upon regulation loads despite any damage or degradation (e.g. impacts in-
duced failures). As indeed defined in the previous section with the example given by
the Boeing B77 empennage, the damage tolerance is defined in connection with the
prescribed checks no matter the growth approach is. Consequently, the concern with
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Figure 1.7: Typical design allowables for carbon fibers reinforced plastics (CFRP).
damage tolerance is ultimately with the damaged structure having adequate residual
strength and stiffness to continue in service safely at least until the damage can be
detected by following scheduled maintenance inspections.
The focus of damage tolerance evaluations should be on ensuring safety in every
unforeseen event, not solely on likely scenarios of damage, like that tested within B777
program. As a consequence, an important part of a structural development program
is to determine the damages that the structure is capable of carrying at the various
required load levels (ultimate, limit, etc.). This information can be used to develop
appropriate maintenance, inspection and real-time monitoring techniques to ensure
safety. Structure certified with an approach that allows the presence of a damage no
matter the damage growth is, must have associated in service inspection techniques,
which are capable of adequately detecting damage before it becomes critical. In ad-
dition, if the damage growth is allowed, it must be predictable such that inspection
intervals can be reliably defined.
In this context in-service inspection procedures play a major role so that structural
regions and elements are classified with respect to required nondestructive inspection
(NDI) and NDE sensitivity. Inspection intervals are usually established on the basis of
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crack growth information assuming a specified initial flaw size and a detectable crack
size, the latter depending on the level of available NDI/NDE procedure and equip-
ment. Cracks larger than that are presumed to be discovered and repaired with a
defined confidence level. That is the target of the NDE equipment usually assessed
with Probability of Detection approaches [31]. Furthermore, the inspection intervals
must be such that an undetected flaw will not grow to critical size before the next in-
spection. Due to their key role, the use of NDI/NDE techniques and the establishment
of appropriate inspection intervals have progressed considerably especially in the case
of composites.
For this reason, the next section is dedicated to a brief review of non destructive
inspection methods in use for composites to further introduce their actual role in the
damage assessment procedure and the introduction of SHM as their natural evolution
(short-term perspective).
1.3.1 Non destructive testing methods for composite inspection
Non destructive testing methods deal with the identification and characterization of
damages without altering (destroying) in any way the component inspected, whether
they show inner or external visibility. Due to their characteristics, they provide a cost
effective approach to investigate condition of a single component or for the in service
inspections of complex systems [32]. In the field of composites, numerous techniques
are adopted, including ultrasonic testing [33], thermographic testing [34], infrared
thermography testing [35], radiographic testing [36], visual testing [37], acoustic emis-
sion testing [38], acousto-ultrasonic [39], shearography testing [40] and electromagnetic
testing [41].
Visual Testing (VT) is the most basic type of NDT, used in most cases because it
is the cheapest and fastest way to inspect a component, limiting the use of other types
of testing techniques. The high affordability in the process is also introduced by the
absence of any equipment as well. However this method has intrinsic disadvantages in
the way in which it is performed, limiting the analysis to external manifestations of
damage (surface braking defects) missing all internal defects which are hardly visible
at surface.
Ultrasonic Testing (UT) evaluates information carried by an ultrasonic signal trans-
mitted and received by specific transducers and usually post processed on display de-
vices. Based on complex analysis, crack location, flaw size, its orientation and other
characteristics could be achieved with good resolution, high flaw detecting capabilities,
but at the cost of a difficult set up. Test samples are usually needed for calibration
purpose to insure accurate testing of possibly damaged coupons. Such methods are
used with manual or automated systems and are useful for both manufacturing and in
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service situation. The most commonly used indicators of properties are wave propaga-
tion velocity and amplitude (or energy) loss. Some of the testing methods address one
property, while others include multi parameter analysis [42]. Generally, small discon-
tinuities can be detected from scattering analysis depending on the frequency range of
the system. Different approaches based on high frequency sound waves propagating
in solids can be generally exploited; pulse echo and through transmission, bondtester
and phased-array. Analyzing the echo of a pulsed wave, the first approach exploits the
transit time of the wave and the energy loss due to attenuation and wave scattering
on flaws. It is widely used in damage detection during manufacturing and in service
inspections and it is incorporated in aircraft manufacturer procedures to detect sub-
surface impact induced damages. Instead, the through transmission ultrasonic method
uses separately a transducer and a receiver kept in contact or far from surface and at
a fixed distance to analyze the direct propagation. It is really indicate for automated
systems, however it requires accessibility from both sides of the product and does not
return any information about the depth of the defect detected. Furthermore, such
type of investigation is less practical for on-site in service inspections. The bondtester
ultrasonic testing includes special equipments for detecting delamination and disbond-
ings in composite laminates using different techniques (e.g. pitch-catch and resonance)
designed for local and manual inspections. Phased array ultrasonic testing is mostly
used for composites and allows to increase the track width using multiple probe ele-
ments [43]. Systems based on this technique are useful for both manufacturing and
in-service inspections and when combined with post processing softwares, they are
able to provide in plane and sectional reconstructions with pulse echo information for
each scanned point. Furthermore, the phased array techniques can be used to opti-
mized the focusing of the signal creating a propagating beam. The stat of the art of
this technology includes probes in different shapes to optimize focusing and or surface
contour.
Thermography testing (TT) exploits the thermal conductivity of a material which
may change by the presence of defects. It is usually able to detect defects that have a
diameter greater than their depth in the part. A flaw, such as a delamination or impact
damage causes a change in the thermal radiation of the area [44]. Of particular interest
is the Infrared Thermography Testing (IRT) where the thermal radiation emitted
by a surface of a specimen is recorded with an infrared camera [45]. The active
approach is mostly used for NDI of composites. A heat input is used for changing
the temperature of the specimen and then the presence of the flaw is detected due to
the different conductivity in that location. Advanced active thermography approaches
use controlled heat input creating a progressive heat in the material. The camera
images are synchronized with the input to analyze the speed of changes in the surface
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temperatures, achieving better detection of defects and depth information. Different
techniques are available including flash, pulsed, lock-in and transient thermography.
In this way it is possible to inspect large area of a component without any couple or
contact, but simply acquiring thermal images of one side of the specimen. It is suitable
for manufacturing and maintenance application but requires high skilled operators for
the post processing of data.
Radiographic Testing (RT) is able to detect delamination when its orientation is
not perpendicular to the x-ray beam. Different types of RT techniques are used for
several applications. Conventional radiography is the most useful when the parts are
neither too thick nor too thin, low voltage radiography is used with parts showing
a thickness between 1mm to 5mm, while γ-rays radiography is used for thick parts.
Penetrant-enhanced radiography is instead employed specifically to detect small ma-
trix cracks and delaminations in a sample [46]. Furthermore, different methods have
been developed covering several applications; film radiography, computed radiography,
computed tomography, and digital radiography. The latter is able to differentiate or-
ganic and inorganic substances by taking x-rays at various energy levels and comparing
density. An interesting consequence is in the ability to distinguish water in honeycomb
sandwich structures from resin and filler. Instead, the X-ray Computed Tomography
(XCT), is able to provide the 3-D visualized image of the structure, achieving really
reliable results [47]. However, XCT approaches are usually really expensive or limited
to laboratory applications.
Electromagnetic Testing (ET) methods induce electric currents and/or magnetic
fields inside the object of investigation to evaluate different faults observing the electro-
magnetic response of the material. Also in this case different methods are available to
cover all applications including Eddy Current testing, Remote Field Testing, Magnetic
Flux Leakage and Alternating Current Field Measurement.
Acoustic Emission (AE) exploits the stress waves generated by material defects;
propagating from the location where the damage is emerging, they are detected by an
array of highly sensitive piezoelectrics. As a matter of facts, it is a passive approach;
analyzing the sound emitted by the energy released during fracture rather than inter-
rogate the structure in some way. The resulting sensitivity is very high, the process of
investigation is relatively fast and, using several sensors permanently adopted, it is not
necessary the disassembling and preparation of the specimen. For their characteristics,
AE techniques are particularly suitable for detecting fatigue damages. However, the
complex analysis which is behind this techniques requires skilled operators to correlate
data to specific damages.
Acousto-Ultrasonic (AU) methods combine acoustic and ultrasonic testing mostly
to assess severity of internal imperfections in composites. Such class of testing provides
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not expensive tools, flexibility and sensitivity but not yet enough reliability. It is useful
to detect emerging flaws and indicate accumulated damage in a structure due to fatigue
or impacts. However it requires detail calibration before any testing.
Shearography testing is a laser optical method using coherent light or coherent
soundwaves to provide information about failure in composites by analyzing stress
concentration typically distributed around critical defects [40]. The deformation of
the surface caused by stress/loading is measured and the defects are detected only
by their mechanical response, making not simple the interpretation of results. In
addition, it requires special inspection condition (surface condition and illumination)
and the loading of the specimen which may be further damaged. As a consequence,
it is extremely difficult to characterize defect and it can be adopted mostly for the
fast identification of certain flaws. On the other hand shearography provides large
area testing capabilities, non-contact properties and good performance on honeycomb
materials, which is a big challenge for traditional nondestructive testing methods. In
addition its relative insensitivity to environmental disturbances makes this method
suitable for less skilled users (less training needed). Finally it is applicable for a large
range of applications including detection of delamination in sandwich panels.
Usually all NDT techniques can be divided and grouped in different way, depending
on several common characteristics or applications. As suggested in [48], it is possible
to broadly divide NDT approaches in contact and non contact methods, having both
specific applications in composites. According to such identification, contact methods
are traditional ultrasonic testing, eddy current testing, magnetic testing, electromag-
netic testing, and penetrant testing. Instead, typical noncontact methods are through
transmission ultrasonic, radiography testing, thermography, shearography and visual
inspection. This way to group such testing approaches is really crucial because it
cannot to be neglected that eliminating any contact between sensor and structure
the investigation becomes faster. That is the reason for which although there are
so many NDE techniques commonly used in the aerospace industry for composites,
visual inspection is still one of the most widely used, due to its simplicity and low
cost. However, the requirement, not always possible, of accessibility, and the need of
visualizing internal damages lead to the adoption of more sophisticated technologies
exploiting the wide variety of physics principles explained. As a matter of facts, prac-
tical applications for damage assessment on composite material in the aerospace field
include mostly ultrasonic testing, thermographic and vibration methods [49], acoustic
approaches [50], infrared thermography [51], shearography [52], and X-rays computer
tomography [53].
As described above, each one of these methods has advantages and drawbacks,
addressing specific problems in several types of flaw to be detected and different parts.
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As a consequence, although the great potentialities of several NDT techniques, some
of their inherent limitations still persist. First of all, NDI/NDE inspection sensitiv-
ity and reliability while inspecting actual airframes are far from the standards within
laboratory tests which include simpler coupons. However, the major concern of cur-
rent NDI/NDE practices is that they cannot provide a continuous assessment of the
structural condition. To practically perform NDI/NDE inspections, the aircraft has
to be taken off line, disassembled in some parts and scanned. This process is time-
consuming and expensive, making necessary a detailed scheduling and preveting on
demand inspections. The implementation of a SHM system could improve such situa-
tion due to the permanently attached transducers allowing structure interrogations as
often as needed even when and where the accessibility is not possible. The potential
benefits introduced by operating SHM within aircraft inspections are detailed in the
next section, where specific examples are given to justify the cost benefits achievable
by introducing condition-based monitoring with integrated structures.
1.3.2 Benefits introducing SHM in aircraft inspections
Unlike NDE inspections, the on-demand interrogations of a SHM system based on
permanently attached sensors are done always in the same way, making possible to
build an historical database and acquire change information to assist in the system
reasoning process. Advanced signal processing methods can be used to detect charac-
teristic changes in the material state and make that state-change information available
to the prognosis reasoning system. The concept of change detection can be used to
characterize the material state by identifying critical features that show changes with
respect to a reference state that is stored in the information database and updated pe-
riodically. When this is performed in coordination with existing NDI/NDE practices,
the structural health monitoring information performed between current inspection
intervals can provide supplementary data that would have a densifying effect on the
historical information database. Another advantage of implementing SHM systems is
related to the nonlinear aspects of structural crack propagation. Most of the current
life prognosis techniques are indeed based on linear assumptions rooted in laboratory
tests performed under well-defined conditions. However, actual operational conditions
are far from ideal, and incorporate a number of unknown factors such as constraint
effects, load spectrum variation, and overloads. These effects are within the nonlinear
fracture mechanics and make the prediction very difficult. However, the dense data
that can be collected by an SHM system could be used as feedback information about
the crack-growth rate, and could allow the adjustment of the basic assumptions to
improve the crack-growth prediction laws.
Structural health monitoring could have a major contribution to the structural
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Figure 1.8: Damage assessment processes based on NDE and SHM capabilities.
diagnosis and prognosis not only increasing the safety by introducing a continuous
monitoring. As a matter of facts, the introduction of an effective SHM system may
completely change the maintenance strategies increasing safety level of operations.
The damage assessment process is really complicated by the necessity of inspections
targeted to ensure safety according to the damage tolerance design criteria. The
complex environment in which aircrafts work, driven by the business of the operator,
lead to the necessity of scheduled inspections between several flights which minimize
the downtime. Actually the damage assessment process is based on different levels
of inspection, as depicted in Figure 1.8, and oriented to release the aircraft or to
require its repair. The turn-around operated by the aircraft captain is the first way to
detect damages by visual inspection. However the first detailed inspection is operated
by the Level 1 inspectors according to rigorous visual inspection criteria and it is
usually available at larger airports. When the release is not obtained during this
phase, the inspection operated using sophisticated NDT approaches is required to
obtain the release or repair response. However, the Level 2 inspectors, in charge of such
type of inspections, are available only in certain bases and it is necessary to move he
aircraft in most cases. As a matter of facts, the inspection procedures are complicated
and introduce often relevant downtime. In this context the principal aim of SHM
is to reduce operative costs moving from the actual maintenance approach based on
two different levels of inspection towards a condition-based philosophy exploiting an
autonomous and integrated sensing system for achieving the release of the aircraft or
its repair request. According to the IATA benchmark for direct operating costs per
flight depicted in Figure 1.9, the 17% of the operative costs of a recent aircraft are
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Figure 1.9: IATA benchmark airlines costs share for direct operating costs of a recent aircraft.
Check Type Frequency Man hours
A 500-800 FH 20-50
B 4-6 months 150
C 20-24 months 6000
D 6 years 50000
Table 1.2: Scheduled maintenance levels for a commercial aircraft.
demanded to maintenance tasks and they can increase up to 25% for aging vehicles.
The scheduled maintenance levels for a commercial aircraft are reported in Table 1.2
with typical frequency and man hours required for each of them. This summary
explains easily the complexity of maintenance procedures, step by step more heavy,
to ensure safety of aircraft lightweight structures. The check A is usually performed
overnight every 500-800 flight hours (FH) at an airport gate while the check B requires
1 to 3 days at an airport hangar to be completed. More complex but very crucial is
the Check C, usually performed less than every 2 years requiring 1 to 2 weeks of work
in a maintenance base. Instead the check D is operated usually every 6 years, where
the paint may needed to be completely removed for further inspection on the fuselage
skin. For this reason it requires a suitable maintenance base and about 2 months of
work. Such data are variable and depend indeed on how much the aircraft is devoted
to maintenance, as reported in Table 1.3 for the check C. The cost of a check C depends
on the maintenance required (it may be light or heavy) starting from 60k$ for a small
narrow body aircraft up to 1M$ for a wide body aircraft [54].
Starting from these considerations, to reduce such costs it is possible to limit non
destructive inspections and disassembly of aircraft just in case of negative response
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A/C Type Interval C-Light cost ($) C-Heavy cost ($)
B737-800 20 months 120k− 160k 220k− 320k
B747-400 18 months 600k− 800k 1.0M− 1.2M
B767-300ER 16-18 months 450k− 550k 600k− 700k
B777-300ER 16-20 months 375k− 475k 550k− 650k
A320-200 18 months 150k− 180k 250k− 350k
A330-300 18 months 375k− 475k 550k− 650k
E190 6000 FH 70k− 90k 110k− 180k
CRJ-700 4000-6000 FH 60k− 80k 100k− 170k
Table 1.3: Estimation of C-type maintenance costs for aging commercial aircrafts.
claimed by a SHM system. It is indeed estimated that in this way SHM allows to
reduce a relevant percentage (up to 3−4%) of operative costs for airlines by modifying
the damage assessment process (short-time perspective). As a consequence of such
aspects, the introduction of a reliable SHM system can increase the safety (continuous
monitoring) reducing costs (maintenance just in time). About the latter perspective,
it is possible to quantify such reduction estimating inspection costs and SHM system
benefits instrumenting the door surrounds of a passenger airplane with 4 doors. The
area under investigation is about 7m2 and the design flight goal of the fuselage is
about 100k FH . The costs of inspection and instrumentation can be divided in NDT
inspections, SHM weight, sensor installation and sensors cost. The former is demanded
for actual maintenance operation and consists of inspection for barely visible damages
(BVID) and visible damages (VID) operated by L2 level inspector. Each inspection
may cost around 40k$. The other costs are demanded for SHM based maintenance by
avoiding any NDT inspection. For instrumenting one door surround are need about
3kg of sensors, 7kg of electronic parts and 16kg of cables and miscellaneous, for a total
mass of 26kg per door. The operational cost derived by further introducing 1kg is
about 0.07$ per each FH. The sensor installation cost depends on how the sensor are
bonded: (i) bonded on the cured structure or (ii) co-cured. In the first case the cost is
about 26k$ per each door surround ensuring 200M FH of durability while it decreases
to about 8k$ for a cobonded installation. This means 104k$ or 32k$ for instrumenting
all door surrounds of the fuselage. the sensors will cost approximately 12k$ per door,
with a total cost of 48k$. For an aging airplane is estimated that 103 damages will
occur on the fusolage operating for 500k FH. About 75% of these damages occur at
door surround and 80% of these damages have a dent depth within 0.3mm and 1.3mm
and they require inspection. The resulting cost for inspecting door surrounds is about
4.8M$ per 100k FH. According to the estimation given above, a sensorized fuselage
will cost in the worst case about 0.876M$ with a benefit of 3.9M$ if no inspection is
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carried out while continuous monitoring the structure. The impressive benefit obtained
based on certain assumptions [54] and affected by an uncertainty of 10% does not
account the cost for SHM maintenance and the inspections required for clarifying some
system responses (combined NDE-SHM). However, also including scatter factors, the
promising benefits introduced by integrating SHM during damage assessment process
(short-time perspective) are remarkable and not negligible. In addition, SHM must be
considered during the structural design: monitoring, inspection and damage detection
become an integral part of structures at the design level reducing the knockdown
factors introduced by actual damage tolerance approach (long-term perspective) for
further decrease operational costs. As a matter of facts, actually SHM appears the
only way to design safe and lighter structures.
Given the benefits may be achieved, the next section is dedicated to introduce sev-
eral outputs demanded to a possible SHM system in terms of diagnostic and prognosis
of integrated structures.
1.4 Structural Health Monitoring: diagnosis for structural
prognosis
A SHM system provides an effective, continuous, and low-cost integrated framework
for detection of damages in structures to avoid catastrophic failure. It can provide sig-
nificant improvement in cost reduction for both aging and modern lightweight defect-
critical structures. The first key role of SHM systems is to replace the traditional
scheduled maintenance approach with the on condition maintenance concept, helping
to significantly reduce the percentage of the life cycle costs associated with inspec-
tion and maintenance operations. Furthermore, a system integrated with structure
capable to provide structural diagnostic every time and everywhere as a part of the
structure itself can lead to the composite design optimization. The damage tolerance
approach operated by large commercial aircraft manufacturers which are increasingly
using composites restricts the effective benefits resulting from its adoption and only
the integration of a system capable to detect any possible emerging flaw can improve
the design.
As aforementioned, a condition-based approach could be able to relax the main-
tenance strategy minimizing aircraft downtime as well [55]. Moreover the design con-
straints would be avoided further increasing the structural performance with a more
ecological friendly aircraft. The European Union itself is deeply involved in research
programs dedicated to mature, validate and demonstrate the technologies that best
suit the environmental goals set for regional aircrafts, that will enter service from
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2020 onwards, performing low-weight aircraft configurations in which the continuous
monitoring is a key concept. The “Green regional Aircraft (GRA)" project [56] re-
cently funded within “Clean SKY" platform under the FP7 program, is indeed aimed
to reduce CO2 and NOx emissions through lightweight architecture, efficient energy
management and increased aircraft availability through more efficient maintenance (re-
pair, longer lifetime etc.). However, a crucial aspect emphasized by the recently funded
project “Smart Intelligent Aircraft Structures (SARISTU)" under the FP7 program
[57], is to limit the integration cost of SHM systems by moving the system integration
as far forward in the manufacturing chain as possible. In this manner, SHM integra-
tion becomes a feasible concept to enable in-service inspection cost reductions of up
to 1% .
Structural Health Monitoring deals with the analysis of structural performances
in view of on condition maintenance as well as integrated oriented design. However,
an health management system is a complex environment in which the diagnosis is the
crucial but not the only critical task to perform. Different stages can be identified
and likewise different methodologies can be exploited to perform different tasks. The
underlying concept is to record the response of a structure when excited by a diagnostic
or ambient input, process and analyze the response to extract features affected by
defect and relate such parameters to defect characteristics. A typical SHM system
consists of transducers for actuation and sensing. The actuator is usually excited by
a signal generator for generation of diagnostic input while the sensors acquire data
to be transmitted to a data acquisition system. In few cases the ambient excitations
replace the diagnostic input and all transducers are used to detect the response of the
structure to such external loads. From this distinction, it is possible to broadly group
several methods in:
• active SHM;
• passive SHM.
In both cases the data are analyzed by a post-processing unit to predict and estimate
damage. Therefore, an efficient SHM system requires transducers, signal process-
ing for several purpose and algorithm providing damage reconstruction/information.
Generally, a SHM system may provide a multi-level diagnostic, depending upon the
information collected and the algorithm adopted to interpret test data sets. It mainly
deals with diagnostic phase and should be supported by a prognosis tool predicting
the remaining life span of the structure to obtain a self-sensing smart structure with
a condition based lifetime strategy. The health management system can be broadly
divided in four different steps [58]:
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• damage detection, oriented to identify mostly the presence of the damage when
a certain metric overcomes a defined health threshold (decision making output);
• damage localization, which deals with the identification of the more probable
location of the detected damage (position output);
• damage dimension assessment, aimed to provide the extension and/or severity
of the flaw (severity output);
• remaining life, which deals with the prognosis of the current expected lifetime
of the component considering the dimension of damage and the prescribed load
history (prognosis output).
The first three outputs constitute the diagnosis of a comprehensive SHM system while
the last one is the prognosis demanded as input for the management of the monitored
component in order to deliver aircraft release or repair (see Figure 1.8). From this
breakdown, it is possible to define the multi-level diagnostic necessary for condition
monitoring approach.
The crucial issue is the damage detection, whose reliability affects the remaining
steps. The target of the system, i.e. the minimum detectable size with a defined
confidence level (usually approached extending to SHM the Probability of detection
analysis [31]) is crucial for application purpose. Regardless the detection capability
of the metric, the quantification of a SHM system [59] is strongly affected by the
decision level adopted for the identification which needs a careful unsupervised [60, 61]
or supervised [62] analysis of data and it should be optimized in view of the aircraft
lifetime management [63]. Moreover, the relation between signal response and flaw size
can be primarily assessed approaching a statistical analysis to correlate the specific
feature to the damage dimension and/or severity [31, 64]. Thus the system provides
simultaneously the presence and the severity of damage scenario. To finally assess the
location of hidden flaw, a dedicated algorithm should analyze the (non-censured) data
sets available after decision making.
As a matter of facts, a comprehensive diagnostic output may be simply achieved
but it is crucial to: (i) chose a signal response that is sensitive to such a hidden flaw
as well as increasing with the severity of damage and (ii) estimate at least the position
of damage as a spatial point using a reconstruction algorithm. However, a critical
point in the context of this work is in the type of damage scenario induced by low
velocity impacts which may be different depending on the impact location. Typically,
delaminations mostly arise between adjacent layers of flat multilayered composites
while disbondigs appear in stiffened composites between thin walled structure (skin)
and stringer. Consequently, a SHM methodology aiming to discover and characterize
impact induced damages should be able to monitor both events.
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Using permanently distributed sensors, several approaches may be used to interro-
gate or extract sensitive data from the integrated structure and classic SHM systems
designed in the last decades can be broadly divided in three groups:
• vibration based techniques;
• wave propagation based techniques;
• electromechanical impedance (EMI) techniques.
The former approaches are both using the dynamic behavior of the structure to collect
useful information about its condition. The global vibration approach aims to detect
presence and location of damage by analyzing the frequency response functions (FRF)
of the structure. Damage mechanisms like delamination and disbondingsl change the
dynamic response of the structure that may be used to identify damage. In particular
variations on the stiffness, mass or energy dissipation properties of the structure due
to such a failure will alter dynamic response characteristics such as mode shapes and
natural frequencies. Vibration based techniques are widely used and several compre-
hensive review can be found in literature [65, 66, 67]. However when the defects are
small compared to the dimensions of the structure, it is not easy to distinguish the
differences in the vibration response from the noise level and correctly relate changes
to damages. Although several techniques have been developed to amplify the differ-
ences and eliminate noise, actually the vibration approach is mostly useful to detect
widespread or extensive damage.
Wave propagation or guided ultrasonic waves (GUWs) techniques are based on the
assumption that a hidden flaw in the structure alters the behavior of the waves trav-
elling in the structure and exploit the propagation and reflection of elastic ultrasonic
waves in solids [68]. Typical ultrasonic methods include pitch-catch and pulse-echo
techniques. For pitch-catch techniques, elastic waves are generated using an actuating
transducer at one location on the structure (pitch), and the response is recorded using
a sensing transducer at a different location (catch). Damage and its severity along
the wave propagation path is detected by examining such response in terms of wave
characteristics. Wave attenuation, dispersion and energy content can be extracted op-
portunely processing the signal. Pulse-echo techniques exploits the same transducer
used to excite the elastic wave also to measure the response after the transducer has
finished exciting the structure. Damage is detected by investigating echoes in the
measured response due to wave reflections off damaged regions. The time of flight
(TOF) can be used to locate the damage and the amplitude of the reflected signal can
be used to assess the severity of the damage.
Finally, the EMI techniques exploits the electromechanical impedance response of a
piezoceramic (PZT) sensor bonded or embedded into the structure to detect damage in
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the near-field [69]. Excited by a sinusoidal voltage sweep with low amplitude from low
frequencies up to ultrasounds, the PZT induces the surrounding structure to vibrate
due to the bonding and the presence of a fault can be detected observing changes
in the electromechanical signature (real and imaginary part of the impedance and
admittance). Although the good sensitivity of this method increased by many signal
processing techniques to reset the environmental effects [70] and compact devices for
data processing [71], this method is usually limited to near field damage detection,
making it mostly useful for monitoring the confined damages such as bolts and joints.
Other countless non-conventional approaches are also available and usually char-
acterized by non contact techniques. Among them, vision-based SHM using computer
vision techniques are succesfully adopted for developing accurate and low-cost bridge
monitoring systems that can identify and quantify irregular behaviors in bridge safety
by simply employing single or sparse cameras and image processing techniques [72, 73].
The most important advantages deal with non contact capabilities and the wide area
that may be potentially monitored. However, this cost-effective SHM system is hardly
adopted for small defects detection and it is limited to fixed targets, such as bridges
and other deteriorating civil structures. A similar discussion can be organized con-
sidering global positioning system (GPS) as monitoring technology with the aim to
develop a reliable and effective method of global displacement sensing [74]. However,
from this point of view, both approaches may be considered a further development of
classic vibration-based techniques.
Another emerging technology consists of remote interrogation of structures at mi-
crowave frequencies so that any parameter affecting the reflected wave is a function
of its structural condition [75]. Damage can be detected in composite materials as
well demonstrating the feasibility of microwave sensor elements for detecting dam-
age in composite structures. The advantages of having a damage-sensitive structure
with permanently embedded sensors that can be interrogated remotely are here found
together. As suggested in [76], the unique properties of millimeter wave radiation al-
lows penetrating through many non-conducting materials. Mechanical vibrations are
rarely measured with Laser-Doppler-vibrometry (LDV) in practical SHM applications,
due to the high costs. Instead, the low cost radar technology represents a promising
new approach towards in-situ SHM-scenarios with permanently installed sensors [77].
Furthermore, the low attenuation enables long distance measurements, making this
radar-based approahes even an enhancement of vibration-based techniques being able
to detect displacements [78] and mechanical vibration (Moll20141802) but with novel
and promising capabilities [79].
Among various techniques, GUWs have been extensively investigated in the last
decades due to several advantages: (i) the transducers required are light, cheap and
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can be easily bonded or integrated in the structure, (ii) they can travel long distances
with loss attenuation requiring a limited number of transducers to scan large areas,
(iii) the high frequency excitation returns small wavelength allowing to detect minute
damages unlike low-frequency vibration technique, (iv) the low frequency ambient
vibration does not affect the wave characteristics, (v) the multi-modal controllable
behavior allows to detect a wide variety of damages and (vi) the transient nature of
the physics is not particularly affected by structural damping. On the other hand, the
propagation phenomena are quite complex, especially when dealing with composite
structures and dispersive waves.
The possibilities and challenges offered by such techniques pushed the present re-
search, oriented to the detection and characterization of typical impact induced dam-
age in composites using GUWs. Furthermore, the aim to achieve smart and reliable
techniques spreaded the scenario to the investigation of EMI potentialities for sensor
self-diagnostic. To cover all this aspects, the remaining part of this book is organized as
follows: the second chapter is dedicated to a brief overview of GUWs and related SHM
approach including key aspects in its development such as design of diagnostic input,
signal processing and piezoelectricity. The third chapter is the core of the work and it is
dedicated to the methodologies developed for damage detection using direct propagat-
ing waves and reflections to ensure the highest level of sensitivity. Large experimental
campaigns have been conducted and the results obtained instrumenting panels de-
signed for aircraft wing as well as a real scale outer wing of a commercial aircraft
are reported and discussed. The results usually match with classic non-desctructive
tests based on ultrasonic phased-array technique and compared with benchmarks when
present in the literature. Furthermore, several graphic user interfaces have been de-
veloped employing the direct propagation approach for relatively fast and easy data
processing . The fourth chapter is dedicated to a wide variety of numerical simulations
carried out. All methodologies developed and presented, even when non specified, have
been supported by finite element modeling (FEM), introducing new perspectives for
effective simulation of wave propagation as well as quantification of GUW based SHM
system. A final multi-side validation is indeed presented in view of a signal response
correlation for global damage detection approaches unable to deterministically size
the damage. The latest aspect spreads out the perspectives for an effective model
assisted probability of detection (MAPOD). In the fifth chapter, an experimental in-
vestigation carried out at Fraunhofer Institute for Structural Durability and System
Reliability LBF is presented to discuss few criticalities of GUWs while dealing with
sensor failure. Analyzing wave signal it is quite complex to distinguish damage of the
structure from sensor fault. To overcome this weakness, the EMI response of typically
adopted PZTs is studied to find a possible candidate for a self-diagnostic tool directly
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linked with the coded softwares. Finally, few conclusions are reported summarizing
the promising results obtained and the further investigation possibilities.
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GUWs based SHM techniques have been increasingly adopted to provide informa-
tion about damage type, severity and location. Basically, from the measured time
histories of the propagating waves, several features are extracted and used as damage
identification variables. However mathematical formulation, experiments and simula-
tion demonstrated how challenging is to intercept and exploit the physical phenomenon
mostly due to dispersive, multi-modal and multi point reflection behavior of waves
complicating the post processing of data. In this context, the present chapter details
few aspects of wave propagation, from theory to application, in order to introduce the
structural health monitoring methodologies described in Chapter 3.
2.1 Elastic waves in solid media
Waves can be defined as disturbances that travel, or propagate, from one region of
space to another. Different types of waves follow the same underlying phenomenon.
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Wave type Particle motion, main assumptions
Pressure (a.k.a. longitudinal; compressional; Parallel to the direction of wave
dilatational; P-waves, axial waves) propagation
Shear (a.k.a., transverse waves; distortional Perpendicular to the direction of wave
waves; S-waves) propagation
Flexural (a.k.a., bending waves) Elliptical, plane sections remain plane
Rayleigh (a.k.a., surface acoustic) Elliptical, amplitude decays quickly
waves, SAW with depth
Lamb (a.k.a., guided plate waves) Elliptical, free-surface conditions satisfied
at the upper and lower plate surface
Table 2.1: Waves in elastic solids.
The Table 2.1 shows some waves possibly propagating in elastic solid media. Axial
waves in bars are the simplest conceptualization of elastic wave motion (1D phenom-
ena) while the equation is complicating when complex structures are considered and
an analytical solution is not always available.
Guided waves are mostly important for structural health monitoring. They indeed
remain confined inside the walls of the structure, and hence can travel over large
distances guided by the structure which is also called waveguide. Furthermore the
high frequency involved leads to little amplitude loss. Finally they can be simply
excited with a concentrated source. Thus, they enable the SHM of large areas from a
single location. In addition, guided waves can also travel inside curved walls. These
properties make them well suited for the ultrasonic inspection of complex systems such
as aircrafts, missiles, pressure vessels, oil tanks and pipelines. Examples of guided
waves are Rayleigh waves, Shear-Horizontal waves and Lamb waves. Rayleigh waves
are found in thick solids that contain a free surface. They travel close to the free surface
with very little penetration in the depth of the solid. Rayleigh waves have the property
of propagating close to the body surface, with the motion amplitude decreasing rapidly
with depth. The polarization of Rayleigh waves lies in a plane perpendicular to the
surface. The effective depth of penetration is less than a wavelength. For this reason,
Rayleigh waves are also known as surface-guided waves.
In plate like structures, ultrasonic guided waves travel as Lamb waves or shear
horizontal (SH) waves. Lamb waves are vertically polarized, whereas SH waves are
horizontally polarized. This means that the particle motion of SH waves is polarized
parallel to the plate surface and perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation.
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Figure 2.1: Degeneration of fundamental lamb wave modes. The ring includes typical range of fre-
quencies used here in GUWs based SHM [80].
The SH waves can be symmetric and antisymmetric, depending on how the excited
particle is moving respect to the motion of the same particle on the opposite side of
the neutral plane. With the exception of the very fundamental mode, the SH wave
modes are all dispersive, which means that the velocity changes with frequency and
consequently the phase velocity is different than the group velocity. This phenomenon
complicates the propagation because exciting a wave packet its waveform changes
while travelling in the structure. On the contrary, Lamb waves are guided plate waves
with the motion polarized along the normal axis of the plate. They can propagate
showing a symmetric (Si) or antisymmetric (Ai) motion of the solid particles. Both
modes are quite dispersive and may exist in an infinite number. This means that at
any given value of the thickness frequency (product of excitation frequency and plate
thickness - fd), a multitude of symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb waves may exist.
The higher the thickness frequency, the larger the number of Lamb-wave modes that
can simultaneously exist. For relatively small values of fd (below the so-called cut-off )
frequencies), only the fundamental symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb-wave modes
(S0 and A0) exist. As the fd product approaches zero, the S0 and A0 modes degenerate
in the basic axial and flexural plate modes. At the other extreme, while increase fd
to highest values, the S0 and A0 Lamb-wave modes degenerate into Rayleigh waves
confined to the plate surface (Figure 2.1). Guided waves also exist in other thin-wall
structures, such as rods, tubes, and shells. Though the underlying physical principles
of guided-wave propagation still apply, their study is more elaborate.
As a matter of facts, the physical phenomena of several guided waves are strictly
connected, especially while dealing with Rayleigh and Lamb waves (which have the
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same polarization direction). They can indeed merely converse one in each other
while encountering an abrupt change of the structure like step discontinuities or de-
lamination in thick solids [81, 82]. How much thick or thin the solid should be to
allow Rayleigh rather than Lamb waves to propagate depends on the wavelength. In
the ultrasound range, when the wavelength is much greater than the thickness of the
plate/solid, it is easy to imagine that solid particles are all affected by the motion,
which generates Lamb waves. That is the reason for which usually Lamb waves prop-
agation is associated to plate-like structures. Otherwise, while the wavelength is much
smaller than the characteristic thickness of the plate/solid, the motion is confined to
the boundary of the structure where the disturbance is generated, penetrating for a
depth comparable with the wavelength. That is the reason leading to the association
between Rayleigh waves and thick solids.
Ultrasonic guided waves in flat plates have been firstly mathematically described
in [83] and several comprehensive analysis of Lamb wave propagation are also available
in the literature [68, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. For many advantages given in the field of
application, such as easy excitation and suitable wavelength, Lamb waves are selected
for the SHM methodologies developed in this work. For this reason, the next section is
dedicated to a brief introduction of their mathematical background in order to justify
some physical aspects such as multimodal behavior. However, for a detailed study the
author suggests the previous cited works.
2.2 Lamb waves in plates
Lamb waves are elastic guided waves propagating in thin-wall structures along direc-
tions contained by the plate’s plane and with frequencies mostly in the range of ultra-
sound. They can exist in two basic types: symmetric and antisymmetric (Figure 2.2),
and, for each of these types, infinite modes appear as solutions of the Rayleigh-Lamb
equations (Eq. (2.9)). A finite body can support an infinite number of different Lamb
wave modes. These modes exist for a specific plate thickness and frequency and they
are identified by their respective velocities. In general, elastic waves in solid materials
are guided by the boundaries of the media in which they propagate. The mathematical
problem can be approached seeking sinusoidal solutions to the wave equation for linear
elastic waves subjected to boundary conditions representing the structural geometry:
this is a classic eigenvalue problem. The three dimensional wave equation describing
the propagation of elastic waves in an isotropic solid media without external forces is
defined as follows [88]:
(λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∇2u = ρu¨ (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Lamb wave mode shapes; symmetric (a), anti-symmetric (b) [87].
where u is the displacements vector, λ and µ are the Lamè constants and ρ is the
density of the isotropic material. Through the Helmoltz theorem the vector u can be
decomposed using two potentials, one scalar ϕ and one vecctorial ψ:
u = ∇ϕ+∇× ψ (2.2)
By combining Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) the following equations are obtained:{
c2p∇2ϕ = ϕ¨
cs∇2ψ = ψ¨
(2.3)
and then
cp =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
, cs =
√
µ
ρ
(2.4)
with cp and cs respectively pressure and shear waves velocities. For harmonic propa-
gation in the x1 direction, ei(ξx1−ωt), the Eqs. (2.3) become:
d2φ
dx23
+ p2φ = 0
d2ψ
dx23
+ q2ψ = 0
;

p2 = ω
2
c2p
− ξ2
q2 = ω
2
c2s
− ξ2
ξ = ωc
(2.5)
with ω circular frequency and ξ wave number, having general solution:{
φ = A1 sin (px3) +A2 cos (px3)
ψ = B1 sin (qx3) +B2 cos (qx3)
(2.6)
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From Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6), by assuming zero displacement in the x2 direction
(u2 = 0), the general form of components of the displacements vector can be derived,
grouped into symmetric and antisymmetric components:{
u1 = (A2iξ cos(px3) +B1q cos(qx3)) + (A1iξ cos(px3)−B2q cos(qx3))
u3 = − (A2p cos(px3) +B1iξ cos(qx3)) + (A1p cos(px3)−B2iξ cos(qx3))
(2.7)
The stresses can be then connected to both the scalar and vectorial potentials, and,
by applying the conditions of free surfaces on the plate’s top and bottom, the resulting
system of equations is: 
τ33|x3=d = τ33(ϕ,ψ)|x3=d = 0
τ33|x3=−d = τ33(ϕ,ψ)|x3=−d = 0
τ13|x3=d = τ13(ϕ,ψ)|x3=d = 0
τ13|x3=−d = τ13(ϕ,ψ)|x3=−d = 0
(2.8)
By requiring the system (2.8) to have non-trivial solutions (determinant equal to zero),
two transcendental implicit equations are derived; one for symmetric modes and one
for antisymmetric ones, called Rayleigh-Lamb equations (d is the plate half-thickness,
cph is the wave speed, ξ = ω/cph is the wave number): tanh(pd)tanh(qd) = − (
ξ2−q2)2
4ξ2pq , symmetric mode (S)
tanh(pd)
tanh(qd) = − 4ξ
2pq
(ξ2−q2)2 , antisymmetric mode (A)
(2.9)
The solutions of Eqs. (2.9) represent the phase velocities cph of the various Lamb waves
modes: these curves do not exist in a closed form, so numerical algorithms are needed
in this case. Each one of the two Rayleigh-Lamb equations presents a number of
solution curves defining more than one relation between wave number and frequency,
or even wave velocity and frequency: several orders are present for both symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. By considering the velocity of Lamb waves packets traveling
in the plate, it is possible to introduce the group velocity cg which is linked to phase
velocity through the relation:
cg =
∂ω
∂cph
or cg =
cph
1− ω
cph
∂cph
∂ω
(2.10)
Typical trends of symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave modes for an aluminum
plate are represented in Figure 2.3. It is evident how (i) the phase and group velocity
differ in the dispersive ranges, (ii) the highest modes are characterized by a cut-off
frequency below which they cannot exist, and (iii) all modes tend to have the same
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Figure 2.3: Dispersion curves for an aluminum plate, lowest order solutions. Normalizing velocity:
shear velocity cS ; normalizing frequency: ξS · d, with ξS = ω/cS [87].
velocity strongly increasing the frequency (i.e. they tend to became surface waves).
Although the relatively simple formulation obtained, it is necessary to emphasize
that Lamb waves propagation behavior is much more complex than that of classic bulk
waves. First of all, they have dispersive characteristics (i.e., the wave velocity changes
with frequency, modes, and plate thickness); then, in relation to composite laminates,
wave propagation is complicated by the heterogeneous nature of material, its inherent
anisotropy and the multi-layered construction leading the wave mode velocity to be
macroscopically dependent on the laminate layup, the direction of wave propagation
and interface conditions. As a matter of facts, dealing with guided waves for struc-
tural monitoring requires analysis of propagating waves making extensive use of signal
processing techniques, dedicated algorithms for damage detection, propagation mod-
els based on theoretical aspects and correct selection of interrogation and monitoring
parameters affected by the complex physics of Lamb waves. A first overview of SHM
based on GUWs is presented in the next sections including the description of principal
aspects to account for the methodology definition. Such guidelines are reported in
order to simplify many technical aspects while approaching the Chapter 3. They are
mostly derived from bibliographic study when reported otherwise they are directly
moving from the knowledge gained through the experiments carried out.
2.3 GUWs based Structural Health Monitoring
GUWs have been extensively investigated in the last decades due to several advan-
tages aforementioned. A feature making Lamb waves so interesting and advantageous
for damage detection is the typical wavelength of the order of centimeters or even
millimeters (depending on frequency and mode considered) which makes them able to
interact with very small obstacles, e.g. through thickness damages in plates induced
by low energy impacts on composites. Furthermore, Lamb waves can be both excited
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and sensed by means of small, lightweight and inexpensive transducers such as Piezo-
electric Wafer Active Sensors (PWAS) that require low power. PWAS transducers can
be produced in different geometries and dimensions so that they can be adapted for
the various cases, furthermore they can be directly integrated (bonded or embedded)
becoming part of the final structure. This means that Lamb waves can be used to
continuously interrogate the structure using permanently integrated sensors in order
to detect small damage inside structures from their very early stage of development
(i.e. the aim of a SHM system).
2.3.1 Diagnostic wave
The goal of SHM research is to develop a monitoring methodology that is capable
of detecting and identifying, with minimal human intervention, various damage types
during the lifespan of the structure. Active SHM systems using interrogating Lamb
waves are able to achieve such results because different types of damages may interact
differently with several waves. Lamb wave based SHM techniques have been proved to
provide information about damage type, severity and location. Based on the measured
time history of the propagated wave, the traveling time, group speed reduction, and
wave attenuation, several parameters can be extracted and used as the damage identi-
fication variables. Further processing of the measured signals (e.g., using Short-Time
Fourier transform, Hilbert transform, Wavelet transform, Hilbert-Huang transform,
etc.) helps damage recognition.
However, the success of the interrogation mostly depends on the interrogation fea-
ture used as damage indicator. The incident Lamb waves depend upon the excitation
signal parameters (pulse shape, amplitude, frequency and number of cycles to be sent
during each pulse period) and may have significant impact on damage detection. For
instance, the fundamental anti-symmetric Lamb mode A0 can be generated at frequen-
cies below 50kHz where is much slower than the symmetric S0 mode and thus showing
a smaller wavelength making it more sensitive to damage detection. In the field of
NDE, a common understanding is indeed that the ultrasonic scanning technique can
usually detect damage with a characteristic size larger than half wavelength of the
employed ultrasonic wave. For this reason, the fundamental antisymmetric mode A0
is preferable and more sensitive to damage in the low-ultrasound range (i.e. its wave-
length is shorter than that of the S0 mode at the same frequency). Furthermore, the
A0 mode exhibits more severe dispersion at low frequencies. As a consequence, it is
simply possible detect delamination evaluating the time of flight (i.e. the thickness
frequency decreases in that location affecting the time of arrival [90] or the overall wave
behaviour [81]) but more stringent experimental configurations are normally required
to prevent energy leakage for its substantial out-of-plane vibrations (i.e.: the leakage
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introduces complexities in catching and correctly processing the signal while the wave
is travelling). In contrast, the mode shape of the S0 mode is simple and the stresses
are almost uniform throughout the thickness of the plate at low thickness frequency
values.
As a matter of facts, while activating diagnostic waves it is crucial to define the
appropriate mode, the appropriate signal and the appropriate frequency in order to
achieve the most effective identification of damage. Generically, the optimal charac-
teristics of an interrogating wave would be: (i) low dispersion, (ii) low attenuation,
(iii) high sensitivity, (iv) easy activation, and (v) easy sensing. Usually, the S0 mode
is selected for damage identification due to, in contrast to the A0 mode, its:
• lower attenuation (A0 mode usually presents higher attenuation during propa-
gation because of the dominant out-of- plane movement of particles in the mode
shape, which leaks partial energy to the surrounding medium; whereas the S0
mode has mostly in-plane displacement and its energy is confined within the
plate);
• faster propagation velocity which means that complex wave reflection from the
boundary can sometimes be avoided;
• lower dispersion in the low frequency range, benefiting signal interpretation.
On the other hand, there has been increasing awareness of using the A0 mode for
damage identification. Its merits, in comparison with the S0 mode, include:
• shorter wavelength at a given excitation frequency (in recognition of the fact
that the half wavelength of a selected wave mode must be shorter than or equal
to the damage size to allow the wave to interact with the damage);
• larger signal magnitude in lower ultrasound range (the A0 mode in a wave signal
is usually much stronger than the S0 mode if two modes are activated simultane-
ously, giving a signal with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), though it attenuates
more quickly);
• easier means of activation (the out-of-plane motion of particles in a plate can
more easily be activated).
Generally, both the S0 and A0 modes are sensitive to structural damage, and both
can be used for identifying damage. They are preferable mostly because below the
first cutoff frequency it is possible to avoid higher modes preventing more complex
interpratation of signals. Although it is feasible to select the preferred interrogating
mode, it is indeed not possible to prevent mode conversion at discontinuities and
reflections, making preferable exciting fewer modes possible.
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To excite primarily the desired mode for interrogating the structure, it is possible
to exploit the wave mode tuning techniques. While using PWAS is not possible to au-
tomatically select the mode because it generates both symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes simultaneously, but different methods are effective to isolate one of these. First
of all, a desired wave mode can be enhanced while other undesired modes can be
cancelled or minimized in a resultant signal, after mutual interaction of various Lamb
wave modes generated by a series of appropriately placed PWASs. This mode selec-
tion technique is often termed a multi-sensor mode tuning technique [91]. Due to the
behavior of PWASs, explained afterwards, while exciting thin plates, it is also pos-
sible to simply superimpose the effect of two sensors paced on the opposite faces of
the structure and synchronize the excitation to remark one mode while suppressing
the other one. Both possibilities are effective but practically difficult to be applied
requiring more sensors working simultaneously and the accessibility on both sides for
the second approach (infeasible for real structures). However even though both modes
are present using unique actuator, tuning Lamb waves with PWAS leads to either of
symmetric and antisymmetric modes. Their amplitude indeed strongly depends on
the frequency, the most important parameter for Lamb waves tuning with sensor. It
is possible to excite different modes simply by opportunely changing the frequency
because there are ranges in which only one mode is really visible (dominant), due to
the much greater amplitude than the other.
To realize how Lamb wave amplitude depends upon frequency, it is useful to con-
sider the so called tuning curves, representation of amplitude vs. frequency of wave
modes. It has been proved that the PWASs could activate the S0 and A0 modes of
different energy intensities at different excitation frequencies. The concept of a ‘sweet
spot’ has been established, referring to the central frequency of the excitation signal,
at which the maximum wave peak magnitude ratio of the S0 to A0 (or the A0 to S0)
modes is reached, so as to minimise the inherent interference between the two wave
modes and thus benefit signal interpretation. It is noteworthy that such a PWAS-
based tuning technique must be customised for plates of different thicknesses, since
plate thickness influences the dispersive properties of wave modes, as does the size of
PWASs. There is indeed a common practical guide about the maximization of wave
amplitude while changing the wavelength. Using circular PWAS it has been found
also by the author that the amplitude increases while approaching a wavelength two
times the diameter of the sensor. Furthermore the wavelength depends on the thick-
ness frequency making PWAS dimension and plate thickness the key parameters while
tuning wave with PWAS by means of frequency selection.
To better understand such phenomena, typical curves obtained in the context of
this research for a composite plate are presented in Figure 2.4. The results are part of
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Figure 2.4: Lamb waves response for a composite plate of thickness 1.6 mm, using a PWAS disk of
diameter 10mm.
the experiments described in detail in Sec. 4.1.2, involving dispersion measurements
in different directions of a quasi-isotropic plate. Due to the strong dependence of the
Lamb waves amplitude on the frequency, tests have been carried out in the frequency
range from 10kHz to 70kHz to define the dispersive wave mode A0. Otherwise, the S0
mode is investigated in the frequency range from 130kHz to 300kHz. In the frequency
range considered, the presence of both A0 and S0 is evident from the receivers output
even though with different amplitudes depending on the central excitation frequency.
The extensional waves are negligible in the lower range, due to their smaller amplitude
where the A0 mode is clearly identified. Increasing the frequency, the amplitude of
the extensional waves increases while the antisymmetric mode decays in intensity
making the S0 mode clearly visible. The A0 mode is not analyzed beyond 80kHz
because it is indeed not longer clearly identified. The tuning curves allow to precisely
define the wave mode amplitude trend with the excitation frequency. Beyond the
frequency of maximum tuning, the A0 mode rapidly decreases in amplitude no matter
the direction of propagation is (see Figure 2.4 (a)). Instead, results obtained in the
higher frequency range show the increasing amplitude of the symmetric wave mode
with the maximum tuning around 300kHz (see Figure 2.4 (b)). On the basis of such
evidence, the opportune investigation frequency range can be selected for both modes.
However, it is worth emphasizing that all the aforementioned mode tuning approaches
can more or less enhance a specific Lamb mode at a given frequency and meanwhile
suppress the others modes, but they cannot cancel a wave mode in a signal completely.
That point supports the choice to excite fewer modes possible remaining below the
first cutoff frequency where possible.
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Summarizing the discussion, it is possible to point out that the choice of the exci-
tation frequency is a very important aspect and may account the following considera-
tions:
• minimum number of wave modes, to limit received signal complexity;
• interrogating mode as non-dispersive as possible, to obtain a waveform indepen-
dent from the propagation distance;
• wavelength according to the damage dimension.
About the last item, in a real application, the size of the damage is one of the things to
be evaluated, and therefore it is unknown. Nevertheless, the target of the SHM system
is usually known and it is possible to relate the minimum damage to be detected to
that fix that point. Another practical issue found by the author while exciting funda-
mental modes together regards the possibility to select the frequency that minimizes
their overlap in the time histories captured by the sensors, improving the detection
capability and avoiding misleading interpratation of signals. Hence, according to the
wavelength requested for a critical damage dimension and to the most suitable mode,
the most effective way to select the frequency is a matter of weighting mode tuning
and time shift between different modes. In this way the mode which is primarily ex-
cited is clearly sensed and the other one may be exploited as well for damage detection
but without any complex interaction with the former. However, this item is mostly
connected with the signal waveform, which should be optimized as suggested in the
next section, and to the features to be extracted, whose characteristics are reported
in Sec. 2.3.3.
To correctly operate the monitoring of the structure, the identification of the wave
features affected by a specific damage to investigate is really crucial. No matter what
the parameter selected is, when guided waves are propagating in stiffened composites,
it is quite challenging and often time consuming to consider the theoretical behavior
of wave propagation as reference (model-based approaches). Although promising re-
sults have been sometimes obtained with such approaches [92], the post processing
of ultrasonic data appears to become further challenging when complex structures
are considered, activating multimodal behavior, multi-point reflection and damage in-
teraction when present It is indeed often preferable to directly compare wave signals
interrogating the structure different times to detect possible changes respect to a start-
ing baseline. For the latter demand, a parameter representative of the wave behavior
is extracted from signals at fixed time intervals, or after fixed load cycles, and com-
pared to a “pristine (or healthy) configuration”. If no change is currently present in the
structure, the current feature should be very close to that evaluated on the pristine
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structure, resulting in a non-identification response. Otherwise, if such a change is
present, the feature should increasingly change with severity of damage. No matter
what the compared parameter is, a possible metric is the Damage Index (DI) defined
as follows:
DI =
|fCS − fBS |
fBS
(2.11)
where fCS and fBS are scalar features extracted respectively interrogated the pristine
(baseline signal) and current (current signal) structure. With a DI close to zero, the
structure is in a healthy state; when the DI exceeds a certain threshold, this means
that damage appears; the greater the index, the more serious the damage should be.
As a matter of facts, the DI value becomes the signal response.
This approach, defined hereinafter as damage index approach, is extensively used
in this research for damage detection and detailed described in Chapter 3. However
it is easy to imagine how the identification depends mostly on the wave capability to
interact with damage and the sensitivity of the selected feature to that interaction.
That is the case when the damage indicator will return valuable information about
structural condition. For the first demand the correct design of the interrogating signal
is vital for a correct sensing of the propagating wave as briefly described in the next
section.
2.3.2 Optimal design of signal waveform
The selection of a Lamb wave mode as the diagnostic wave interacting with pos-
sible damage requires to be correctly addressed. The bandwidth, cycle number, fre-
quency and magnitude of this mode are key parameters while operating with dispersive
curves to enhance or impair the capability of damage identification to a certain ex-
tent. The dispersion primarily prevents the correct identification because the guided
wave spreads out and changes shape as it travels long distances, making its analysis
a major concern. To reduce this effect, a narrow bandwidth can minimizes the spec-
tral leakage preventing wave dispersion. Windowed toneburst signals with a certain
number of cycles rather than a single pulse are used for activating diagnostic wave
signals in practice, although a pulse signal may offer higher and more concentrated in-
cident energy. In particular, the Hanning function, is the most widely adopted window
function, defined as follows:
h(n) =
1
2
[
1− cos
(
2pi
n
N − 1
)]
(n = 1, 2, . . . , N) (2.12)
where h(n) is discretised using N samples. Applying the Hanning window on a 4.5
sine-cycles signal performing a 1s burst with a central frequency of 40kHz, the mod-
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Figure 2.5: Diagnostic wave obtained windowing a 4.5 sine cycles burst with Hanning function: time
doman history (a) and frequency domain spectrum (b) employing fast Fourier transform
(Carrier frequency: 40kHz).
ulated signal and its energy spectrum obtained by Fourier transform are displayed
in Figure 2.5. The energy of the modulated wave signal is observed to be concen-
trated within a very narrow frequency range (centralised at 40kHz in that example),
reducing wave dispersion considerably and according with the reduced leakage. For
such diagnostic signals, the relationships between the excitation frequency bandwidth
[fmin, fmax], the toneburst cycle number n , and the central excitation frequency f0
can be formulated by:
fmin = f0 · (1− k/n), fmax = f0 · (1 + k/n) (2.13)
where k is a constant depending on the selected window. The Eq. (2.13) hints that, as
the cycle number of tonebursts increases, the wave bandwidth is reduced, the signal
energy is more concentrated near the central excitation frequency, the peak amplitude
increases, and accordingly wave dispersion is minimised. However the number of cycles
cannot be further increased without any threshold because the duration of the overall
signal increases accordingly and the received signal is the accumulation of input waves,
scattered and converted waves altered by the dispersion; a large cycle number may
result in a pronounced overlap among the different wave components preventing a
correct interpretation of signals.
As a matter of facts, a compromise between the cycle number of the diagnostic
wave signal and its duration must be considered case by case to achieve a valuable
interrogation. However, as suggested in [91], the most suitable cycle number and
frequency of a diagnostic Lamb wave signal can be determined in terms of the minimum
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resolvable distance (MRD), which is defined as:
MRD =
v0
d
[
l ·
(
1
vmin − 1vmax
)
+ Tinitial
]
min
(2.14)
where l and d are the wave propagation distance and plate thickness; v0,vmin and
vmax are the group velocity at the central frequency of the input wave-packet, and
the minimum and maximum velocities of the wave-packet to travel the distance of l ,
respectively, Tinitial is the initial time duration of the wave-packet. It has been found
that the lower a MRD value, the better the resolution, and the more suitable the
current frequency and cycle number for damage identification. From this evaluation,
S0 and A0 have been found to possess very low MRD values and accordingly are often
selected for damage identification.
Finally, about the magnitude of the signal adopted to excite the diagnostic wave,
while increasing its voltage and keeping fixed the frequency the magnitude of the di-
agnostic Lamb wave and that of the sensed wave increase accordingly. The amplitude
values reported in Figure 2.4 are refferred to a generated signal of 80V peak to peak and
a distance between actuator and sensor of 150mm, demonstrating that the attenuation
of the output signal due to the bonded PWAS efficiency and the travelling distance
in composite can be also affected by the noise if not correctly addressed. Increasing
the magnitude of the signal can increase the signal to noise ratio, leading to an ex-
plicit response signal with less noise, though at the cost of higher energy consumption.
However, in a practical application two different aspects should be accounted. First
of all the excessive voltage can depolarise PWAS elements, whose maximum working
electrical loading is about 250− 300V mm−1 in the element thickness. Then, the am-
plitude and the frequency of the signal cannot be simultaneously increased above a
defined limit according to the digital to analog and analog to digital conversion capa-
bilities of the hardware used to excite and sense guided waves. The latter demand is
perhaps one the most critical issues while practically dealing with the implementation
of GUWs based SHM systems.
When the wave mode selected for diagnostic signal is optimized, several signal
processing techniques may be required to correctly identify and characterize the prop-
agation behaviour and extract features able to detect possible anomalies in the waveg-
uide. The next section is dedicated to such aspects, which closes the overview of
several guidelines for effective GUWs SHM.
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Figure 2.6: Lamb waves response sensed using pitch catch approach as a synthesis of wave propaga-
tion.
2.3.3 Signal processing
For the sake of the simplicity, it can be asserted that the propagation changes when a
detectable damage is encountered, making possible the structural diagnosis. However,
the complexities of wave propagation while traveling in non-isotropic media [93, 94]
make quite difficult to relate time histories caught in few single sensing points to how
the wave is propagating and eventually interacting with such a hidden flaw. As high-
lighted in Figure 2.6 for a pitch catch approach, the acquired signals are merely a
synthesis of the wave propagation, which is reflected in the time history of the high
frequency vibration affecting the receiver. Hence, the ultrasonic propagation has to be
related to specific parameters (signal responses) which may be affected by unforeseen
failure. Signal processing and computation are crucial elements in the implementa-
tion and operation of any damage identification system. The generic system requires
appropriate signal processing technology to extract features from different types of
sensors and to translate this information into a diagnosis of location and severity of
damage [95].
As a matter of facts, the accuracy and precision of a GUWs-based damage identi-
fication approach depends on the signals captured by several sensors and it is largely
subject to their processing and interpretation. Captured Lamb wave signals carry
comprehensive information as to interference existing in the path of wave propaga-
tion, such as damage in the medium inducing some changes in the captured signals.
The key is to correctly tease out these changes and then associate them with par-
ticular variations in damage parameters (e.g., presence, location, size and severity).
The existence of multiple wave modes, dispersion, mode conversion, superposition of
scattered waves from structural boundaries or irregularities (e.g., joints, stiffeners and
openings), broadband noise and other features make challenging this process. Even
using a DI approach, it is vital for damage identification to use appropriate signal
processing to extract appropriate features. Efficient signal processing is expected to
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extract essential yet concise characteristics (e.g., magnitude, frequency, energy, wave
speed and travelling time) from raw signals, to assist in assessment of damage param-
eters in conjunction with appropriate data fusion algorithms. The latter demand deals
with the algorithms capable to relate signal responses to damage parameters and it is
remarked in the Chapter 3 where the signal processing techniques described below are
extensively adopted.
Digital signal processing (DSP) is the study of any signals in digital representation
and several approaches are available. It is common to broadly group these approaches
is in terms of the domain where the processing is conducted, i.e., time domain, fre-
quency domain and joint time-frequency domain analyses. Wave signals are normally
digitized in time domain, whether they are obtained from measurements or models.
Then, digitized data is normally transformed both for the frequency and time domain
for a better understanding of the dynamic response of the structure.
Typically DSP techniques in time domain involve the Hilbert transform, corre-
lation, integration, time reversal, exponential smoothing, regression (curve-fitting),
extrapolation, differencing and decomposition. All of these approaches can globally
or locally extract the aforementioned characteristics from a time-series Lamb wave
signal. Instead, DSP in the frequency domain is typified by the Fourier Transform
(FT), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Digital Signal Filter, Two-dimensional FT and
FFT (2D-FT/FFT). However it is common to combine the analyses in the sole time
and sole frequency domains avoiding any potential loss of information. That is where
the joint time-frequency domain analysis differs from the previous DSP approaches.
Short-time Fourier transform (STFT), Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) and wavelet
transform (WT) are typically adopted for the latter demand.
A typical problem while processing guided waves is to extract their dispersive
behavior by plotting the wave velocity of the selected mode versus the frequency. Such
curves, called dispersion curves, are mostly adopted to characterize the material, to
detect possible anomalies and also to validate numerical models correlating simulation
and experimental outcomes (see Chapter 4). A typical approach to define the trend
of group velocity while increasing the frequency is based on the time of flight method,
where the distance between a couple of sensor is fixed and the group velocity is referred
to the time shift of excited and sensed wave. Due to the importance of this aspect
in the present work, two types of signal processing techniques are considered detailed
hereinafter:
• short-time Fourier transform (STFT) technique;
• combined cross correlation and Hilbert transform (HT) technique
The basic idea of the short-time Fourier transform is to divide the time signal in
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small segments (short time) and perform the Fourier analysis (fourier transform) on
each time segment to confirm that certain frequencies exist or occur in that segment.
The constant time-window is transformed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the
frequency domain. This time window is then shifted to a new position in time usually
adopting a fixed overlap and the transform is repeated. Since the constant time-
window STFT don’t due to a high resolution both in time and in frequency, but only in
one of them, STFT applies the basic FT on a small signal segment about time moment t
, by multiplying a time window function (commonly a Hanning or Gaussian window)
and neglecting the rest of the signal. This operation is then continued by moving the
short time window along the entire time axis, to obtain the energy spectrum of the
full signal. Given a signal s(t), to study the signal properties at time t0, windowing
processing is applied to emphasize the signal at that instant and suppress those at
other time. The window, indicated by a function h(t), is centered at t. The windowing
process will produce a modified signal:
St(τ) = s(τ)h(τ − t) (2.15)
This modified signal is a function of the fixed time, t, and the varying time τ . The
corresponding Fourier transform of signal St(τ) is:
St(ω) =
1
2pi
∫
e−jωtst(τ) dτ =
1
2pi
∫
e−jωts(τ)h(τ − t) dτ (2.16)
The energy density spectrum at time t is:
PSP (t, ω) =| St(ω) |2 (2.17)
For each different time, a different spectrum is available and the totality of these
spectra is the time-frequency distribution PSP , called spectrogram. Contour plot
is applied in the spectrogram to represent the amplitude of each point in the time-
frequency space and it is possible to characterize the characteristic time of the wave
both considering the carrier frequency of the signal or the maximum amplitude. The
correct time windowing returns indeed the maximum PSP while the central frequency
is considered.
Satisfactory precision cannot be obtained along the time- and frequency-axes syn-
chronously because is not possible to divide the signal into finer and finer part due to
the uncertainty principle:
∆ω ·∆t ≥ 1
2
(2.18)
which states that the product of the standard deviation in time and frequency (time
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Figure 2.7: Cross-correlation of simulated tone-burst signals: (a) 3-count sine signal: (b) 3-count
Hanning-window smoothed signal. Note: (i) transmitted signal x(t); (ii) received signal
y(t); (iii) cross-correlation of x(t) and y(t).
and frequency resolutions) is limited. The decrease (increase) in frequency resolution
results in an increase (decrease) in time resolution and vice versa.
About the second approach, the cross correlation is used for time delay assessment
due to its capability to detect similarities in two signals [96, 97]. The cross correlation
Rxy(t) of two signals x(t) and y(t) is defined by:
Rxy(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)y(τ + t) dτ (2.19)
or in case of discrete-time signals, by:
RXY (m) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
x(n)y(n−m) (2.20)
The principle is based on the fact that the time delay can be found simply by max-
imizing the cross correlation function. However, due to the oscillating trend of the
latter function (Figure 2.7), its maximum can be more effectively found resorting to
the envelope of the signal [98]. The envelope of the signal is simply extracted by ap-
plying Hilbert transform (again in time domain) to the cross correlation signal. The
Hilbert transform is defined as:
H(x(t)) = − 1
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
x(τ)
t− τ dτ (2.21)
It can also be defined in terms of convolution theory:
H(x(t)) = x(t) ∗ 1
pit
(2.22)
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It is worth noting that in the applications considered in this work, the results ob-
tained using both methods are always comparable. No matter what the DSP technique
is used, from the arrival time assessment, the group velocity is then directly evaluated
as:
vg =
ds
ToF
(2.23)
where vg is the group velocity of the wave, ds is the distance between actuator and
receiver sensors and the ToF is the time of flight. The difficulty consists in the fact
that the signals transmitted and received with the PWAS transducers are much weaker
than the signals typically encountered in conventional ultrasonics. Furthermore, the
signal are quite complex due to several modes and interactions involved within time
series. These makes indeed the signal processing more challenging and demanding.
Moving to the specific application of damage detection, several signal processing
techniques can be exploited in relation to the wave feature selected. Such selection
depends primarily upon the type of damage to investigate while interrogating the struc-
ture. Summarizing the aspects mentioned in Sec. 1.2.2, an impact induced damage
can be indeed idealized as a complex discontinuity distributed through the thickness
changing the waveguide characteristics [99]. The dispersion behavior of Lamb waves
can be exploited because the interaction with local damage may result in a different
arrival time of the propagating wave packet. The group velocity is very sensitive to
such damages modifying the structural waveguide characteristic thickness while the
dispersion curve shows a gradient towards the section thickness. The group velocity
results directly from the Time of Flight (ToF) estimating the characteristic time of
the sensed (ts) and excited (te) waves, respectively.
ToF = ts − te (2.24)
However, this effect may be effective only for some combinations of wave modes,
thicknesses variations and actuation frequencies. A discontinuity in a waveguide may
results in an abrupt change of the local mechanical impedance [100], which defines
the transmitted and received portions of the energy content of the propagating wave.
Using a pitch catch approach, an hidden flaw can be detected monitoring such a
Transmission Factor (TF), here defined as a ratio between an energy parameter E of
sensed and excited signal:
TF =
Es
Ee
(2.25)
Both energy parameter and characteristic time are computed by means of Short Time
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Figure 2.8: PSP distribution in time domain highlighting the characteristic energy content of the
excited (a) and sensed (b) wave around the central frequency. The peak is associated to
the most tuned mode.
Fourier Transform (STFT) of the digitized signal (see Eq. 2.26)
STFT {x (t)} (t, ω) = X (ω, t) =
+∞∑
t→−∞
X (t)ω (t− τ) ejωt (2.26)
where x(t) is the discrete signal and ω(t) is the window function, chosen here as
Hanning function, typically used in digital signal processing to select a subset of a
series of samples to be processed with Fourier transform [101]. The advantage of such
function is very low aliasing, at the cost of slightly decreased resolution (widening of
the main lobe) . From the spectrogram analysis, the maximum amplitude of PSP is
used to characterize the energy content of the wave mode exploited in Eq. 2.25 and
the characteristic time exploited in Eq. (2.24) as depicted respectively in Figure 2.8
and Figure 2.9. It is worth noting that the ratio between excited and sensed wave
in Eq. 2.25 is proposed to neglect every dependence upon discrete transformation
included in Eq. (2.26) (e.g.: ω(t) and τ ). About arrival time, the STFT approach is
usually preferred because of the double feature obtained preventing further processing
for cross correlation analysis which has been proved to lead to quite close results.
When the damage occurs, the wave transmitted over the flaw is the result of a very
complex interaction resulting in scattering of the incident guided mode into a finite
number of propagating modes and infinite non propagating evanescent modes [102]
which may include mode conversion. As a matter of facts, to account every change
into the complex wave packet sensed rather than the interrogating mode selected, the
parameter should account the entire diagnostic signal. For the latter demand, a useful
feature is the wave energy E, which can be derived from the generalized sense of signal
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Figure 2.9: PSP distribution in frequency-time domain highlighting the characteristic time of the
most tuned excited (a) and sensed (b) wave mode.
processing [103] analyzing the time or spectral domain following the Eq. (2.27).
E =
+∞∑
−∞
x (t)
2
=
+∞∑
−∞
|X (ω)|2 (2.27)
It has to be pointed out that the time analysis is here preferred to maximize the
resolution. Moreover, the signal is typically sensed from t0 (trigger time) to tfin (final
observation time) and every dependency upon time limited analysis is here neglected
because the damage index approach provides merely a comparative analysis avoiding
such criticality.
Such metric can be finally computed following Eq. (2.28), where the extracted
feature f (scalar quantity), chosen among Eqs. (2.24), (2.25), (2.27) or others, is
respectively evaluated on pristine (fB) or currently operating (fC) structure to assess
the damage indicator.
DI(f) =
|fC − fB |
fB
(2.28)
Another way to detect every change in two waveforms consists to statistically
compare them computing a classical correlation index on concurrent measurements.
Specifically, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient ρ is considered in Eq. (2.29), where
x1 = x1(t) and x2 = x2(t) are the digitized signals to compare, Nsp is the number of
digitized samples so that x1i is the i − th sample of x1(t), and the over-line provides
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the sample set mean.
ρ =
∣∣∣∑Nspi=1 (x1i − x1) (x2i − x2)∣∣∣
2
√∑Nsp
i=1 (x1i − x1)2
∑Nsp
i=1 (x2i − x2)2
(2.29)
Correlating the same signal sensed on healthy and damaged configuration provides
directly a damage metric, resulting unnecessary to create a percent index. In detail,
two perfectly correlated signals resulting in a unit value of ρ are expected when no
damage occurs. Otherwise, a decreasing value of ρ is expected when such a damage is
present. For that reason the damage (metric) index is computed as:
DI (ρ) = 1− ρ (2.30)
The signal processing techniques are widely adopted for estimation of damage in
investigate composite structures. However, before moving further into the detail of
SHM methodologies based on the processing of the aforementioned features, the next
section is dedicated to a briefly introduction of piezoelectricity and PWAS principles
that are exploited to correctly set up measurements and realistically model a GUWs-
based SHM system.
2.4 Piezoelectric principles
The success of GUWs for damage monitoring is certainly due to their countless damage
detection capabilities. However every methodology is suited for application if leads
to the best trade-off between effectiveness and practical applicability. For the latter
demand, the further development of PWAS technologies enhanced the perspective of
GUWs techniques, allowing easy activation and sensing of waves with low power and
good affordability. The piezoelectricity is the phenomenon allowing the interrogation
of the structure and it is the argument of this section before moving to the actual
capabilities of modern sensor technologies. As suggested in [91], Lamb waves can be
excited and collected by a wide variety of transducers. However, typically used are
the piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT); they have very good performance in
Lamb wave generation and are an interesting solution for integration in the structures
under test.
For these reasons, in this research 10mm diameter and 0.25mm thickness PZT disks
made of ferroelectric soft piezo material (PIC255) by Physik Instrumente (PI Ceramic)
are usually bonded to the structure for several purposes. Thus, the actuation equations
of this materials (crucial while modeling PZT elements) and the working mode (crucial
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while modeling the effect of such transducers) are detailed in the following sections.
2.4.1 Piezoelectricity
Piezoelectricity describes the physical phenomena underlying the possibility to gener-
ate an electric field when the material is subjected to a mechanical deformation (direct
piezoelectric effect), or, produce a mechanical strain while applying an electric field
(converse piezoelectric effect) [104]. The direct piezoelectric effect predicts how much
electric field is generated by a given mechanical stress and it is exploited for sensing
purpose (piezoelectric sensors). The converse piezoelectric effect predicts how much
mechanical strain is generated by a given electric field and it is succesfully emplyed
for actuation purpose (piezoelectric induced-strain actuators).
For linear piezoelectric materials, the interaction between the electrical and me-
chanical variables can be described by linear relations in the tensorial form [80]:
Sij = s
E
ijklTkl + dkijEk + δijα
E
i θ (2.31)
Di = diklTkl + ik
TEk +Diθ (2.32)
where Sij and Tij are the strain and stress, Ek and Di are the electric field and electric
displacement, and θ is the temperature. The stress and strain variables are second-
order tensors, whereas the electric field and the electric displacement are first-order
tensors. The coefficient sijkl is the compliance, which signifies the strain per unit
stress. The coefficients dikl and dkij signify the coupling between the electrical and
the mechanical variables, i.e., the charge per unit stress and the strain per unit electric
field. The coefficient αi is the coefficient of thermal expansion. The coefficient Di is
the electric displacement temperature coefficient. Because thermal effects influence
only the diagonal terms, the respective coefficients, αi and Di, have single subscripts.
The term δij is the Kroneker symbol.
Piezoelectric ceramics are perovskite varieties in which the linear piezoelectric re-
sponse dominates. Commercially available piezoelectric ceramics formulations are in-
ternally biased and optimized to finally provide a quasi-linear behavior. At low electric
fields, such materials are indeed well described by the linear piezoelectric equations
[80]:
Sij = s
E
ijklTkl + d¯ijk · Ek (2.33)
Dm = d¯mkl · Tkl + TmnEn (2.34)
where d¯ijk differs from those in the previous equations due to the linearization process.
On these principle are operating the PWAS and in the specific case, PZT disks, which
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(a) PWAS disk transducer. (b) Conventional ultrasonic transducers
Figure 2.10: Examples of PWAS disk transducer and conventional ultrasonic trasducers [104].
are briefly presented in the next section.
2.4.2 Piezoelectric wafer active sensors
The successful experiments performed in NDT and SHM applications based on prop-
agating waves, combined with their minimal invasiveness and inexpensiveness have
positioned PWAS as the highly established technology for the development and im-
plementation of active SHM systems. Unlike conventional ultrasonic transducers (Fig-
ure 2.10 (b), PWAS (Figure 2.10 (a)) can be surface mounted or inserted inside layered
materials such as composites, thus becoming integral part of the structure where they
are installedon. Although the considerable advantages in using PWAS, there are some
difficulties related mostly to the nonlinear behaviour involving electrical and mechan-
ical variables and the interaction with the hosting structure.
Practically, PWAS are inexpensive transducers that operate on the piezoelectric
principle, whose coupling between the electrical and mechanical effects (mechanical
strain Sij , mechanical stress Tkl, electrical field Ek, and electrical displacement Dj
can be expressed from the tensorial piezoelectric constitutive equations as [104]:
Sij = s
E
ijklTkl + dkijEk (2.35)
Dj = djklTkl + 
T
jkEk (2.36)
where sEijkl is the mechanical compliance of the material measured at zero electric
field (E = 0), Tjk is the dielectric permittivity measured at zero mechanical stress
(T = 0), and dkij represents the piezoelectric coupling effect. The coupling effects
make the underlying physics much more complex than conventional strain sensors (e.g.
strain gauge devices). However, unlike those classic sensors, exploiting the converse
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Figure 2.11: Deformation modes of a PWAS disk under electrical voltage [104].
piezoelectric effect, PWAS are active devices as well and they can interrogate the
structure even addressing high-frequency applications (order of kHz and MHz).
In detail, PWAS transducer can be used as: (i) high-bandwidth strain sensors, (ii)
high-bandwidth strain exciters, and (iii) resonators. In the first case, PWAS convert
directly mechanical energy to electrical energy. The conversion constant is linearly
dependent on the signal frequency. In the kHz range, signals of the order of hundreds
of mV are easily obtained. No conditioning amplifiers are needed; the PWAS can be
directly connected to a high-impedance measuring instrument, such as a digitizing os-
cilloscope. In te second application, PWAS converts directly the electrical energy into
mechanical energy. Thus, it can easily induce vibrations and waves in the substrate
material. PWAS acts very well as an embedded generator of waves and vibration.
High frequency waves and vibrations are easily excited adopting input signals around
10V. Finally, PWAS can perform resonant mechanical vibration under direct electri-
cal excitation. Thus, very precise frequency standards can be created with a simple
setup consisting of the PWAS and the signal generator. When working as resonators,
PWASs can be used to excite and sense Lamb-waves. Under alternating electric volt-
age, the free PWAS acts indeed as an electromechanical resonator. The characteristics
deformation modes shown in Figure 2.11 are indeed able to correctly excite Si and
Ai behaviour. Following Eq. (2.36), an oscillatory voltage produces indeed an oscilla-
tory mechanical behavior (excitation) while an oscillatory expansion and contraction
produces an alternating voltage at PWAS terminal leads (sensing). Particularly, the
in-plane motion is coupled with the particle motion generated on the material sur-
face by the elastic waves. Otherwise, the in-plane motion is excited by the applied
oscillatory voltage through the d31 piezoelectric coupling. Itis worth noting that un-
like conventional ultrasonic transducers which act through surface tapping, applying
vibrational pressure to the object’s surface, PWASs act through surface pinching and
are strain coupled with the hosting surface. This coupling between PWAS and host-
ing structure provides better efficiency while transmitting and receiving propagating
waves and tuning capabilities maximizing the coupling when the characteristic length
matches an half wavelength of the exited elastic wave.
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Figure 2.12: Circular PWAS constrained by structural stiffness, kstr(ω) [104].
From a practical standpoint, rectangular shaped PWAS with high in-plane aspect
ratio can generate unidirectional waves. while circular PWAS excite omnidirectional
waves that propagate in circular wave fronts unless material anisotropy. Due to this
characteristic, the latter type, referred also as piezoelectric disk, is exploited in this
work to characterize the material anisotropy of composites as well as interrogate the
structure preventing any preferred direction. To model the PWAS disk, the piezo-
electric constitutive equations can be considered in cylindrical coordinates considering
a circular piezoelectric element of radius r, thickness t and width b, excited by the
thickness polarization electric field, Ez and constrained on a bidimensional structure
(see Figure 2.12). The scalar constitutive equations become:
Srr = s
E
11Trr + s
E
12Tθθ + d31Ez
Sθθ = s
E
12Trr + s
E
11Tθθ + d31Ez
Dz = d31(Trr + Tθθ)
T
33Ez
(2.37)
where Srr and Sθθ are the mechanical strains, Trr and Tθθ the mechanical stresses, Ez
the electrical field, Dz the electrical displacement, sE11 and sE12 the mechanical compli-
ances at zero electric field (E = 0), T33 the dielectric permittivity at zero mechanical
stress (T = 0), and d31 the piezoelectric coupling between the electrical and me-
chanical variables. For axisymmetric motion (ideal PWAS without any wrap around
electrodes), the problem is θ-independent and the space variation is in r only and d31
is the fundamental coupling parameter.
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It is worth noting that the complex propagation behavior makes quite difficult to
reconstruct the real wavefield from limited resources, namely the few single sensing
points. Thus, damage detection requires the analysis of wave parameters (signal re-
sponses) which may be affected by hidden changes in structural characteristics (i.e.:
damage scenario). A possible failure would be detected directly comparing one or
more of such parameters with scheduled intervals towards a “pristine (healthy) config-
uration”. While no change is present in the structure, the feature currently computed
should be very close to that evaluated on the pristine structure, resulting in a non-
identification response. Otherwise, if such a damage is occurred, the selected signal
response should increasingly change according with the severity of damage. While
dealing with GUWs, the measurements consist of broadband signals due to the ul-
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trasonic waves propagating in the structure [91], whose comparative analysis provides
information about hidden flaws by means of damage indicators as assessment met-
rics. Practically, while such a damage index is close to zero, the structure can be
considered undamaged/healthy. Otherwise, if the metric exceeds a certain threshold,
such a damage is really appearing. Common changes in wave propagation character-
istics are correlated to potential anomalies in the waveguide by means of one or more
damage metrics. However, measurements of ultrasonic dynamic responses are quite
challenging although such techniques are well addressed by many years. As a matter
of facts, even data acquisition is crucial to achieve the desired performances and re-
liability of the system. Consequently, the first step towards such a detailed analysis
improving the effectiveness of a SHM system should be to define how measurements,
feature extraction and techniques used to relate damage features affect the final diag-
nosis. Several features may show different sensibilities to various types of damages. As
aforementioned, when the response of the structure cannot be simply predicted (e.g.
impact on composites [13]), different features can be extracted as signal response to
track changes within the waveguide with increasingly efficiency [105]. Likewise, many
algorithms [106, 107] and signal processing techniques [108, 109] working under differ-
ent operative conditions [110] and temperatures [111] may be implemented in a SHM
system, whose key comparison criteria is mostly the Probability of Detection [31, 99].
The crucial issue is thus to define an algorithm to relate one or more wave features
(signal response) to damage features (diagnosis) in relation to the desired level of
inspection. In this context, this chapter is dedicated to the algorithms developed
using GUWs-based SHM resorting to a distributed array of ultrasonic sensors to detect
and localize damages analyzing direct propagating waves [112] or scattering as well
[113]. All relevant aspects are here detailed and few results obtained are reported to
highlight critical points, improvements and capabilities of the resulting methodologies,
which have been widely validated on several real scale structures with different damage
scenarios.
3.1 Flaw detection using direct propagating waves
The identification and localization procedure adopted here requires the ultrasonic in-
terrogation in “pitch catch" mode in different operative conditions dealing with many
steps whose processes are schematically described in Figure 3.1 and explained after-
wards. The main activities involved in this process can be grouped in:
• data acquisition, where the guided waves are recorded according to the interro-
gation mode and stored for analysis;
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Figure 3.1: Overall processes within the proposed GW based monitoring system. DI and TR denote
here the damage index referred to a specific signal response and the respective threshold.
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• data processing, which deals with the analysis of stored data to extract features
possibly affected by the damage (signal response);
• decision-making process, where the minimum metric associated to a damage with
a reasonable confidence is established;
• damage reconstruction, which deals with all algorithms aimed at a certain diag-
nosis, no matter the level of the estimation.
The data acquisition is not discussed in detail in the present work unless the de-
scription of the measurement setup. However, it is worth noting that the critical issue
is the correct sampling of the guided waves related to the acquisition and analog to
digital (receivers) and digital to analog (transmitter) conversion. As a matter of facts,
a poor resolution of time histories reduces the system capabilities. The second item
is related to several signal processing techniques to establish characteristic features of
propagating wave which reveal the interaction with damage (this topic has been previ-
ously addressed in Sec. 2.3.3). Instead, the latter items are crucial to select all useful
data among those processed and to correctly relate the signal responses to damage
features (e.g.: occurrence, position, severity, dimension), as described hereinafter.
3.1.1 Multi-path reconstruction principles
The Figure 3.1 shows that a key procedure regards the decision making approach,
consisting in different processes. Moving from the necessity of a threshold assessment
aforementioned, it can be asserted that an autonomous damage detection consists
itself in the determination of a threshold level warning the presence of a damage.
Consequently, the censure of results should be achieved with a non-arbitrary decision
procedure and should not lie to the operator expertise.
The detection approach is based on a multi path analysis in which the paths be-
tween every actuator-receiver pair are exploited to achieve an independent interro-
gation, whose analysis provides one or more parameters among those presented in
Sec. 2.3.3. Using a cluster with a limited number of sources, it is indeed possible do
define a set of paths affected by the structural condition of the included and surround-
ing area as depicted in Figure 3.2 (a). When at least one damage index exceeds the
threshold, the system identify that path as affected by damage. Considering every
possible combination of paths, only few selected paths are identified by the system
through the decisional phase and used for the localization presented in Sec. 3.1.1. It is
expected that most paths crossing the damage are affected by stiffness variation and
the different vibration response affects the signals. Otherwise, when no such dam-
age occurs, several paths are not affected by any stiffness variation. That procedure
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Figure 3.2: Transmitter receiver paths for circular transducer array configuration (a)and selected
paths affected by a possible damage (b).
provides the selection of paths as qualitatively depicted in Figure 3.2 (b). As a conse-
quence, the damage index should vanish when resulting from the comparison of signals
sensed on the same health status. However, repeating measurements leads to slightly
different results with nonzero value of DI, especially when a time domain parameter
is considered. That demands a decision tool using prediction techniques to define the
minimum indicator value warning a damage indeed present.
Decision-making approach
Random and systematic variability in measurements requires a statistical approach to
avoid that changes in the dynamic response are misinterpreted. Statistics allows indeed
to classify the extracted features and to achieve damage diagnosis. Several approaches
are available in the literature to define a discriminating threshold. Many of the SHM
techniques involve thresholds based on the hypothesis of Gaussian distribution for the
damage parameters in the “unsupervised learning” mode. For this purpose, some form
of outlier detection is typically employed [114], in which the central statistics is the
key aspect of the investigation. Alternatively, statistical process control procedures
may be used to indicate abnormalities in the signal response. They are typically im-
plemented in the form of control charts that are the most commonly used statistical
process control technique for outlier analysis, and they are also suitable for automated
continuous system monitoring [115, 116, 117]. Another interesting approach imple-
ments the extreme value statistics to define the tail of the statistical distribution for
the extracted features [60]. The main issue is to ensure that the extreme values are
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properly estimated because here the intact condition and the altered state are very
close. Generally, threshold determination can be obtained by using previous observa-
tions or simulations. In many investigations, the effects of disturbances, such as inputs
and environmental variation, are simulated in order to achieve the estimated thresh-
old value in the next measurements. In this context, the Monte Carlo method can be
efficiently adopted [118] even to estimate the statistical confidence intervals of char-
acteristic parameters from measurements [119]. The same approach is also suited for
outlier detection procedures in order to arrive at the threshold value [62]. However,
to achieve the desired effectiveness, a large sample is needed making this approach
often computationally intensive. When a large number of signals is measured or a
large number of complex simulations is required to reconstruct the damage, it is not
generally feasible to use a Monte Carlo approach [118].
As a matter of facts, decision is a matter of weighting knowledge and uncertainties.
To account such a variability due to the non repeatability and noise of measurements,
here a prediction interval is defined according to the specific feature considered and
using an unsupervised analysis Coupling an opportune hypothesis test proving the
normal distribution of a particular signal response and the Gauss bound definition,
an effective discrimination of sensitive signals can be indeed reached even with few
samples and less effort [61]. The decision-making procedure that allows to define the
damaged paths is based on the fact that the damage identification can be treated as
a statistical event; the damage is detected if some damage metrics evaluated from
measurements overcome a threshold value for a given confidence level. A rigorous
parametric statistics allows to define the damage threshold in an unsupervised learning
mode if the normal distribution of signal response noise is demonstrated via a rigorous
hypothesis test, such as a Kolmogorov and Smirnov test [120].
The DI is defined from the measured signals representing the ultrasonic waves
propagating through the structure related to different structural configurations (see
Eq. (2.11)). Otherwise, the noise in signal response preventing the correct diagnosis
can be statistically evaluated defining a damage sensitivity (DS) indicator. It takes its
foundation from DI formulation, considering another baseline signal rather than the
current signal for the comparison in unsupervised learning mode:
DI =
∣∣fBi − fBj∣∣
fBi
(3.1)
where fBi and fBj are the i− th and j − th signal response extracted from the same
dataset. Considering a dataset of n samples (i.e. n baseline signals), the statistical
noise population from the DS analysis can be parametrically defined as depicted in
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Figure 3.3: Kolmogorov and Smirnov testing. Comparison between analytical and experimental cu-
mulative distribution functions of DS population monitoring the energy level of signals in
a composite panel without defect.
Figure 3.3 and the detection threshold level is defined as:
Ith = µ+ k · σ (3.2)
where µ is the estimated mean value and σ is the estimated standard deviation of
the DS population. The k factor defines the bounds of the prediction interval and it
depends on the significance level chosen in accordance with normal distribution. With
the probability of 1− α every sample xi of the population X (i.e., DS population) is
in the range defined by statistical bounds. Thus, considering the upper bound only,
the noise is included within the threshold defined with the probability:
Pr (xi ∈ X ≤ µ+ k · σ) = 1−
(α
2
)
(3.3)
For instance, for a normally distributed DS, the threshold level fixed as µ + 1.96 · σ
provides a 97.5% prediction interval. If the value of DI lies below this limit, then
there is 97.5% confidence in stating that there is no damage. Similarly, if the value of
DI is greater than this limit, then there is a 97.5% confidence in stating that there is
damage.
Unfortunately, such analysis may return a correct threshold only when such a vari-
ability in signal response is present. As a matter of facts, this condition does not
appear when a discrete transformation is carried out (see Eq. (2.26)) mostly because
the coarse frequency discretization hides measurement uncertainties. To overcome the
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Figure 3.4: According to Betti reciprocal theorem applied to direct wavefield, the same relative in-
fluence is found considering A-B and B-A pairs.
latter evidence, the Acoustic Reciprocity Theorem is successfully adopted to discern
noise from signal response. Although concurrent measurements demonstrate in such
cases a nearly repeatability of extracted features, they show otherwise a lack of agree-
ment respect to Betti reciprocal theorem [3], which suggests that the signal response
related to the direct wave should not be dependent upon the direction of wave prop-
agation when any damage does not appear. Looking to the Figure 3.4, this means
that exciting Lamb wave with a transducer in A and sensing the wave propagation in
B returns a feature that is equal to that extracted from signal recorded by sensor in
A while exciting propagation in B. Measurements and data processing show that this
principle is not satisfied even when not any damage is indeed present in the structure.
Thus, the mismatch is considered here due to such uncertainties affecting damage de-
tection as well, and it simply provides the decision value as the maximum difference
observed in the related feature merely changing the propagation direction.
Reconstruction algorithm
The identification of damage is the first diagnostic output achievable with a SHM
system, warning the presence of a damage. With a statistical correlation, the signal
response can be related to the severity of damage [31], but it does not provide any
information about its location. Using several signal processing techniques proposed
in Sec. 2.3.3, the detection approach described in Sec. 3.1.1 aims to select that paths
affected by such a damage. The last result can be used to locate the damage using
an opportune reconstruction scheme aimed to assess the risk to have a damage in a
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Figure 3.5: Sensors cluster with all interrogating paths (a). Representation of a typical bi-parametric
structural mesh (b). Selected paths (light grey lines) and their intersections (sparse black
points) are highlighted in the background.
specific location. Since the identification is provided with threshold definition, the
location of damage is estimated as the location with the highest risk. The information
contained after data processing is related to the paths and it is necessary to get that
knowledge on the structure via developing an image depicting the position of damage.
Many image techniques to investigate the region surrounded by an array of transducers
have been developed in the past years in this field as reported in [121]. One of such
techniques is guided wave based tomography where certain features of a wave mode or
of a sensed signal are used as input to create an image of the area for damage detection.
Discretizing the structure to be monitored in finite elements (see Figure 3.5), it is
possible to define two different types of mesh: (i) the structural mesh, where the health
information is desired, and (ii) the SHM mesh, where that information is primarily
known. Depending on the relation between them, it is possible to differentiate two
different approaches:
• mesh-based approaches, where SHM data are directly obtained on the structural
mesh (i.e. the SHM mesh corresponds to the structural mesh [108]);
• meshless approaches, where the SHM data are obtained in points not previously
known and interpolated on the structural mesh (i.e. the SHM mesh does not
match with the structural mesh [122, 112])
With the first approach, explained in detail at the end of Sec. 3.1.2, the computational
effort is often heavy accounting for each point the effect of all possible paths resorting
to a decreasing probability far from their line of sight [106].
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To reduce the efforts demanded by a mesh-based probabilistic formulation, the
effect of selected paths is here considered in a different way. From their intersection few
emerging points create the SHM mesh on which the structural condition is assessed
(parametrized) by averaging the DI values respectively obtained along intersecting
lines of sight. The coordinates of such resulting nodes, whose weight is the resulting DI,
can be passed on to an algorithm providing the estimated impact point for localization
of hidden flaw through such a tomographic representation of damaged area. To perform
such process, displayed in Figure 3.1 as Reconstruction, different image processing
techniques can be exploited. Mainly three different approaches can be followed to
portray the health status from scattered data points obtained:
• discrete approach;
• spatial interpolation;
• nodal density.
With the former approach, scattered data constitutes a discrete system, whose barycen-
tric coordinates are calculated to estimate the impact point by means of weighted mean
algorithms. The weight of every discrete point is mainly the DI which returns at the
emerging node. Otherwise, the more classic spatial interpolation exploits scattered
data to smooth a surface on a supporting (structural) mesh using an interpolating
scheme to evaluate the risk to have a damage in a specific location. Instead, the latter
approach enables the density of the SHM mesh as key parameter for evaluating such
risk. It mainly accounts that the greater the number of points, the higher the proba-
bility to have a damage in the concerned area should be. Returning a sort of damage
risk map, both of the last two approaches provide such a global reconstruction rather
than merely the localization of hidden flaw. The following assumptions provide the
main concepts of the reconstruction to obtain a rapidly decreasing risk moving away
from the SHM mesh:
1. the area in which the methodology estimates the damage risk is limited to that
enclosed by the sensors, which provide an absorbing boundary condition for the
interpolating scheme;
2. the algorithm assigns risk values to unknown points (structural mesh) of the
monitored area accounting only scattered set of points that the damage decision
approach returns (SHM mesh);
3. the information gathered from a transmitter-receiver pair contributes to the
localization only when its line of sight intersect at least another path selected
via decision-making approach;
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4. the maximum value of the interpolating function is the most probable position
of damage and it is assumed to be the impact location.
About the last item, it can be pointed out that the dimension of damage can be
estimated as well from interpolated data, but a preliminary assessment of POD for the
specific system is required [99, 31]. With regard to the third point, it is instead crucial
to note that a specific scattered point affects only the surrounding area according to
the specific scheme adopted for the interpolation. Although different approaches are
available and characterized for interpolation purpose [123], the imaging is carried out
using spline-based algorithm, typically suited for image processing when few data are
supposed to be available. Such interpolation is then improved weighting the effect of
DIs with the nodal density approach to remove shadows in the images as described
afterwards. Finally the outcome of the discrete approach is reported as secondary
information on the same image to achieve a more reliable localization.
The results obtained with this approach to detect impact induced delamination
in real scale structures are discussed in the next sections. The criticalities of the
reconstruction are focused in Sec. 3.1.2 and investigated by means of numerical simu-
lations to exclude any connection with experimental uncertainties. The improvement
is obtained resorting to a normalization and further fusion of data finally resorting
to a multi-path and multi-parameter approach called MP 2 and based on meshless
reconstruction. The results are finally compared with those obtained using literature
mesh based "benchmarks" coded by author and improved as well resorting to the same
multi-parameter approach. After validating the reliability and efficiency of MP 2 sys-
tem, a real aircraft structure is investigated in Sec. 3.1.3, where several graphic user
interfaces developed for user-friendly data storage and analysis with MP 2 approach
are described as well.
3.1.2 Delamination detection within composites
The experimental setup employed to perform laboratory tests is first presented in this
section to describe the remaining (data sets acquisition) processes involved in a possi-
ble airplane lifetime supported by a condition-based maintenance strategy. It is worth
noting that this chapter provides a depth in the methodology development of a SHM
systems and based mainly on tests using laboratory equipments or dedicated acqui-
sition systems and numerical simulations. However, the generality of the exploited
investigation does not affect the results moving towards a more practical on-board
hardware. The discussion involves indeed ultrasonic data no matter how the data
acquisition is performed.
The first test specimen investigated is a CFRP tapered panel designed for a lower
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Figure 3.6: Configuration of the tapered wing panel.
wing box of commercial aircrafts. The external plies are made of carbon-epoxy 5-
Harness Satin Weave (5HS), a woven fabric in which the filling yarn floats over four
warp yarns and under another one. Uniaxial and biaxial carbon-epoxy plies are then
combined within the two 5HS layers, resulting in a 16 plies laminated bay with 6mm
thickness, a 22 plies laminated bay with 8mm thickness and a 28 plies laminated bay
with 10mm thickness respectively. An array of 13 PZT disks made of ferroelectric
soft piezo material (PIC255) by Physik Instrumente (PI) is bonded onto the surface
of each bay through a vacuum-based secondary bonding procedure commonly used
by aircraft industries. A circular pattern constituted of 12 PZT disks is adopted
to maximize the ray path density while the remaining sensor is bonded onto the
network center for dispersion assessment purpose. The thickness variation is obtained
through two ramp links between the three bays with constant thickness resulting in
the structure sketched in Figure 3.6. In detail, measurements have been taken in an
typical laboratory without controlling any external parameter. An arbitrary waveform
generator (HP/Agilent 33120A) is used to burst a 4.5 sine-cycle signal with 10V peak
to peak amplitude in order to polarize the material. The Hanning function is adopted
to window the sine-cycles to reduce the frequency leakage which provides undesired
effects caused by dispersion. A 60kHz carrier frequency is excited to obtain the best
compromise between tuning A0 mode and detaching A0 − S0 in the time domain. An
amplifier is finally adopted to boost the voltage up to 80V peak to peak, mainly to
increase the signal to noise ratio for the longest distances. For every interrogation, a
PZT disk is excited with a burst period of 1s. Lamb waves, generated by means of
the converse piezoelectric effect, travel in the structure and are sensed by remaining
transducers exploiting the direct piezoelectric effect. For the latter demand an Agilent
DSO7104A 4 channels digital oscilloscope is employed to digitize ultrasonic signals with
up to 1GHz sampling rate. Finally the signals are post-processed for the parameters
extraction described in Sec. 2.3.3 directly on a workstation.
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Figure 3.7: Typically recorded ultrasonic signal with several modes.
Figure 3.8: Overall setup for impact test under impact weight machine with 1 inch tip. Impact test
setup (a) and drop weight impact machine (b).
Using the defined setup, the baseline GUWs acquisition is performed interrogating
the pristine structure through 10 concurrent measurements aimed to create a multiple
baseline data set containing enough samples for decision making approach. A typical
signal recorded is depicted in Figure 3.7, where several modes and echoes are evident.
The “Airplane in service" process (see Figure 3.1) expected to suddenly provide a
damage initiation is simulated directly with an impact testing providing a barely visible
damage with an hidden critical flaw. For the latter demand, a drop weight impact test
machine is employed with a 1 inch diameter tip. An overall configuration of the impact
test and a representation of the drop weight machine are reported in Figure 3.8. To
induce an acceptable damage level, the three bays of 6, 8, and 10mm are loaded with
calibrated energies of 85, 110, and 150J, respectively. The appearance of damage is
assessed via classic ultrasonic phased array NDT around the impact locations where
the indentation is always slightly visible. The performed C-scan images reported
in Figure 3.9 clearly show the appearance of barely visible damages due to hidden
delamination always greater than 20mm diameter while the external visibility is quite
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Figure 3.9: Calibrated impact longitudinal C-scan performed on (a) 10mm-thick, (b) 8mm-thick, and
(c) 6mm-thick bays. Scan length, 162mm.
Figure 3.10: Calibrated impact longitudinal C-scan performed on 6-mm-thick bay with in plane and
sectional views.
complex. The NDI result obtained for 6mm thickness bay is detailed in Figure 3.10,
where the S-scan image (section view) allows to better show the evidence of the barely
visible damage. The impact cone, due to several delaminations among several adjacent
layer is strongly affecting the local stiffness of the structure while the indent depth is
slightly appreciable.
The decision-making outputs are thus summarized in Table 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 esti-
mating the prediction interval while processing the signal energy and the mismatch
of reciprocity (Betti) theorem while considering the transmission factor and time of
flight. The same measurements aforementioned are repeated on damaged structure
to achieve the multiple test data set and a database is built to storage parameters as
well as metrics useful for health monitoring purpose. The signal processing described
in Sec. 2.3.3 is carried out with the aim to extract successful information on the flaw
appearance. It is important to remind that only fundamental Lamb wave modes are
excited in low ultrasound. Whereas antisymmetric mode appears more tuned, group
velocity and transmission factor of the A0 mode are evaluated by processing recorded
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Parameter Process Threshold (TH) α
E Gaussian 0.39 0.5
ToF Betti 0.24 n.a.
TF Betti 0.025 n.a.
Table 3.1: Making-decision outputs obtained for the 6mm-thick bay.
Parameter Process Threshold (TH) α
E Gaussian 0.42 0.5
ToF Betti 0.20 n.a.
TF Betti 0.025 n.a.
Table 3.2: Making-decision outputs obtained for the 8mm bay.
signals. Instead, the energy content integrated over the time allows to account the
effect of the damage on several propagating modes. From the comparison of signals
recorded along all lines of sight defined by all possible pairs of sensors, only few paths
are selected as those affected by the damage. For several features, only the DIs higher
than the respective threshold currently suggest the presence of the damage. The asso-
ciated paths are displayed resorting to a mixed arrow-space graphical representation
in Figure 3.11 processing the energy content of the signals. It is possible to observe
Figure 3.11: Paths selected through decision making procedure processing energy content of the sig-
nal. 6mm-thick bay (a), 8mm-thick bay (b), and 10mm-thick bay (c).
Parameter Process Threshold (TH) α
E Gaussian 0.26 0.5
ToF Betti 0.18 n.a.
TF Betti 0.021 n.a.
Table 3.3: Making-decision outputs obtained for the 10mm-thick bay.
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Figure 3.12: Paths selected through decision making procedure for extracted features. Signal energy
(a), A0 mode transmission factor (b), and A0 mode time of flight (c).
that the damage, qualitatively identified by the depicted spot, appears in the region
with the maximum number of selected paths even when few line of sights suggest the
presence of such a damage (c).
To compare the ability to locate the damage using several features, the same rep-
resentation is reported for the central bay in Figure 3.12 and used for the tomographic
reconstruction. With the exception of ToF based selection, images suggest again that
the damage appears in the region with the maximum number of selected paths. From
other investigations and simulations, the ambiguity of ToF -based result is confirmed
when low dispersive waves are tuned by combination of frequency and thickness. In
such cases the local variation of wave propagation velocity due to such flaw is com-
mendable and hidden from the noise, as better explained in the following investigations.
Even though the mixed arrow-space graphic representation allows to detect the
damage, the innovative tomographic reconstruction aforementioned provides the dam-
age localization without ambiguity with a slight computational effort. The decision-
making procedure leads to the definition of emerging intersection points (SHM mesh);
each node contains information about the surrounding structural condition according
to the several DIs extracted from intersecting paths. To locate the damage, a surface
is fitted on the scattered data using a triangulation-based cubic interpolation (Spline),
obtaining a color-mapped two-dimensional image extracted from the surface. Then,
the damage location is estimated considering the centroid of the SHM mesh using
DIs as weight factor (discrete approach). The centroid is estimated first via a geo-
metric weighted averaging algorithm and then considering its arithmetic definition.
Accordingly, the damage location is then defined as the point CG = (xCG; yCG) in the
Cartesian reference. The geometric extrapolation of the coordinates (CGG) is carried
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Figure 3.13: Tomographic analysis of the 10mm-thick bay. (a) Map of damage and (b) contour of
isolevel.
out as follows:
xG =
∑n
i=1 fi
√√√√ n∏
i=1
xfii , yG =
∑n
i=1 fi
√√√√ n∏
i=1
yfii (3.4)
while the arithmetic coordinates (CGA) are given by:
xG =
∑n
i=1 xi · fi∑n
i=1 fi
, yG =
∑n
i=1 yi · fi∑n
i=1 fi
(3.5)
where fi is the weight of the i − th node, namely the DI. A typical result obtained
using such approaches is reported in Figure 3.13 (a), where although a minimum num-
ber of emerging nodes results from making-decision approach (see Figure 3.11 (c)),
the impact location is predicted with a negligible error compared to the actual size
of the damage. The contour plot of the isolevel curves showed in Figure 3.13 (b),
highlighting areas with equal risk of damage occurrence, demonstrates that the im-
pact location falls exactly in the area with greater probability of damage appearance.
Furthermore, slightly changing the threshold level does not affect the reconstruction
using discrete approach and spatial interpolation. With regards to the central bay,
a similar reasonable result can be found processing signal energy (see Figure 3.14)
and transmission factor of A0 mode. In both cases the impact is estimated with a
negligible error no matter the mathematical formulation is and the reconstruction is
able to depict the damaged area. Otherwise, a slight uncertainty in damage local-
ization is obtained while processing the time of flight of the A0 mode. Although the
image processing returns a well assessed damage risk, the Figure 3.15 shows that the
presence of emerging nodes far from the failure location introduces an error in impact
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Figure 3.14: Tomographic analysis of the 8mm-thick bay. Map of damage (a) and isolevel curves (b)
processing signal energy.
localization using the discrete approach and the result indeed does not match with the
spatial interpolation.
Figure 3.15: Tomographic analysis of the 8mm-thick bay. Map of damage (a) and isolevel curves (b)
processing time of flight of A0 mode.
Although a very simple, faster (compared with other image reconstruction algo-
rithms) and effective approach has been obtained including discrete analysis and spa-
tial interpolation to improve hidden flaw localization after a making decision approach,
few criticality aspects have been detected with the aid of numerical simulations as well:
• phantom damages; several spots in the image may suggest damage where no
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failure is present. This event happens when few nodes in the SHM mesh are
emerging far from the damage due to the intersection of most affected paths
among those selected. The high DI level associated to those paths induces a
high risk to a single node which is indeed far from damage location.
• feature sensitivity; due to the complex behavior of wave propagation and the
statistical making-decision approach, it happens that some paths that are indeed
affected by the damage do not show a response suggesting any change in the
structure. Otherwise, relevant changes in signal response can be detected even
when no such a damage indeed affects the correspondent line of sight. This
happens especially when Time of flight associated with low dispersivity of A0
mode is adopted to detect changes in the waveguide;
About the first item, it is worth noting that the most critical area (damage) corre-
sponds always to the area with the largest number of neighboring nodes in the SHM
mesh. This remark suggests to resort to such a nodal density as damage metric; the
greater the number of nodes, the higher the risk of damage occurrence in the con-
cerned area. This consideration relies on the fact that the occurrence of an isolated
spot with a high DI may originate a false alarm of the health monitoring system.
Conversely, the presence of a large number of points with certain DI values provides
a higher system response reliability. The output of a numerical simulation, whose
validation is described in the Chapter 4, is considered hereinafter to establish a reli-
able solution. The Figure 3.16 (a) shows that the phantom damages are located in a
sparsely populated area as well. This means that the hypothesis is well founded. Re-
gardless of the parameter considered, the problem of ghost damages appearing during
the reconstruction is well addressed even resorting to numerical results (less affected
by uncertainties), being a lack of reconstruction technique. The SHM mesh consists
indeed of nodes emerging from the intersection of those paths affected by the damage
occurrence according to the making-decision output. It may happen that two selected
paths strongly affected by the hidden failure (i.e., they have a high DI) intersect each
other in an area far away from the real damage location. Thus an isolated spot arises
around that location, generating a lack of reliability. To reduce the probability that
the damage prediction may be affected by this sort of false alarm, the density of the
SHM mesh can be calculated for each node resorting to the distance between that
node and the others as follows:
1
fi
=
∑n
j=1
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2
n− 1 , i 6= j and i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n (3.6)
where fi is the density parameter of the i− th node and and n is the number of SHM
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Figure 3.16: Tomographic analysis of the numerical test-case. Map of damage based on energy level
(a) and weighted energy level (b).
nodes. Then the parameter is normalized in order to do not affect the DI scale as
follows:
f¯i =
fi
(fi)max
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (3.7)
Such a densification factor is preferred here rather than a classic density definition
because it allows to address such a weight for each node; the higher is the inverse of
the average distance obtained, the greater the number of nodes in the surrounding
area. Instead to construct another image, a new damage index is formulated as:
DIiw = f¯i ·DIi (3.8)
where DIi is the damage index value assigned to the i− th node after decision making
phase. The DIiw is thus preferred because it incorporates the severity of damage
(DIi) with the density of emerging nodes in the surrounding area (fi). The ability
to eliminate phantom damages is depicted in Figure 3.16 (b), where any indecision in
the damage reconstruction is overcome, without giving up the information about the
gravity of damage. In this case, the probability of a false alarm due to the occurrence
of phantom damage may rapidly decrease.
The second item regards the sensitivity of the specific feature to a specific damage.
Due to the wide range of variables involved (frequency, thickness, multimode, disper-
sion, damage scenarios, etc.), it is often complex to well establish the relation between
a classified damage and the effectiveness of a single feature. Other results, not reported
here for sake of the conciseness, confirm that every parameter is affected by its own
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Figure 3.17: Tomographic analysis of the numerical test-case. Map of damage based on single ToF
(a) and multi-parameter(b) approach.
sensitivity to the specific damage considered. Summarizing such investigation, it is
possible to point out that damage indicators based on wave energy content analysis in
time domain is really effective for detection and localization but it is mostly affected by
noise resulting in a very high threshold which may censure also useful data. Even the
transmission factor based damage index is effective for damage reconstruction but it
appears to be affected by reflections and echoes appearing in the signal and distorting
the wave spectrum. Finally, time of flight parameter effectiveness is strictly related
to the dispersive behavior of selected lamb wave mode. This feature appears indeed
effective while decreasing the thickness of the structure and the efficiency is strongly
reduced with thicker solids. Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that the measure-
ments are carried out on defined paths and the local effect of damage on propagating
waves is also averaged by the distance between pairs of sensors.
The most relevant result regards such dispersive behavior, which affects the lo-
calization of damage using ToF single-parameter representation. The Figure 3.17 (a)
shows indeed the lack of agreement processing the ToF weighted damage index even
when propagating waves are simulated, remarking that the incorrect result obtained in
Figure 3.15 (a) is due to the parameter selection rather than to uncertainties in mea-
surements. The red region, which represents the most probable position of the hidden
failure is indeed quite far from the damaged region (20×20mm2 around black cross). As
a matter of facts, the optimization of the reconstruction cannot be oriented to find the
most suitable parameter for the specific case otherwise the methodology effectiveness
could be strictly related to such conditions. Furthermore it is not envisioned to change
the decision level to improve the result. Decisional procedure indeed affects and tightly
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correlates the POD with the probability of false alarm (PFA). More specifically, with
respect to the specific target of the system, safety is indeed directly connected with
POD and the downtime (operative costs) decrease according with PFA [63]. Thus,
while increasing threshold the PFA decreases (desirable) and the probability of missed
detection increases which means a decreasing POD (undesirable). This means that the
only way to improve the system is to change or improve the system response. Without
altering the making decision approach, several parameters can be weighted and com-
bined in order to reduce wrong effects due to the presence of a parameter which may
not be effective and to increase the robustness of the system. Although probabilistic
reconstruction is a consolidated approach for GUWs-based damage detection [106],
there is a limited number of studies in which resulting reconstruction images for the
same structural state are fused to improve damage localization and background noise
[110]. The data fusion here is carried out resorting to the following steps: (i) weighting
procedure according to Eq. (3.8) for each parameter extracted from travelling waves
and selected by decision making step, (ii) interpolation of damage according to each
feature on the structural mesh (single parameter approach), (iii) normalization of data
obtained on that mesh, and (iv) data fusion for the multi-parameter representation of
damage. The result obtained with data fusion of normalized weighted DIs is depicted
in Figure 3.17 where the wrong effect of the ToF based reconstruction (a) is clearly
smoothed by introducing the multi-parameter approach (b) including all of the three
features considered.
To establish the effectiveness of the MP 2 meshless methodology, the results ob-
tained are compared with a classic mesh-based approach where the damage index is
evaluated in the same way for every path depicted in Figure 3.18 (a). Then, the dam-
age probability index (DPI) is calculated in every point of structural mesh shown in
Figure 3.18 (b) resorting to a decreasing probability function based on a nonlinear
definition of a distance Index (dI) which establish the effect of the path on its sur-
rounding area. The effect induced by the i − th path to the specific point P of the
structural mesh is addressed as follows:
DPIi(P ) = dIi(P ) ·DIi (3.9)
where DIi is the damage index of i− th path and dIi(P ) is the distance index between
that path and point P calculated according to enable a specific decreasing probability.
To obtain the classic elliptical reconstruction [108], for each point P the distance δi(P )
is calculated from the distances between that node and the sensors connected by the
i− th path. The distance index is then evaluated following Eq. 3.10 where β is a scale
parameter (i.e. it defines the farther influence of a path) usually calibrated on known
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Figure 3.18: Cluster of sensor with all passible propagation paths (a) and typical mesh for mesh-based
reconstruction approach (b).
condition to improve the reconstruction. Finally, the DPI of the point P is evaluated
accounting the effects of every selected path induced on the point P and normalizing
such overall value for further data fusion according to the multi-parameter approach.
dIi(P ) =
β−δi(P )
β−1 , δi(P ) ≤ β
dIi(P ) = 0, δi(P ) ≥ β
(3.10)
The results obtained with mesh based and meshless multi-parameter (MP 2) approach
are reported in Figure 3.19. The former (a) based on a mesh defined reconstruction is
able to identify and localize the damage without uncertainties. The same conclusion
can be drawn from the latter reconstruction (b) based on the meshless approach, where
the density weight is able to restrict the localization quite around the damage location.
From the comparison it is possible to define how the same reasonable result can be
obtained with the meshless approach with fewer computational cost needed.
Another interesting approach deals with the beamforming techniques applied to
guided waves excited and sensed through a cluster of sensors. They are indeed sig-
nal processing techniques used in sensor arrays for directional signal transmission or
reception [124] and used in wave-based structural health monitoring to specifically
address the propagation. Such algorithms sum signals received by sensors to form the
beamforming output and they can be exploited for acoustic source localization [125]
as well as in the situation where one or a group of receiving array elements is also used
as a source of Lamb waves.[126]. Although these techniques have been demonstrated
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Figure 3.19: Tomographic analysis of the numerical test-case. Mesh based multi-parameter approach
(a) and MP 2 meshless image reconstruction (b).
to be really effective in several cases, when an anisotropic material is considered in a
real scale complex structure (see Sec. 3.1.3), various reflections may really complicate
the reconstruction with a non reasonable detection [127].
3.1.3 Damage detection in complex structures using MP 2 methodology
The methodology described in the previous section is employed and validated on a real
scale lower wing panel designed for the outer wing box of a commercial aircraft. The
same material and similar thicknesses of the previously analyzed panel are designed
with the addition of several stringers for stiffening the thin walled structure. The
Figure 3.20 shows 5 different groups of sensors which are monitoring 7 critical bays for
possible delaminations or stringers debondings induced by impact loads. A dedicated
cabling and data acquisition system has been designed for autonomous ultrasonic
interrogation and signal acquisition in order to perform similar interrogations to those
described in Sec. 3.1.2. As depicted in Figure 3.21, several bays of the structure are
sensorized with clusters of PZTs bonded on the inner surface to perform condition
monitoring when the wing box is correctly assembled and mounted on the aircraft.
Totally, 133 flexible disks (DuraAct™P-876K025) with external protective film are
installed using again a controlled bonding procedure based on vacuum bags and heat
curing. Nine impacts are performed on the outer surface of the wing panel when
assembled in the wing box using a drop weight machine; few impact positions are
chosen in the middle of some bays while the remaining locations are selected under
the stringers feet to reproduce a stiffener debonding. The panel is characterized by
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Figure 3.20: Sketch of the lower wing panel designed for the outer wing box of a commercial aircraft
with several instrumented area.
Figure 3.21: Lower wing panel instrumented for GUWs interrogation (a) and typical monitored area
(b).
varying thicknesses and layups in each bay and for this reason a preliminary activity
of calibration of the impact energy is carried out in order to find the minimum impact
energy producing the minimum delamination dimension corresponding to each selected
impact position. In order to calibrate the impact energy, it is raised up from 20J at
5J steps until the first delamination has been identified by ultrasonic NDI.
The damage identification is here strongly challenging due to the complex wave
propagation behaviour in real composite aerostructures characterized by thickness
variation, stiffener and holes. From Figure 3.22 the noisy introduced in the signals
and the several modes and echoes recorded are quite evident. A 4.5 sine-cycles win-
dowed burst with a frequency of 60kHz is adopted again as diagnostic wave to achieve
a trade off between tuning of A0 mode and time shift between fundamental modes.
Although the complex operative conditions in which the system worked, the damage
reconstruction approach appears able to determine the damage location, even though
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Figure 3.22: Typical time history of the propagating wave captured at sensor location. Several modes
and reflections propagating at frequency of 60kHz.
Figure 3.23: MP 2 damage detection of flat area included in the section E of the lower wing panel.
some ghost areas (phantom damages) are often present, especially processing a single
parameter without accounting the density of emerging nodes in the SHM mesh. How-
ever, the introduction of the density parameter to weight damage indicators highly
reduces the presence of those areas and increases the reliability of the system. In addi-
tion, the results can be enhanced with the multi-parameter analysis by performing the
image fusion of the various damage reconstructions using the same supporting mesh
grid. It is worth noting that the best results are always achieved by the image fusion
of all different reconstructions derived from the three different damage parameters (i.e.
signal energy level, time of flight and transmission factor) as reported in Figure 3.23,
where the diagnosis of the flat area included in the section E is depicted. Good re-
sults are obtained even while reconstructing damaged area where thickness ramps are
present. Despite of the different and less regular geometry, the tomographic method
based on unsupervised threshold definition and multi-parameter processing have not
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found any indecision in detecting and locating the impact damages.
As a matter of facts, all consideration made in the previous section investigating
the tapered panel and numerical results can be here confirmed, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the implemented approach combining mesh-less reconstruction from
statistical selection of propagation paths with multi-parameter analysis and image fu-
sion techniques in order to provide higher levels of probability of detection for all the
investigated damage scenarios (a more detailed description of the disbonding detection
is reported in the next section). Furthermore, the result is often even more promis-
ing than that of conventional mesh-based approaches with fewer computational costs
possible.
The methodologies are actually implemented in a a modular analysis software in-
cluding all the algorithms developed to extract from the wave signals some metrics
representing the damage level, as well as to graphically interpolate and superimpose
the indicator levels in order to present damage positions and dimensions according to
the MP 2 paradigms. The workflow of a condition monitoring system is quite complex
due to the several stages depicted in Figure 3.1. When different parameters have to be
extracted, the related damage detection has to be targeted within appropriate decision
making framework and the results have to be manipulated to reconstruct damages;
many inputs and information should be indeed declared. Hence, an interactive graphic
user interface (GUI) for structural health monitoring including various methodologies
described is developed within MATLAB® environment in order to provide an easy
accessible platform to execute the various processing tasks for feature extraction, mak-
ing decision and damage reconstruction. The front panel of the modular software is
depicted in Figure 3.24, where it is possible to download the diagnosis performed with
the several integrated sensor clusters on the overall structure. The global geometry
tool indeed provide the comprehensive health overview of the structure and it is sup-
ported by a dispersive tool for material characterization. The front panel allows
to approach several modules for SHM analysis and preliminary characterization of
the material using the embedded buttons which start several tools. The analysis front
panel of the GUI framework is depicted in Figure 3.25. Geometric information and spe-
cific signal options, settings for several parameters analysis and threshold assessment
are operated using the panels on the left. Damage risk functions are reconstructed
on structural mesh considering (from left to right) damage index, density index and
weighted damage index. It is possible to process a single feature or the fusion of
several combinations for the multi-parameter option. In detail (from top to bottom)
the contour plot, three dimensional distribution and isolines of interpolating surface
are respectively depicted for online monitoring. No limitation in term of geometry is
present because the algorithms, once provided the plate geometry and the transducers
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Figure 3.24: Main front panel of the MP 2 modular software. Few results of the lower wing panel are
displayed in the global geometry tool.
Figure 3.25: Analysis tool panel of the MP 2 modular software. Overall energy based damage detec-
tion of numerical test case reported in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.26: Analysis tool panel of theMP 2 modular software. Overall ToF based damage detection
of section C of the lower wing panel.
location, are able to analyze data without any further input. The user may also exclude
several data connected to a specific sensor. This feature is particularly useful in such
cases where the robustness of a specific system has to be investigated while reducing
the number of sensors and for self-diagnostic purpose (see Chapter 5). The threshold is
assessed from a statistical investigation of the specific parameter considered, swithcing
the suitable making decision framework for that feature. Three different methods are
opportunely addressed to such cases for evaluating the signal noise from concurrent
measurements. The upper bound level of normal distribution, its mean value when
high noisy is present, and the acoustical reciprocal theorem where not any variability
is present are respectively implemented and able to address the wide variety of cases
investigated until now. The software is finally capable to elaborate a database with all
features extracted by current and baseline interrogation useful for data post-processing
(damage index and threshold) and image reconstruction (single or multi-parameter).
An example of the diagnosis obtained for the bay C of the lower wing panel using the
modular software implemented is also depicted in Figure 3.26, demostrating again the
capability to correctly detect and locate the induced damage.
The GUI analysis panel is strongly linked to a preliminary analysis panel used for
material characterization purpose, as depicted in Figure 3.27. The polar plot of the
propagation velocities as well as the dispersion and tuning curves of the selected wave
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Figure 3.27: Preliminary analysis tool panel of the MP 2 modular software. Dispersive characteriza-
tion of an isotropic aluminum plate.
mode are reconstructed here from available data according to the dispersive charac-
terization provided in Chapter 4. Such results obtained are indeed useful to define
few working settings for measurements or simulations (i.e.: most suited frequency for
interrogation) and can be indeed reported in the front panel (see Figure 3.24).
Finally, the software is linked to an external tool providing an interactive platform
which has been developed within MATLAB® environment as well and supporting
the mesh-based reconstruction. Also this graphic user interface is capable to simul-
taneously analyze several wave features affected by damage and various probabilistic
algorithm based on linear and nonlinear reconstruction techniques. The designed main
panel is depicted in Figure 3.28 and it is divided in three specific sections. The former
on the left allows to define all inputs and settings, including an external window to
interactively exclude sensors. Selecting data files, the software is able to elaborate a
database with all features extracted by current and baseline configuration useful for
data post-processing and damage reconstruction. The second section on the top level
provides the definition of the reconstruction method selecting from the horizontal bar
the damage index, decreasing probability and features to be considered or combined
for a multi-parameter approach). Finally, the central window provides the resulting
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Figure 3.28: Analysis tool panel for mesh-based reconstruction. Elliptical detection of a small mass
added to an aluminum panel.
tomographic image (colormap, contour of isolines or surface of probabilistic function
depending upon the visualization mode selected) and the comparison between impact
position (if known) and its estimation.
The results reported here are limited to those necessary to explain the methodolo-
gies and softwares developed as well as their effectiveness. However they are covering
only few investigations among those succesfully performed. Moreover they are mostly
referred to the localization of impact induced delamination. The case of stringer dis-
bonding, which is more complex and critical, is approached as well in this work but
reported in the next section where a new methodology to define the size of disbonding
is also described and compared to the actual MP 2 system capabilities.
3.1.4 Disbonding detection in complex structures
As aforementioned, using a distributed cluster of sensors, the propagating wave can
be detected through pitch-catch approach; namely one sensor is actuated to excite
an elastic wave (pitch) and remaining sensors are exploited to sense propagating field
(catch). This means that the sensor used to excite propagation is not used to sense
any wavefield. However every PZT used to sense the propagation (receiver) excited by
the previous one (transmitter) is able to catch the direct propagation but also every
other echo redirected by discontinuities towards that location. Starting from this
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Figure 3.29: Sensor cluster and interrogating patterns obtained using direct waves propagation.
consideration, for the specific case of a disbonding between stringer and thin walled
composite structure, sensor configurations can be broadly divided in:
• Closed Pattern or sensor matrix, where the sensors constitute a polygonal geom-
etry and the wave directly propagating along every line of sight is recorded ex-
ploiting every possible couple of sensors located on opposite sides of the stringer
(see Figure 3.29). Every change involving the structure, the stringer and their
interface is thus expected to affect those paths crossing the defect.
• Open Pattern or sensor vector, with which a linear distribution of sensors is
instrumented alongside the stringer, which is exploited as a reflector (see Fig-
ure 3.30). Every change at the stiffener interface can be detected with the pitch
catch approach analyzing the reflections scattered by the stringer.
The first configuration allows to detect and locate the damage using the making
decision step to select the paths affected by the hidden flaw and a dedicated algo-
rithm to localize the damage from DI datasets, namely exploiting the paradigms of
the MP 2 approaches. As aforementioned, they can be broadly grouped in mesh-based
and meshless approaches depending how the risk to have a damage is computed for
a specific location. The former prescribes a cloud of points (mesh) where the risk
is achieved accounting the effect of every selected path with a decreasing probability
[128, 129]. Using a meshless approach, the SHM mesh is defined after making deci-
sion restoring DI datasets on the intersections of selected paths. Then the results are
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Figure 3.30: Sensor cluster and interrogating patterns obtained exploiting the stringer as a Lamb
waves reflector.
interpolated over the predefined structural mesh according to the resolution required
[112] and exploiting different schemes [123]. The latter approach, proposed in the
previous sections for detecting damage scenario in flat plates, is extended to stiffened
panels for disbonding detection. A typical result is reported in Figure 3.31, where the
diagnosis obtained with meshless approach to detect an impact induced disbonding is
depicted. The complex geometry (left) is part of the real scale wingbox designed in
carbon-epoxy material for a commercial aircraft (see section B in Figure 3.20). The
thin walled structure has a 6mm thickness and shows a ramp connection towards the
stringer leg where the baseline thickness is 8mm and the thickness of leg and web is
8mm as well. The reconstruction is based on the energy content of first antisymmetric
mode (A0) of propagating Lamb waves using the density of emerging points as reso-
lution parameter [130]. The paths are selected resorting to the statistical prediction
interval estimated for that feature according to Sec. 3.1.1. The centroid of the discrete
system constituted by emerging nodes is computed as well to estimate impact location,
showing the very marginal error obtained. As depicted in the figure (right), the map
shows an increasing risk around the disbonded area allowing to detect and localize the
perturbed zone. No matter what the mathematical formulation is used, the centroid
is able to locate the impact with a negligible error compared to the disbonding extent
which appears to be about 35mm when assessed with classic ultrasonic NDT.
Although the failure is correctly localized, this approach provides a damage recon-
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Figure 3.31: Diagnosis of a stringer disbonding using global approach. Geometry of the monitored
area and sensor configuration (left) and map of risk obtained with meshless approach
(right).
struction that is not focused on the disbonding scenario and thus hereinafter mentioned
as global approach. Furthermore, the stringer prevents to insert lateral sensors, reduc-
ing the capabilities of the MP 2 approach because part of the stiffened area is not
correctly scanned. Finally, the deterministic assessment of damage size is not achiev-
able. Hence, nevertheless the fast and reasonable result obtained again, the diagnosis
provided by using the global approach based on theMP 2 method is not comprehensive
and detailed for the specific case of the disbonding.
With the aim to focus the monitoring on the disbonding scenario above all else and
to overcome geometrical constraints induced by stringer, the second approach appears
to be promising. In this case each sensor is actuated to excite Lamb wave propagation
which is sensed by all other sensors along the line. Such receivers are able to primarily
detect the direct waves propagating parallel to the stringer and then that reflected
from the stringer. This is where there is a clear difference between such approaches.
Analyzing the reflected part of the signal it is possible to gather information about the
health of the stringer in a specific point, which is the check (or control) point of a local
approach as referred to further in this work. The local approach is described in detail
in the next section, from theoretical issues and modeling to experimental application.
3.2 Disbonding assessment from wave scattering analysis
In the case of disbonding, particular conditions connected to the impact event practi-
cally lead to the separation between the stringer and the hosting structure preventing
the collaboration between parts with a dangerous drawback for loading absorbing. As
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mentioned in Chapter 1, usually disbonding stoppers are included into the design to
avoid separations between stiffeners and skin above the maximum size ensuring col-
laboration [29]. Moving towards a condition based approach, it appears crucial the
deterministic diagnosis of damage in terms of size and severity.
Although the analysis of direct waves propagating is able to return the detection
and position of disbonding as widely demonstrated also in [131], size and severity of
damage is not directly assessed even when ultrasonic features are sensitive to such a
hidden flaw [130]. On the other hand, multiple ultrasonic echoes caused by reflections
from the plate’s boundaries can be leveraged to enhance imaging performance [92],
complex structures may be used to redirect lamb waves to ensure the monitoring of
a specific area [132] exploiting its scattering capabilities or ray path models can be
assessed to locate and size the damage [133]. Hence, the reflections of wave interact-
ing with stiffeners can be analyzed to improve the diagnostic or design new strategies.
Regardless the post processing of data, both global and local approaches exploit a
metric defined following Eq. (2.11). That is much easier to imagine when the global
approach is used due to the damage affecting the direct wave propagation whether it
is a disbonding or not. The valuable information which can be further derived analyz-
ing the wave portion reflected from the stiffener is related to the physical problem of
scattering when interacting with discontinuities. The stiffener region is an area char-
acterized by a strong mismatch of structural impedance. When the stringer is bonded
to the surface, the excited wave propagating within the plate is partially reflected from
the stringer while another amount of energy is transmitted allowing the wave mostly
to penetrate into the stringer web. That is where the propagation behavior can be
exploited for damage detection. A sensor bonded beyond the stringer cannot clearly
detect any propagating wave due to the presence of the stringer. Instead, when the
disbonding creates a perfect separation between stringer and structure, it precludes
the wave to propagate into the stringer. A sensor beyond the stiffened area senses a
propagating wave, while no such an amount of energy is reflected [134].
Anyway, this behavior suggests the effectiveness of a DI approach whether the
receivers are used to sense direct wave or reflected wave. In the former, when the
actuator is excited on the pristine structure, a receiver located beyond the stringer is
unable or marginally able to sense the propagating wave with a little amplitude. When
the measurement is repeated on a damaged structure, the transmitted signal, whose
amplitude is not negligible anymore, is sensed by the receiver. Thus, a metric based
on DI formulation appreciates the increasing energy transmitted when disbonding is
present. This is the principle adopted by the global approach, which is effective for
identification no matter the type of damage is, but it is unable to characterize it. In
the latter case, the stringer is merely a reflector so that exciting the wave from a
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single location in the pristine structure, a receiver bonded on the same side senses the
amount of energy reflected from the stringer. When a disbonding occurs, the same
receiver senses a reflection scattered by the stiffened area whose energy is strongly
reduced depending upon the severity of damage. Consequently, focusing the analysis
on the expected portion of energy reflected from stringer, the DI is a valuable metric
for assessing local health condition close to the specific scattering point. In addition,
the information gathered from direct wave allows to correctly identify that portion
without resorting to complex theoretic models but simply modeling the propagation
behavior as defined in the next section.
Within the last demands, the present section deals with the scattering of propagat-
ing waves for identification, localization and size and severity assessment of disbond-
ings in stiffened composites, which are rarely investigated in the literature. Due to the
complexities involved, a simple geometrical reduction is used to describe the propaga-
tion of the first antisymmetric Lamb wave mode (A0) using the object of investigation
itself as scatterer. Including boundary reflections into the reconstruction model pro-
vides high performance diagnostic reducing transducers and pattern complexities of
conventional techniques.
3.2.1 Propagation model
The multipath propagation model described hereinafter estimates patterns of multi-
ple echoes in scattered guided ultrasonic waves (GUWs) from a reflector, namely the
stringer to be monitored. This approach calculates the propagation path of each echo
to estimate its arrival time and evaluate the energy content of the GUW packet re-
flected from the scatterer. The paths along GUWs may travel can be broadly divided
into one direct path and multiple indirect paths. It is necessary to distinguish the wave
packets traveling along the useful indirect (reflected) path from that propagating along
the direct path. The former one generally consists of a first segment between actu-
ator and scatterer and a second segment between scatterer and receiver. Otherwise,
the direct path is merely the segment between actuator and receiver. To exploit the
information gathered from wave packets reflected by the scatterer, the reconstruction
method can be broadly divided in two steps: (i) ray tracking and (ii) damage estima-
tion. In the following sections the hypothesis for ray tracking and the related optimal
design configuration are discussed towards the experimental application.
Working hypothesis and assumptions
When the actuator is pitched, the excited Lamb wave modes are propagating in sev-
eral direction depending upon the composite properties [94] and reach the stringer and
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the receiver in different time depending upon the geometrical configuration as well.
The ray tracking is concentrated to two different propagation paths which are referred
hereinafter as direct path and reflected path. About the latter one, it is constituted
by an incident segment and a reflected segment for which certain assumptions are
considered in developing the ray tracking. Linear elastic material behavior is consid-
ered. The excitation frequency is selected below the first cutoff frequency, so that only
fundamental modes, anti-symmetric (A0) and symmetric (S0), can propagate. The
fundamental shear horizontal (SH0) mode is indeed negligible because the adopted
PZTs are insensitive to that mode.
When the wave interacts with the stringer, the behavior is quite complex and
it is challenging to recognize evanescent and/converted modes. Moreover, since the
non isotropic mechanics of composite, the path followed by the scattered wave is not
certainly defined. Thus, looking to the Figure 3.32, the two modes are reflected by the
stringer in such a way that can be simplified as follows. The strongest hypothesis is
that incident A0 mode is reflected as A0 only, and the S0 mode is reflected as S0 only.
The propagation direction of the reflected waves is governed by Snell’s law [135]:
ki · sin (θi) = kr · sin (θr) (3.11)
where ki and θi are the wavenumber and angle of the incidence wave, respectively,
while kr and θr are the wavenumber and angle of the reflected wave (see Figure 3.32).
Since no mode conversion occurs, the wavenumber remains the same if the pattern
velocity is not much affected by propagation direction, as usually happens for compos-
ite structures designed for real application [43]. Therefore, the incident and reflected
angles are also the same:
θi = θr (3.12)
For such assumptions the wave is reflected from the scatterer with the same properties
of the incident wave. This means that considering a multi-modal wave, if one incident
mode is dominant, that is primarily propagating along reflected path and sensed by
receiver. This behavior can be easily investigated tuning the frequency with the desired
mode [94] and enabling the simple windowing for DI computation.
In other words, similarly to a free-edge, the stringer is supposed to act as mirror
and the path taken from a source to the scatterer and then to a receiver can be simply
traced by connecting the receiver to the mirrored location of the source with respect to
the boundary. This means that the Eq. 3.12 uniquely returns the interrogating point
for damage detection, namely the mirroring point. With those assumptions every
couple of sensors interrogates a specific point like depicted in Figure 3.30. Thus, the
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Figure 3.32: Geometric configuration for a sensor pair exploited for local approach.
maximum number of check points or control points is:
M = 2 · (N − 1)− 1 (3.13)
where M is the number of check points and N the number of sensors. It is possible
to interrogate the same point with different couple of sensors creating redundancy as
well.
It is worth noting that the method is based on the properties of wavemode packet
interacting with the scatterer and redirected towards the receiver. For the latter
demand, it is necessary to correctly visualize that portion of signal using a specific
actuator-receiver pair. Accordingly, geometrical constraints have to be accounted as
explained in the next section.
3.2.2 Optimal design configuration
When excited from a single location (see T in Figure 3.33) the wave propagates along
different directions and guided by the structure. When the stringer is perfectly bonded,
R senses the direct wave and that one reflected from the mirroring point. The am-
plitude of the latter one is smaller than that of the direct wave and requires to be
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Figure 3.33: Schematic representation of sensors pair distribution for carrier frequency calculation
fC following Eq. (3.17).
isolated from the former to be analyzed and gather correct information about stringer
condition. The relative position of T , R and stringer is thus crucial to distinguish
signals associated to different propagating waves sensed by R. The sensor R records
the direct wave in a time which depends upon excited characteristics. This means that
wave propagation and location of sensors should be accordingly set. The duration of
the wave is indeed affected by various parameters usually chosen to accommodate sig-
nal conditioning, namely to reduce the dispersive behavior and tune the wave mode
exploited for damage detection. The carrier frequency should maximize the amplitude
of the mode respect to coexisting modes [94], which is affecting the velocity of wave
and signal duration. On the other hand, the dispersive behavior modifies the waveform
while traveling in the structure due to the different velocity of the particles and it is
usually accommodated exciting various windowed sine cycles to minimize the leakage
and the bandwidth, affecting the duration of the wave packet. The geometrical design
of the sensorized structure is finally crucial to define the time of flight necessary to
travel along direct path and reflected path respectively; it is merely dependent upon
the distances d and H shown in Figure 3.33.
Theoretically, if tD and tR are the time of flight referred to the direct wave and
reflection from stringer respectively recorded in R, the Eqs. (3.14) return their values
assuming that the two wave-packets propagate with the same group velocity vg.
tD =
d
vg
, tR =
D
vg
(3.14)
The carrier frequency fC enabling the time separation of direct and reflected wave can
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Figure 3.34: Distribution of the carrier frequency fC in d−H space which ensures a correct visualiza-
tion of the reflected wave. The group velocity vg = 1311.7m/s is estimated processing
signals acquired from test case presented in Sec. 3.2.3.
be derived from the following relationship:
∆T = tR − tD = τ = n · 1
fC
(3.15)
where τ and n are the overall duration and the number of sine-cycles of the excited
signal respectively . Thus, the carrier frequency can be defined as:
fC =
n · vg
D − d (3.16)
where d and D are the direct and indirect path length (see Figure 3.33). Finally, in
term of distance between pair and stringer (H), the frequency can be rewritten as:
fC =
n · vg
2 · 2
√
[H2 + (d/2)
2
]− d
(3.17)
Practically, the relation proposed in Eq. 3.17 returns the combination of geometrical
and excitation parameters which allows to correctly visualize the reflected wave and
exploit the reflection-based method which is discussed in Section 3.2.1.
The representative surface which satisfies such a working constraint derived in the
Eq. 3.17 is depicted in Figure 3.34 and detailed for fixed values of pair distance d
in Figure 3.35 to emphasize the distribution of carrier frequency respect to geometric
parameters. Basically, if the combination of parameters returns a point that is above
the depicted surface, such combination is appropriate. Otherwise, it may be unable to
ensure a correct visualization of reflected wave corrupting the expected information.
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Figure 3.35: Distribution of carrier frequency fC vs. distance H following Eq. (3.17). The group
velocity vg = 1311.7m/s is estimated processing signals acquired from test case presented
in Sec. 3.2.3.
This conclusion is motivated by the fact that a frequency bigger than fC returns a
shorter signal representing the direct wave sensed by R which ensures a conservative
design. On the other hand, looking to the curve depicted in Figure 3.35, the minimum
distance required between sensors line and reflector (H) can be picked entering with
the value of the carrier frequency in the graph obtained by the definition of a specific
pair distance d. Again, if the combination of design parameters returns a point that
is above the depicted curve, then the design is conservative. Otherwise, it is not
appropriate to correctly select the reflection. Basically, a greater value of H returns
a greater difference between direct and reflected path lengths, ensuring more time
separation of waves which are traveling along.
A critical parameter for a correct design is the group velocity, which defines the
arrival time of the direct wave and can be estimated directly from the signal or from
theoretical side whether if it is function of frequency or not. The last aspect is crucial
for a correct design, defining the non-linearity of the Eq. (3.17) when a dispersive
behavior is intercepted. In that case the depicted distributions are correct only around
the frequency chosen to calculate the velocity. Increasing the frequency, the velocity
may change modifying the output resulting from the Eq. (3.17) in a non linear way. In
that case and without thereby affecting the general purpose, the relationship between
geometrical and signal parameters can be exploited merely to verify the correctness of
the design as follows:
fC ≥ fc = n · vg
2 · 2
√
[H2 + (d/2)
2
]− d
(3.18)
where fc is defined as control frequency, namely the minimum carrier frequency which
ensures to isolate a reflection from direct wave. If the combination of geometrical and
signal parameters verifies the Eq. (3.18), the design can be considered appropriate.
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Otherwise, it is necessary to accommodate the geometrical parameters and/or the
signal parameters to satisfy that relation. Furthermore, if the frequency changes, the
velocity has to be merely updated as well to check again if the Eq. (3.18) is verified.
The Eq. (3.18) is proposed here for validating working parameters and it can be
neglected that the group velocity is a function of frequency whether it is or not. Basi-
cally, if the chosen working frequency fC is below the control frequency, the proposed
method may be unable to correctly work. Otherwise, if fC is greater than fc, that is
the case where the reflected wave is isolated. Curves and surface reported in the previ-
ous figures are referred to a fixed value of group velocity, experimentally evaluated at a
60 kHz on the composite panel investigated afterwards. Although such simplification,
it is possible to understand how geometrical parameters (d and H) and signal wave-
form parameter (n) affect the control frequency guiding the design amendments. Such
trends allow indeed to primarily design the experimental set-up, taking into account
that a final validation should be always carried out when every parameter changes.
Finally, if the purpose is to define rather than to verify the proper working frequency,
a nonlinear analysis has to be performed by considering that the group velocity is a
function of frequency.
It has to be pointed out that the group velocity is assumed to be equal along dif-
ferent paths, which is not generally verified when a composite structure is considered,
even with a quasi isotropic layup [94]. However, depending on the wave propagation
properties, this issue can be faced with a conservative design. It is indeed crucial that
uncertainties affecting measurements and calculation (when vg is evaluated directly
from signal processing of direct wave) [136] and lacks of agreement with theoretical
propagation (when vg is theoretically assessed) do not affect the approach corrupting
the reflection visualization. This means that the velocity should be merely underesti-
mated considering the conservative value vc following Eq. (3.19) when it is calculated
with Time of Flight (ToF ) approach or Eq. (3.20) when it is theoretically assessed.
vc =
ToF − (t)
d
(3.19)
vc = vg − (v) (3.20)
The value used to accommodate the velocity depends upon the uncertainties mentioned
above and it is suggested to account at least 5% error in the estimation of vg. This
approach is adopted to ensure a conservative design as well as for correctly windowing
the reflection as explained in Sec. 3.2.3. However, if the discrepancy between control
frequency and carrier frequency is relaxed, using whether vc or vg does not change the
feasibility of the design, as showed in Sec. 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 Disbonding reconstruction
In this section the results obtained monitoring a composite stiffened panel designed for
a wing box are presented. A first investigation on design parameters and scattering
capability of the stringer is carried out and discussed in Sec. 3.2.3, validating the
theoretical aspects discussed in the previous section. Then, the damage detection
approach is exploited to identify, localize and quantify a complex damage scenario as
well as to reveal the the multi-level diagnostic provided by the system and discussed
in Sec. 3.2.3.
Preliminary investigation
The monitored structure is depicted in Figure 3.36. The specimen is a composite
panel fully made of carbon/epoxy material and designed for the lower part of a regional
aircraft wing box. The thin walled structure is stiffened with five C-type stringers made
of the same material and bonded together with the plate during the manufacturing
process to ensure structural continuity without any other splice. The panel dimensions
are 1200mm× 900mm× 25mm and the stringers are placed with an equal spacing of
200mm along the long side. The outer bay of the structure (A) delimited by the
stiffener and the free edge is exploited for the preliminary investigation aimed to
verify what is theorized in Sec. 3.2.1 and check the optimal design formula discussed in
Sec. 3.2.2. The outer bay ensures to investigate the wave interaction with the stringer
and compare it with scattering from free edge, which is an ideal mirror. Following the
discussed propagation model, the pitch catch approach allows to detect the presence
of the stringer as well as of the free-edge by windowing in the recorded signal and
analyzing the reflection redirected from that location.
Four lead zirconate-titanate (PZT) disks made of ferroelectric soft piezo material
(PIC255) by Physik Instrumente (PI), 10mm diameter and 0.25mm thickness, are
bonded on the plate surface through a vacuum-based secondary bonding procedure
commonly used by aircraft industries. Thus, the rectangular network depicted in Fig-
ure 3.36 is obtained and sketched in Figure 3.37 together with the possible working
modes discussed afterwards. The diagnostic signal is emitted by an arbitrary wave-
form generator (HP/Agilent 33120A), as a 4.5 sine-cycles burst with 10V peak-to-peak
tension and windowed using Hanning function to obtain a narrow-bend curve in the
spectral domain. The carrier frequency of 60kHz is chosen to obtain an excitation
ensuring the best compromise between tuning of the first antisymmetric Lamb wave
mode A0, A0/S0 amplitude and optimal design geometrically constrained by the bay
dimension. An amplifier is used to boost the voltage with up to 80V eak to peak in-
creasing the signal to noise ratio. The ultrasonic signal is then digitalized and recorded
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Figure 3.36: Composite panel made by carbon/epoxy material and stiffened with five C-type stringers
uniformly spaced. The outer bay (A) is exploited for preliminary study and the central
area (B) is instrumented for SHM application.
with a four channel digital oscilloscope with up to 1GHz sampling rate (Agilent In-
finiiVision DSO7104A). Finally, the digitized ultrasonic signals are downloaded to a
personal computer for data post processing.
Hence, for each actuator-receiver pair, the group velocity of the A0 mode and the
ToF of the reflected waves can be estimated from direct wave in the measured signals.
Two different reflected paths are generated by the model for each sensors pair, as
schematically shown in Figure 3.37. The sensor pairs ideally divide the bay in order
to have a specular design whether to detect the presence of the stringer or the free
edge position. This means that the distances between the stringer and sensor pairs
#1-#2 and #3-#4 are equal to the distances between the free edge and sensor pairs
#3-#4 and #1-#2, respectively. This sensor distribution is exploited to compare the
analysis of stringer detectability with the free edge (ideal reflector) merely fixing the
H parameter.
The results obtained for the above-mentioned reflected paths are illustrated in Ta-
ble 3.4 and in Table 3.5 for actuator-receiver pairs #1–#2 and #3–#4 respectively.
The outcomes of pairs #2–#1 and #4–#3 are omitted for the sake of the conciseness
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Figure 3.37: Schematic diagram of design and direct and reflected paths considering the stringer as
well as the free edge for (a) actuator #1 – receiver #2 and (b) actuator #3 – receiver
#4.
because they are comparable with and merely support the results discussed in the
following. The expected time of flight along reflected path is evaluated from the esti-
mation of group velocity vg of the direct wave propagation using the STFT approach
and it is referred as ToF hereinafter. Then, the time of flight is evaluated directly
from reflected wave, i.e. comparing the reflection recorded at receiver location and
that of the excited wave. The latter value is referred as ToF and it is expected to
be close to ToF value when the reflected wave is correctly identified from the signal,
namely when the working hypothesis are verified. The comparison shows indeed an
excellent agreement when the reflection from the farther obstacle (i.e., the longest
reflected path) is considered. Conversely, when the reflection from the closer obsta-
cle is assessed, a certain discrepancy appears evident from comparison. As shown in
Figure 3.38 exciting sensor #1, the direct wave-packet sensed by sensor #2 (A0 mode
which follows a small S0 mode) merges with the first echo (stringer), making harder
the signal processing and the correct features extraction. Instead, the echo from the
edge can be perfectly recognized.
In other words, the combination of geometry parameters and the diagnostic excita-
tion signal does not ensure that the reflection coming from the closer obstacle is sensed
after that the direct wave completely propagates through the receiver. This result is
in accordance with the design constraints theorized in Sec. 3.2.2 with the Eq. (3.18),
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Figure 3.38: Signal recorded by sensor #2 while exciting sensor #1.
Reflector d′ (mm) vg(m/s) ToF µ(s) ToF (µs) ∆ToF (µs)
Free-edge 116.06 1311.70 176.96 177.75 -0.79
Stringer 77.49 1311.70 110.52 128.0 -17.48
Table 3.4: Path #1-#2. Results obtained estimating vg and ToF from direct wave propagation.
which is indeed here verified only for the farther reflector. This means that when the
pair #1-#2 is exploited, the free-edge is correctly detected while the presence of the
stringer cannot be detected from reflection analysis. On the contrary , when the pair
#3-#4 is used, the free-edge is not detected while the presence of the stringer can be
correctly identified from reflection analysis. This trend is thus confirmed whether the
reflector is the free edge or the stringer, demonstrating the feasibility of exploiting the
stringer as a scatterer. Furthermore the propagating waves actually adhere to Snell’s
law which can be applied to model the reflected paths from structural features like
stiffener or free-edge. The agreement resulting from comparison finally suggests that
the mode conversion is indeed negligible because the lack of agreement is only due to
the “non-correct" design when present.
The last conclusion can be confirmed remarking the criticality aspect of the optimal
design configuration. Referring to the previous case of actuator-receiver pairs #1 –
#2, the Figure 3.39 shows the numerical trends of the control frequency fc needed to
isolate the reflected wave versus the receiver-obstacle distance H for different values
Reflector d′ (mm) vg(m/s) ToF (µs) ToF (µs) ∆ToF (µs)
Free-edge 77.49 1286.60 112.68 129.75 17.07
Stringer 116.06 1286.60 180.41 181.0 -0.59
Table 3.5: Path #3-#4. Results obtained estimating vg and ToF from direct wave propagation.
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Figure 3.39: Numerical trend of the control frequency fc needed to isolate the reflected wave with
respect to the receiver obstacle distance H for different values of the sensors distance d
(with n = 4.5 and vg = 1311.7m/s).
of the sensors distance d and fixed group velocity (vg = 1311.7m/s) and the number
of sine cycles (n = 4.5). It can be noted how, for the current sensors configuration
(d = 101mm) and sine-cycles number (n = 4.5), the chosen excitation frequency allows
to isolate the reflection from the farther obstacle (H = 104.5mm), being greater than
the control frequency (fc = 45.02kHz). The last one is identified by vertical coordinate
of the circle picked in Figure 3.39 approaching the graph with the current value of H.
Otherwise, in order to isolate the stringer reflection (H = 52mm) and considering
the estimated velocity, the central frequency of the excited wave should be greater
than fc = 134.24kHz (see diamond in Figure 3.39). This means that the configuration
does not respect the optimal design formula merely because the carrier frequency fC
is smaller than the control frequency fc. It has to be mentioned that the control
frequency can be here calculated also considering vc rather than vg without thereby
affecting the conclusions because the discrepancy between fc and fC is quite large.
Summarizing the preliminary investigation, it is possible to point out that the
working hypothesis about incident reflection behavior (Snell’s Law and conversion)
can be accepted whether the obstacle to be detected for monitoring purpose is a
perfect reflector (free-edge) or not (stringer). Moreover, the optimal design approach
proposed is able to correctly assess the feasibility of a possible interrogation/geometry
configuration merely estimating the propagation velocity of the wave mode selected
for interrogating the structure. Starting from such consideration, in the next section
the damage detection approach is proposed and the results are discussed.
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Damage detection
Following the previous results, a further investigation has been conducted on the inner
bay of the same specimen (see dotted area named B in Figure 3.36) with the aim to
detect and locate stiffener disbonding through the proposed signal reflections based
method. The damaged bay has been instrumented with a linear array of nine PZT
sensors equally spaced with d = 30 mm and permanently installed on the structure
surface. As described and verified above, it is assumed that:
• the wave signal is reflected by the stringer web with the same incident angle
(Snell’s law);
• the incident A0 mode is reflected as A0 mode only (i.e. the A0 to S0 conversion
is negligible).
The interrogated wave is excited again with 60kHz carrier frequency and using a
windowed 4.5 sine-cycles train for the above discussed reasons. On the basis of this
parameters, the investigation for optimal sensor design is conducted looking for an
appropriate distance H between the array of sensors and the stiffener. To have an
optimum isolation of the reflections from the stiffener for at least two pairs of sensors for
each actuator (i.e. considering d = 60mm) that distance is chosen to be H = 120mm .
The overall configuration of the instrumented specimen is sketched in Figure 3.40.
Each sensor is individually actuated and the wave propagating in the structure is
sensed by two following sensors exploiting the simple pitch-catch approach supplying
the current damaged state according to the approach proposed in Figure 3.30. The de-
sign actuated enables the maximum number of checking points according to Eq. (3.13)
without any redundancy to minimize the computational time. A first ultrasonic in-
terrogation is carried out to define the baseline data set, namely the record of the
propagation behavior in the pristine structure. Basically, the interrogation should be
performed with the same sensor pattern used to currently monitor the structure. How-
ever, to make more challenging the post processing and verify the robustness of the
reflection based method, the baseline data set is provided interrogating an undamaged
adjacent bay of the same panel (identically instrumented for such purpose). The dam-
age is manually induced to conveniently define the dimensions of procured disbonding
and several severities of damage, which are assessed with a classical non-destructive
evaluation which shows the presence of a fully disbonded area with a central region
of additional skin-thickness reduction, as illustrated in Figure (3.41). The collected
reference signals are first processed in order to verify the validity of previous assump-
tions describing the reflected propagating waves. Even in this case, good agreement
is found in the comparison between ToF and ToF . Two different reflections can be
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Figure 3.40: SHM system configuration designed to monitor the disbonding of the stringer with the
maximum resolution of check points.
detected in the sensed signals due to the presence of two stringers delimiting the bay.
It is also confirmed that only which one is following the optimal design configuration
(i.e. the farer stringer) can be detected correctly.
A damage localization approach is then implemented exploiting information gath-
ered by the waves redirected from the stringer to be monitored. The basic idea relies
on the fact that the occurrence of damage substantially modifies the wave-paths of
stiffener reflections as follows:
• when the stringer is perfectly bonded to the panel, the wave is reflected by the
stringer and it can be captured by a sensor appropriately located;
• the presence of a disbonded region induces the wave to be transmitted beyond
the stringer so that the reflection appears strongly attenuated in the acquired
signal.
Knowing the reflected paths, control points are identified as the mirroring points and
they generate the scanning line along the skin-stringer interface. Therefore, the dam-
age index is defined for each control point by comparing the reflection redirected from
that location to provide information about damage detection, location and severity.
Two indirect paths are geometrically constructed when each sensor is excited (e.g.:
#1-#2, #1-#3, #2-#3, #2-#4 and so on) obtaining a monitoring mesh with 15mm
spaced control points so that 15 nodes result as represented in Figure 3.42. Starting
from the expected ToF values, the stringer reflections are time windowed from dig-
itized signals for each considered reflected path. The window size is that ensures to
totally include the portion of signal redirected by the stringer. For the latter demand,
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Figure 3.41: Inner bay of the panel investigated for SHM purpose. The disbonding induced is high-
lighted evidencing a central region which shows an additional skin-thickness reduction.
it is defined by the following time interval:
[ti; tf ] = [ToF − ;ToF + τ + ] (3.21)
where ToF is the time of flight expected for the reflected path, τ is the overall duration
of the excited signal and  is a small percentage error used to accommodate the un-
certainties aforementioned. In addition to those aspects, it has to be considered that
the duration of the signal may slightly change due to dispersive behavior. In this case
such behaviour is slightly intercepted by the A0 mode for the combination of material
properties and excitation frequency chosen. However, when the dispersion is strongly
appearing, it is reasonable to relax the window dimension increasing the right bound.
Thus, the DI formulation proposed in Eq. (2.11) is computed to monitor each
control point on the base of generalized energy contained by the wave supposed to be
reflected from that point. The feature is extracted from current and baseline signal as
follows:
fBS =
∫ tf
ti
sBS(t)
2dt; fCS =
∫ tf
ti
sCS(t)
2dt (3.22)
where ti and tf are evaluated according to Eq. (3.21) and s(t) is the digitized signal.
The results obtained performing the discussed post-processing are depicted in Fig-
ure 3.43, where the damage index is plotted versus the coordinate of the scanning
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Figure 3.42: Scanning line along skin-stringer interface otained maximizing the density of nodes to
monitor the interested area for disbonding detection.
line X. The coordinate with X = 0 corresponds to that of the first PZT and it is
the reference for the scanning direction of the non destructive evaluation performed
with a classic ultrasonic phased array probe to evidence the disbonded area with 1mm
uncertainty [43] and reported in Figure 3.44.
From NDE it is possible to define three different characteristic regions. Starting
from the left (X = 0), it is possible to detect a first undamaged region where the
through thickness phased array investigation correctly returns the plate interface (blue
regions) and the stiffener interface (i.e. the central red region). Then a first damaged
area (A) can be assessed between X = 55mm and X = 100mm, where the disboding
is increasingly evident due to the central area that returns a different echo amplitude
confirmed by the mixed orange and dark blue area. From X = 100mm to about
X = 160mm the echo response changes and defines the dark blue and orange big spots,
according to the increasing severity of damage which characterizes the third region (B).
In this area it is indeed present a skin thickness reduction which is confirmed by visual
inspection and due to the forced manual disbonding which pulled part of the skin.
Following, the region (C) between X = 160mm and X = 190mm is quite similar to
the first damaged area observed. Finally another undamaged area is correctly detected
after X = 190mm.
It is worth noting how the proposed approach appears to be able to detect (DI
values above zero) and accurately locate the damage, using a limited number of sensors.
Moreover, the distribution of control points along the skin-stringer interface allows to
outline the extent of the disbonded region and thus to assess the damage size. It is
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Figure 3.43: Distribution of Damage Index DI vs. X, which provides control points coordinate along
the scanning line (skin-stringer interface). C-scan report is shown for comparison in
Figure 3.44.
Figure 3.44: C-scan report obtained with ultrasonic phased array method. The X coordinate is in
accordance with Figure 3.43 for comparison.
also interesting to observe that the results show an increasing value of damage index
according with the severity of damage where the disbonded area is accompanied by
a skin-thickness reduction. The thickness variation causes a reduction of material
acoustic impedance, increasing the mismatch of impedance already provided by the
disbonding. Therefore, the method enables to accomplish a multi-level diagnostic
system in which different functions of monitoring are implemented.
Summarizing the results which are reported in Table 3.6, the system is able to
clearly detect a disbonding of 135mm with an uncertainty of 15mm provided by 7.5mm
(half pitch) of uncertainty for both right and left sides. On the contrary, the NDE
analysis returns a disbonding not greater than 135mm with 1mm of uncertainty. Fur-
thermore, the system is able to localize the position of the damage, correctly identifying
the tips of disbonding. Finally it is able to correctly localize the position and extension
of the three different damaged area, named partially disbonded and fully disbonded re-
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Inspection Overall (mm) A (mm) B (mm) C (mm)
SHM 135 ± 15 45 ± 15 60 ± 15 30 ± 15
NDE 135 ± 1 45 ± 1 60 ± 1 30 ± 1
Table 3.6: Damage assessment obtained with proposed SHM and classic ultrasonic NDE.
gion respectively in Figure 3.43. Also in this case the dimensions of the three regions
assessed to be 45mm, 60mm and 30mm are quite close to that assessed via NDE unless
the uncertainty that is much greater. About the latter aspect, it is envisioned that the
accuracy of damage assessment can be improved enhancing the control points density
on the scanning line. This could be carried out by reducing the distance between
adjacent transducers and increasing the number of sensors. Nevertheless, in this case,
additional weight and cost of the system have to be evaluated.
It is remarkable that baseline and current signals are acquired in the same time
neglecting possibly different mechanical and bonding properties as well as position
uncertainties. Two important conclusions can be pointed out considering that (i)
environmental effects (neglected) are not affecting the damage assessment, and (ii)
mechanical properties and installation uncertainties are affecting damage index. How-
ever, the results shown in Figure 3.43 demonstrate that effect of uncertainties on DI
are not remarkable due to the much more increasing level with disbonding, ensuring
robustness of the system while replacing sensors during lifetime. In addition, environ-
mental aspects would not affect the detection except for small values of DI, which is
not the actual case. Temperature effets, even neglected in this stage, can be instead
addressed resorting to available strategies [111].
About system capabilities, the proposed local method can simultaneously monitor
two adjacent and parallel stringers using different values of H. The latter demand is
needed because a central pattern provides the overlap of the wave-packets reflected by
scatterers making impossible to assess what stringer may be damaged. Changing the
frequency according to H value, it is possible whether to focus the analysis of both
stringers or to select a specific scanning line. In this way, it is possible to reduce the
numer of sensors and related costs for analog to digital converters, signal processing
and transducers. Furthermore, integrated solutions with layers containing array of
sensors ready to be interrogated can be adopted due to simple and linear geometry
needed [137]. Finally, this local approach is only needed where a comprehensive and
detailed diagnosis is required, limiting a countless increase of sensors.
Ti conclude this discussion, it is worth noting that the propagation model is based
on the assumption of uniform group velocity pattern. Even though this seems an hard
assumption while dealing with composite materials (e.g. see results for unidirectional
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composite laminate in Sec. 4.1.2), the lamination sequences adopted in real scale
aircraft structures have not strict anisotropic properties, such as the structure under
investigation and that considered in Sec. 4.2.1. That is the reason for which this
approach is really well suited for aerospace composites. Furthermore such method,
based on the aforementioned propagation model, does not need any theroretical or
simulation modeling to be actuated on different materials. The velocity prediction
needed to estimate the energy portion of the wave redirected by the stringer is indeed
performed resorting to the direct propagation analysis preventing any complex aiding
tool.
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From the results discussed in the previous chapter, the efficient damage detection
obtained employing guided ultrasonic waves is quite clear and further promising due
to the feasibility of its application. However, the complexities introduced by wave
propagation, scattering and defect interaction make really challenging to deal with the
measurements and sometimes experiments become also expensive and time consuming.
As a matter of facts, many aspects should be accounted while dealing with Lamb
waves starting from material dependencies. For this reason, the entire chapter is
dedicated to numerical approaches used in combination with theoretical aspects to
better understand the physics of wave propagation and support the development of
the methodologies as well as their assessment.
In detail, a first section is dedicated to finite element (FE) modeling for guided
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wave propagation with the aim to find an efficient approach among those available
in commercial softwares. The attention is first given to the A0 Lamb wave mode
propagating in quasi-isotropic laminates which are widely adopted with the attempt to
obtain an isotropic-like material with low coupling effects when loaded. The particular
behavior of the antisymmetric mode is correctly intercepted resorting to simplified
plate theories achieving the best compromise between efficiency and accuracy. Then
the attention is moved on the possibility to reproduce the damage detection approach
within simulated environment to support the development stage, whose results have
been disclosed in the previous chapter demonstrating the remarkable support provided
by numerical simulation to fix the paradigms of the MP 2 approach. A multi-side
validation is proposed to verify the correct reproduction of the experimental conditions
and a brief overview about further perspective based on model assisted investigation
is finally provided.
4.1 GUWs propagating in composite laminates
Wave propagation in composite structures is more complex respect to the case of
isotropic ones. The material inhomogeneity, the anisotropy and the multi-layered
construction lead to the significant dependence of wave modes on laminate layup
configurations, direction of wave propagation, frequency and interface conditions. In
addition to the dispersive behaviour and quite complex interaction with discontinuities,
such characteristics make prohibitive a comprehensive knowledge. Hence, theoretical
investigations and numerical simulations targeted to study the guided waves behavior
in the composite laminates are useful for supporting the experimental activities in
order to better understand the physics of the phenomena involved. Theoretical aspects
of wave propagation in plates have been presented by several authors [68, 83, 84,
85, 88, 86]. Analytically this problem can be studied through resolving equation of
motion [138, 139, 140]. The exact solution of three-dimensional problems consisting
of multilayered, angleply laminates of finite thickness and large lateral dimensions
subjected to various types of surface loads are also available [141, 142] Approximate
thin-plate theories have also been developed to obtain the analytical solutions for the
response of thin isotropic and anisotropic plates to surface loads [143]. Nevertheless
for complex structures this problem became analytically intractable. In such cases the
most efficient way to investigate the problem deals with the modeling of the problem
resorting to numerical schemes to solve its characteristic equations like in the case of
finite element approaches, whose capabilities are depicted in the next section.
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4.1.1 Finite elements approaches
The finite element method (FEM) is considered as one of the well-established and con-
venient techniques for computer approximate solution of complex problems in different
fields of engineering. It is indeed a versatile tool to analyze this class of problems [144],
where a comprehensive investigation including experimental and numerical (finite el-
ement) methods can be used to determine the interaction of ultrasonic guided waves
with structures and discontinuities.
Generally, in an environment based on FE modeling, two different approaches can
be adopted to investigate the propagation of guided waves in the laminate composite
structures: (i) the equivalent single-layer approach (ESL), which treats the whole lam-
inate as an equivalent homogenous plate, and (ii) the tridimensional approach (3D)
that requires the modeling of each ply constituting the laminate. Due to the accu-
racy needed for simulation of wave propagation in laminated composites, numerical
researches mostly focused on 3D finite element models [145]. In a 3D approach each
layer is discretized using brick-type elements. This technique is indicated especially
when transverse shear deformation effect is not negligible, because it can predict accu-
rately local effects. Using this approach Zhao et al. [146] verified the dispersion results
by the finite element method and studied the directivity characteristics of Lamb waves
numerically in laminates. However 3D approach introduces a number of degree of free-
doms (DOFs) that depends even on the number of layers constituting the laminate.
Furthermore dynamic explicit analysis to simulate wave propagation requires great at-
tention in spatial and temporal discretization. In order to have a good resolution of the
captured waves, element dimension should be very small compared to the minimum
wavelength and the time step used to integrate the dynamic equations must be smaller
than the time that the dilatation wave takes to cross a single element. Thus the nu-
merical problem quickly becomes too expensive. To improve computational efficiency,
ESL approach is very useful to obtain solutions of Lamb waves in composites. The
ESL plate theories are derived by making suitable assumptions about the displacement
through the thickness of the laminate [147]. The composite stack is represented as a
single layer, whose stiffness properties are “equivalent” to the multilayered structure.
The number of DOFs is thus independent from the number of layers constituting the
laminate. Furthermore ESL description is easily embedded into standard element for-
mulations by simply declaring a composite cross-section. Thus a good compromise
between efficiency and accuracy is often reached.
Among those approaches, classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) is the simplest
one where the shear deformation effects are neglected according to Love-Kirchhoff
plate theory extended to laminates. However, due to their low transverse shear stiff-
ness, composite laminates often exhibit significant transverse shear deformation. As a
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consequence, CLPT is not always able to predict guided waves propagation character-
istics when wavelength is near the laminate thickness [148]. Prosser investigated the
propagation of plate waves in several graphite/epoxy composite laminates of different
ply layups [149]. Comparison of the measured flexural dispersion with theoretical pre-
dictions based on CLPT showed indeed a lack of agreement. He determined that the
effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia, neglected in CLPT, are the cause for
such discrepancy. Therefore, CLPT is only valid when the wavelength is much greater
than the plate thickness (very low ultrasounds).
Unlike CLPT, the first shear deformation theory (FSDT), based on Reissner–Mindlin
displacement fields [150], includes transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia.
However, the theory is developed on the assumption of constant transverse shear7strain
through the thickness and this simplification does not satisfy the boundary conditions
at the lower and upper surfaces of the plate. In addition, the distribution of trans-
verse shear stresses in a layered cross section is non-uniform and the transverse shear
strains are distributed nonuniformly as well. Therefore it is necessary to smooth this
contradiction introducing a shear correction factor (SCF) to match the effect of such
constant distribution with that introduced in the reality. Thus an additional effort to
obtain SCFs is also required when this approximate plate theory is used. Furthermore,
even though is well suited for the simulation of the antisymmetric mode [93], FSDT
cannot describe accurately higher modes of wave propagation [151, 152]. Finally, the
combination of shell elements and ESL theory cannot be used to simulate the symmet-
ric wave mode characterized by the thickness bulging and contracting. In the latter
case, three-dimensional modeling is mandatory [94].
In order to overcome the problem of SCF evaluation, many researchers imple-
mented improved FSDTs or higher-order shear deformation theories (HSDT) in which
higher expansion of displacement field along the laminate thickness is considered
[153, 154, 155, 156, 157]. Unlike the above mentioned work which do not deal with
wave propagation, in [158] the authors implemented second and third order theories
in order to predict symmetric and antisymmetric lamb wave modes respectively, ob-
taining a good agreement with 3D-Elasticity theory. Zhao et Al. calculated dispersive
curves of Lamb waves with a third order plate theory that respects the stress free
boundary condition obtaining results close to exact solutions [159]. However, it is
worth noting that using higher order plate theories complicates the equations and re-
duce the benefits when compared with 3D theories. Furthermore in commercial FEA
codes, HSDT theories are never implemented, limiting their use to very simple cases.
An investigation of different finite element models with explicit dynamic analysis
for Lamb wave simulation in isotropic plate and quasi-isotropic laminated composite
is presented in [160]. They considered two kinds of FE models using different 3-D
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ρ E1 E2 = E3 G12 = G13 G23 ν12 = ν13 ν23
[kg/m3] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
1520 175000 6900 4970 2374 0.2542 0.4689
Table 4.1: Elastic properties of graphite-epoxy lamina.
Stacking sequence Dimensions
[0°]s 600x600x3.2 [mm3]
[±45°/0°/90°]s 600x600x1.6 [mm3]
[±45°/0°/90°/90°/0°/± 45°] 600x600x1.6 [mm3]
Table 4.2: Properties of laminates.
finite elements: (i)continuum elements (3D-solid brick type element) and (ii) struc-
tural elements (3D shell element). Nevertheless for the former, the effective material
properties of the whole composite plate are considered, resulting in an isotropic- like
plate rather than a multilayered laminate. For the latter, based on ESL (FSDT) ap-
proach, the problem of transverse shear is not considered and addressed. However,
from the following investigation focused on the modeling of the first antisymmetric
Lamb waves mode (A0), this aspect appears really crucial to correctly intercept its
dispersive behavior. Numerical (FEM) and experimental analysis are carried out using
both 3D and ESL approaches and employing ABAQUS/Explicit® FEM Code. The
main goal of the first investigation is to establish the validity of using the FE method
based on approximate first order plate theory to represent the physic of guided wave
propagation as a first step towards a simulated damage detection system.
4.1.2 Experimental observation
The first part of the investigation consists of several measurements carried out to
characterize the dispersive behavior of A0 mode propagating in composite laminates
analyzing three different cases: (i) unidirectional plate, (ii) quasi isotropic plate with
symmetric and (iii) non-symmetric stacking sequence. The panels are made of carbon-
epoxy unidirectional lamina whose mechanical properties have been obtained through
mechanical tests and reported in Table 4.1. Property of plates are shown in Table 4.2,
where it is evident that the non-symmetric plate is equal to the symmetric plate unless
the last two wrapped plies.
The measurements are performed exciting and sensing the waves using 10mm di-
ameter and 0.25mm thickness PZT disks made of PIC-255 soft material by Physik
Instrumente (PI) and bonded to the surface of the plates with cyanoacrylate glue.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup. Instrumented carbon/epoxy panel with bonded PZTs.
The pitch-catch approach is used to obtain the data exciting a burst signal as that
used to interrogate the structure. To characterize the propagation behaviour in sev-
eral directions, the actuator is located at the center of the plate and the sensors are
bonded along the characteristic directions of the plate at a fixed distance as depicted
in Figure 4.1 The excitation signal is generated as a voltage signal by a waveform
generator HP/Agilent 33120A, amplified and applied to the transducer, where it is
converted into deformation. The vibration imposed by the actuator travels in the
structure with a wave front that depends mostly on the mechanical properties along
the propagation directions. Once the sensors turn the mechanical vibrations imposed
by plate in electrical signals, the acquisition is performed by using an oscilloscope Ag-
ilent InfiniiVision DSO7104A. To minimize dispersive effects distorting the waveform,
a low leakage excitation is used again, as described in Sec. 2.3.2. When voltage is
applied to the piezoelectric transducer with a frequency below the cutoff frequency
only A0 and S0 are energized and their time of flight can be calculated performing
signal processing according to Sec. 2.3.3. In this way the velocity of the wave in several
direction can be plotted as a function of frequency (dispersion curves) or orientation
(polar pattern).
Tests on several plates are carried out in the frequency range from 10kHz to 300kHz
to define the dispersive wave modes A0 and S0. However, due to the crucial application
of the former mode for damage detection, the relative results obtained up to 70 −
80kHz are only discussed hereinafter. As disclosed in Sec. 2.3.1, it is indeed possible
to excite the different modes separately by simply tuning the frequency. Dispersion
curves obtained by experimental tests on unidirectional plate are shown in Figure 4.2.
Tests on unidirectional plate involved frequencies from 10kHz to 60kHz, with step of
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Figure 4.2: Experimental group velocities ontained on UD plate in several direction of propagation
5kHz. Amplitudes of A0 mode are evaluated from output signals registered through
PWASs and then processed in time domain using cross correlation approach with
Hilbert transform (see Sec. 2.3.3). Results show the presence of a direction along
which the A0 Lamb wave mode propagates faster. This effect is due to the fact
that the velocity of waves propagating in the structures is directly dependent on the
stiffness of the media. Due to the anisotropy of composite laminae, the direction
of fiber reinforces (0°) of an unidirectional plate is associated with a much greater
stiffness. As a consequence, contrary to what happens in a isotropic material, Lamb
waves propagation in composites depends strongly on direction of propagation. Polar
diagram in Figure 4.3, obtained with spline interpolation of experimental data, shows
the polar pattern of group velocity at a work frequency of 40kHz and it highlights the
greatest A0 mode velocity along fiber direction (0°) indicating that this lowest order
mode behaves quite distinctly in different propagation directions with regard to the 0°
fibre.
Such a mechanism is very important while dealing with Lamb waves in composite
structures. Even though is less evident, while considering quasi isotropic structures the
discrepancy along several directions may remain as demonstrated by measurements
performed on the both pates. Dispersion curves obtained by experimental tests on
quasi-isotropic plate are shown in Figure 4.4. Tests on symmetric quasi-isotropic plate
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Figure 4.3: Polar pattern of A0 mode propagating in unidirectional plate: frequency 50kHz. Markers
depict experimental outcomes.
involve frequencies from 10kHz to 70kHz with 10kHz step. The results obtained with
the same aforementioned procedure show the presence of a direction around 45° along
which the A0 mode propagates faster. Otherwise, the nonsymmetric panel exhibits two
directions (±45°) with a greater propagation velocity, as demonstrated by dispersion
curves depicted in Figure 4.5 and obtained by experimental tests on quasi-isotropic
plate involving frequencies from 10kHz to 80kHz with 10kHz step. As a consequence,
contrary to what happens in a isotropic material, Lamb waves propagation depends on
direction of propagation also in quasi-isotropic composite laminates. Polar Diagrams
in Figure 4.6 show the polar group velocities at different frequencies, evidencing the
greater propagation velocity along 45° direction. However, by comparing this polar
trend with that obtained for unidirectional plate, the radial variation appears less
evident.
The problem can be more specifically addressed resorting to the classical lamina-
tion plate theory, whose mathematical formulation for predicting the macromechanic
behavior of a laminate is based on an arbitrary assembly of homogenous orthotropic
laminae which leads to the ABD matrix definition. It indeed directly relates the forces
and moments for unit width, {N} and {M}, respectively, to the midplane strains {}
and curvatures {κ}: {
{N}
{M}
}
=
[
[A] [B]
[B] [D]
]{
{}
{κ}
}
(4.1)
Even though the in-plane extensional stiffness [N ] of a quasi-isotropic plate is not
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Figure 4.4: Experimental dispersion curves of the A0 mode for symmetric quasi-isotropic plate.
Figure 4.5: Experimental dispersion curves of the A0 mode for nonsymmetric quasi-isotropic plate.
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Figure 4.6: A0 mode propagating in symmetric quasi-isotropic plate at 40kHz: polar pattern (left)
and radial variation (right). Markers depict experimental outcomes.
changing while varying the direction, there is a stacking effect on bending stiffness
due to the anisotropy of the composite laminae; i.e. its apparent laminate stiffness
properties are dependent on stacking sequence. Since its formulation in accordance
with the classical laminated plate theory, flexural stiffness varies in radial directions
due to orientation and stacking sequence of laminate. The generic term of Flexural
stiffness matrix Dij is defined as
Dij =
1
3
N∑
k=1
Q¯
(k)
ij (z
3
k+1 − z3k) (4.2)
where N is the number of plies, Q¯(k)ij is the generic term of σ −  relation of k-th ply
under in-plane rotation and zk is the distance between k-th ply and neutral plane of
laminate. The radial variation of D11 of quasi-isotropic laminates is shown in a polar
diagram (Figure 4.7), where is evident its greatest amplitude around 45° direction.
Comparing the result obtained here in term of D11 for the symmetric plate with
the radial pattern of group velocity enlarged in Figure 4.6 (b), it is quite clear the
relation between flexural stiffness and radial variation of group velocity. The same
conclusion can be carried out for the nonsymmetric panel, where the inversion of the
external plies returns the same flexural stiffness considering ±45° directions, namely
the directions associated with higher velocity of A0 mode (see Figure 4.5). Therefore,
radial flexural stiffness variations due to stacking sequence effects in continuous quasi-
isotropic laminates are significant. It is worth noting that due to the third order
dependence of flexural stiffness, this effect is usually much more evident in those
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Figure 4.7: Stiffness polar diagramm for symmetric (a) and nonsymmetric (b) quasi-isotropic plate
directions associated with reinforcements of external plies.
The investigation of the S0 mode, discussed in [94] and not reported here for the
sake of the conciseness, leads to completely different remarks. The outcomes on quasi-
isotropic plates do not allow to significantly identify one or more directions along which
the wave mode propagates faster. As expected, the previous conclusion concerning
the bending stiffness for the A0 mode cannot be asserted when a symmetric mode is
considered. Given the quasi-isotropic nature of the laminate, the change in velocity
with the considered direction is not appreciable. Therefore, only the flexural modes are
strongly affected by the flexural stiffness of the plate. Otherwise, symmetric modes,
which are characterized by a primary extensional motion of the particles, appear to
be indeed not affected.
Two considerations can be remarked from such results: (i) a detailed material char-
acterization is desirable even when a quasi-isotropic composite plate is considered and
(ii) the numerical approach used to simulate guided waves propagation must be able
to intercept the dispersive behaviour along characteristic directions to be appropriate
for modeling stage. About the first item, it worth noting that such characterization
including dispersive and tuning analysis is suited for discovering the behaviour of the
selected interrogation mode for structural health monitoring. That is mostly the rea-
son for which it is proposed as preliminary analysis tool in theMP 2 modular software
in Sec. 3.1.3. About the latter demand, a simplified numerical modeling is presented
in the next section considering its capability to correctly intercept the dispersive be-
haviour of A0 mode as accuracy criterion.
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4.1.3 Simplified ESL modeling
In this section transient finite element analysis of wave propagation in ABAQUS®
environment is presented. Explicit dynamic procedure is used to solve the problem of
wave propagation due to the computational benefits for this type of transient problems.
The complete elastic wave propagation in the plate is simulated in order to compare
the results with measurements outcomes. To achieve a comprehensive overview, the
approaches based on CLPT, FSDT and 3D are employed. Hence, plates are first dis-
cretized as a single equivalent layer, assuming both CLPT and FSDT displacement
theories, and then as multilayered laminates considering 3D elements to idealize every
lamina. To consider 3D approach, C3D8R element (an 8-node linear brick, reduced
integration, hourglass control element) is used to discretize each layer according to
the material orientation (fiber direction). One element along each lamina thickness is
employed to reduce the shape factor effects on wave propagation. Instead, to consider
CLPT and FSDT theories, S4R element (a 4-node, reduced integration, hourglass
control finite element) is adopted to idealize the structure. Relatively large transverse
shear stiffnesses are introduced to simulate the infinite transverse stiffness expected
with classical lamination plate theory. Otherwise, to consider FSDT theory, the cru-
cial aspect is to define the appropriate shear correction factor (SCF). From energy
assumptions, in isotropic plates it is possible to define easily the SCF value 56 , due
to the continuum transverse shear quadratic distribution along the thickness. In mul-
tilayered sections, the real issue is the dependence of SCF by lamination, geometric
parameters, but also on the loading and boundary conditions. Unfortunately the exact
values of SCF are well known a priori only for few cases [161]. To predict SCF values
Burton and Noor [162] and Sze et al. [163] found a solution in the development of
iterative predictor–corrector techniques in which value 56 is often used as a starting
value in iterative processes. Many approaches for obtaining the SCF in composite lam-
inates are based on matching characteristics obtained by the first order theory with
those obtained from the three-dimensional elasticity theory or experimental ones. The
characteristics used for the matching include the transverse shear strain energy, the
propagation velocity of a flexural wave, the natural frequency of the thickness shear
vibration mode or the cut-off frequency of wave modes [164, 165, 166, 167, 168]. A
general derivation and interpretation of SCFs independent by loads and boundary con-
ditions can be derived by matching the shear stress resultants and shear strain energy
of a layerwise higher-order shear theory with those of the equivalent first-order shear
theory [169]. Other formulations of SCFs are available in [170, 171, 172], where values
close to 56 are obtained for orthotropic laminates with a large number of plies.
In order to consider FSDT in Abaqus, S4R element is employed introducing trans-
verse shear stiffnesses in the shell section definition. They are evaluated considering
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the FSDT theory and using a shear correction factor obtained according to the pro-
cedure proposed in [172] and based on what is theorized in [171]. As expected for
a quasi-isotropic plate, a value of 56 is calculated, which is very close with the other
obtained values of 0.802 [161] and pi12 [168].
In order to appropriately simulate the propagation up to 80kHz carrier frequency,
a 1mm×1mm mesh is adopted. To correctly catch the waveform, spatial discretization
must be indeed opportunely chosen as follows:
del ≤ λmin
(10− 20) (4.3)
where λmin is the minimum wavelength and del is the element dimension in the direc-
tion of propagation considered. For A0 mode λmin occurs at maximum work frequency
due to the monotonically increasing velocity. Due to the in plane geometric definition
of elements (quadrilateral), dimension considered to satisfy the Eq. (4.3) is the along
diagonal (maximum) dimension. Another important aspect of numerical simulation is
how modeling PZT sensors. They turn the electrical field in deformation field, impos-
ing a vibration in plate and they have indeed relatively small dimensions respect to
plates. For such reasons, PZT sensors are discretized as single nodes (namely the disk
center) and (i) on the actuator is imposed an out of plane displacement employing
the same waveform of electrical signal considered in experiments while (ii) the out of
plane displacements is extracted during time integration at sensing nodes (namely the
disk center) to evaluate the arrival time in several directions. In this way only the A0
mode is primarily excited and sensed in the range from 10kHz to 80kHz. As made
for processing experimental results, time of flight is always calculated using cross-
correlation technique and employing Hilbert transform to determine the envelope of
cross-correlated signal.
For the sake of the conciseness, the results obtained for the symmetric quasi
isotropic plate are discussed hereinafter making possible to generalize the conclusions
because confirmed by other test cases. Considering CLPT, based on Kirchhoff dis-
placement field, transverse shear deformation is neglected and there is a great lack
of agreement comparing numerical and experimental results. The former outcomes
indeed overestimate the group velocity in the whole frequency range analyzed as de-
picted in Figure 4.8. On the contrary, FSDT (shell elements with specified transverse
shear stiffness) and 3D approach (brick elements) return results in agreement with the
experiments.
To detail the reasonable response obtained while modeling with FSDT based FE
approach, the comparison of numerical and experimental dispersion curves is reported
for all investigated directions from Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.12. The modified Mindlin
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Figure 4.8: Dispersive curves of A0 mode propagating in symmetric quasi isotropic panel along +45°
direction. Comparison of several numerical approaches with measurements.
3D FSDT
θ +45° −45° 0° 90° +45° −45° 0° 90°
% 3.2 3.5 4.7 2.6 3.2 5 7.9 1.7
Freq. 50 40 60 30 50 50 50 60
Table 4.3: Percentage error of numerical group velocities on quasi isotropic plate respect to experi-
mental ones.
plate theory for laminated structure accurately predicts the lowest anti-symmetric
wave mode in the whole frequency range correctly detecting the presence of a faster
propagation direction as well. The agreement obtained also for the other panels
demonstrates that the shear correction employed is generally adequate for simulation
and few discrepancies can be found with respect to the 3D approach, as demonstrated
by the percentage error obtained in numerical testing respect to experimental results
reported in Table 4.3 for the symmetric quasi-isotropic plate. Finally it should be
emphasized that using the same in plane size of the elements, the ESL approach
with FSDT formulation improves computational efficiency compared to brick modeling
which is more expensive given the greatest number of nodes: 825s are required instead
of 14325s for running one process.
Thus, it is worth noting that the first-order shear deformation theories provide a
higher computational efficiency at the cost of a slightly reduced accuracy for the global
structural behavior in antysimmetric wave propagation problems. Furthermore, to
correctly address the shear effects is simpler while increasing the number of plies with
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Figure 4.9: Dispersive curves of A0 mode propagating in symmetric quasi isotropic panel along +45°
direction: numerical FSDT and experimental comparison.
Figure 4.10: Dispersive curves of A0 mode propagating in symmetric quasi isotropic panel along −45°
direction: numerical FSDT and experimental comparison.
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Figure 4.11: Dispersive curves of A0 mode propagating in symmetric quasi isotropic panel along 0°
direction: numerical FSDT and experimental comparison.
Figure 4.12: Dispersive curves of A0 mode propagating in symmetric quasi isotropic panel along 90°
direction: numerical FSDT and experimental comparison.
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multiple orientations. For these reasons this approach is proposed in the next section
for the multi-side validation of a model assisted damage detection system
4.2 Multi-side validation for global damage detection
Damage detection using GUWs is really promising but the complexities involved during
ultrasonic measurements cannot be faced without resort to theoretical aspects and
modeling. In this context the introduction of simulations can aid the research and
development because they are suited to:
• remove uncertainties related to measurements which prevent to clarify method-
ology criticalities (consider the case of phantom damage or dispersion effect on
ToF analysis);
• introduce parametric investigations which cannot be experimentally conducted
(i.e. effects of location, dimension and severity of damage);
• set new strategies based on the system characteristics revealed by simulations;
• reduce costs and time of experimental campaigns;
• quantify the performances of the system under variable conditions.
However to fulfill the whole range of aiding purpose while dealing with simulated
environments for GUWs-based SHM implementation and verification, it is desirable
to have:
• a reasonable propagation simulation of the selected Lamb wave mode;
• a damage interaction simulation in line with experiments while oriented to similar
flaw identification (i.e. reasonable results in terms of DI);
• a rigorous replication of the operating environment in which the structure is
monitored.
Such requirements define the multi-side validation required to release an effective and
efficient modeling environment suited for reproducing the experiment peculiarities and
to improve the methodologies.
With regards to the global SHM approach using direct propagating waves, the first
requirement can be verified through a wave field analysis in order to intercept the cor-
rect behavior of A0 mode propagating in the structure, such as the characterization
proposed in Sec. 4.1 based on considering dispersive and pattern behaviour as com-
parative items and verification criteria. The second condition implies that the damage
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has to be appropriately simulated looking at: (i) the conformation of damage induced
by impact on the structure and (ii) the sensitivity to damage dimension in terms of
extracted features.
Regardless the former aspects, investigated in detail in the following sections, the
third requirement is crucial for the reproducibility of the damage detection system
within simulated environments. Although the proposed global SHM approach leads to
a reliable identification, measurements carried out both on the undamaged and dam-
aged structures show that the same structural configuration interrogated at different
times returns non zero values of damage indicators. The noise in the signal response
does not allow to clearly distinguish between noisy and significant response. As a con-
sequence, it happens that some paths that are indeed affected by the damage do not
show a response suggesting the presence of such damage. Moreover, in such cases the
change in signal response can be relevant even if no changes occur. In the first case,
the decision-making strategy leads to a non-correct censure of the signal response.
Instead, a false alarm occurs in the second case. From a practical point of view, the
operating environment in which the structure is monitored may be very variable and
it appears to be very difficult to keep repeatability at small values. Slightly different
measurement conditions could lead to significant changes in the signal response with
a misinterpretation of results. From the experimental standpoint, these events can be
analyzed using a statistical approach, namely the decision making framework to select
the paths indeed affected by the damage. Instead, when a simulated environment
is considered, no such variations can be appreciated due to repeatability and repro-
ducibility of the simulations. Indeed, the SHM algorithm should be able to gather
correct information in each type of monitoring condition, and a correct model assisted
analysis should take in consideration this aspect.
To account for the uncertainties of environmental conditions, two different strate-
gies can be followed:
• introduce appropriate variability in the source model achieving a multiple dataset
by multiple simulations;
• introduce appropriate variability in the output of a single simulated interroga-
tion;
For saving time considerably, the second approach is pursued and the generic recorded
signal s(t) is modeled as filtered Gaussian white noise adding white Gaussian noise
η(t) to the simulated time history:
y(t) = s(t) + η(t) (4.4)
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Figure 4.13: Numerical time histories of A0 mode without (a) and with (b) added noise.
The pseudo experimental data generation is focused on the energy of the captured sig-
nal. The random noise η(t) is added looking for the same sensitivity index. According
to the decision-making procedure, once the system noise is characterized in term of
mean and variance of the normal distribution fitted on that index, random numbers
are generated to obtain the same variability with the same number of samples and
the simulated experimental noise is added with numerical signals. An example of the
effect of noise introduction is showed in Figure 4.13. In this way, different simulated
measurements are obtained for each couple of PZTs and for each structural condition,
as in the experimental case. Then the making decision procedure can be employed as
well as after a measurement stage.
About the other validation items, generally, in addition to their inherent simplicity
and low computational cost, ESL models often provide a sufficiently accurate descrip-
tion of global response for thin and moderately thick laminates. Among these theories,
the FSDT provides the best compromise between solution accuracy, economy and sim-
plicity, as demonstrated in Sec. 4.1. However, the ESL models have limitations that
prevent them from being used to solve the whole spectrum of composite laminate
problems:
• the accuracy of the global response predicted by the ESL models deteriorates as
the laminate becomes thicker;
• the ESL models are often incapable of accurately describing the state of stress
and strain at the ply level near geometric and material discontinuities or near
regions of intense loading (which are the areas where accurate evaluations are
mostly needed).
In the next sections the other numerical aspects are explained in detail looking at verify
the aforementioned conditions to avoid any lack of agreement with measurements.
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Stacking sequence Dimensions
[5H/B45/U/B/U/B45/U/B]s 600× 600× 1.6[mm3]
Table 4.4: Lamination sequence of the 6mm-thick bay of the tapered wing panel presented in
Sec. 3.1.2.
Properties Biaxial Uniaxial 5Harness
ρ [kg/m3] 1790 1790 1770
E1 [MPa] 81000 152000 158420
E2 = E3 [MPa] 8800 8800 8800
G12 = G13 = G23 [MPa] 4100 4100 3600
ν12 = ν13 = ν23 0.31 0.31 0.31
Table 4.5: Elastic properties of graphite-epoxy laminae adopted for the 6mm-thick bay of the tapered
wing panel presented in Sec. 3.1.2.
4.2.1 Wavefield simulation
The 6mm-thick bay of the tapered wing panel presented in Sec. 3.1.2 is discretized
resorting to a 600mm × 600mm × 6mm layered composite plate on which 12 PZT
transducers are mounted and arranged in a circular network. The plate is laminated
using unidirectional laminae with fibers along 0° (UD) and biaxial laminae with orien-
tation 0°/90° (B) and ±45° (B45) which are stacked between 5Harness (5H) external
plies according to Table 4.4. The plies are discretized as single layers modeling the
material properties reported in Table 4.5 and material orientation according to the
stacking sequence. The behavior of laminates respect to the wave propagation shows
many complexities. From a practical point of view, propagating waves result in signals
acquired through an array of sensors distributed over a structure. They are indeed
affected by the material characteristics, including the level of anisotropy, the layered
stacking through the thickness and geometric discontinuities (such as thickness vari-
ation), frequency of excitation and boundaries, generating scattering, diffraction and
reflection of the waves. A congruent request is that the numerical modeling assump-
tions allow to respect the discussed dependencies. According to the characterization
carried out in Sec. 4.1, the dispersive behavior is indeed a key validation tool if the
direct waves are considered for damage detection.
The ESL approach is here again adopted for transient finite element analysis of
wave propagation. The ABAQUS/Explicit® code is used to integrate the dynamic
problem to evaluate the group velocity of the first antisymmetric Lamb wave mode
in order to compare the observed response with the calculated one. In detail, the
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Figure 4.14: Overall scheme adopted in the simulation environment for the arrival time correlation
(a) and group velocity comparison along several directions at 60kHz (b). Maximum
percentage error, 5%.
FSDT is used to idealize the structure with an equivalent layer. To this purpose,
the S4R element available in the ABAQUS/Explicit® is adopted again correcting the
transverse shear inconsistency of FSDT introducing an SCF equal to 56 , according to
the evidence shown in [170, 171, 172] when a large number of plies are considered.
About the plate idealization, the mesh density is chosen to be sufficiently small to
resolve the characteristic wavelength and correctly capture the desired 60kHz wavefield
(i.e.: the interrogation frequency) response resulting in a 1mm×1mm mesh. All sensors
are discretized as single nodes because they have very small size when compared to the
distance between sensors, and their local effect on the global wavefield behavior can be
neglected. The central PZT actuator is constrained with an out of plane displacement
using a windwed 4.5 cycles sine burst in time domain. The out of plane displacements
in the 12 PZT receivers located on the circular pattern (φ = 300mm) is registered
to evaluate the arrival time in several directions, as depicted in Figure 4.14 (a). The
STFT method is adopted to calculate the arrival time and thus group velocity, whose
comparison with measurement outcomes in Figure 4.14 (b) highlights the reasonable
result obtained. Indeed, the maximum percentage error of 5% is obtained.
Again the FSDT-based ESL approach, with which the laminate is idealized as a
single layer with the same stiffness properties of the pristine structure, provides a
good balance between computational efficiency and accuracy for the global structural
behavior in wave propagation problems if the transverse shear effects are correctly ad-
dressed. Then, the final crucial aspect deals with the damage idealization, as explained
in the next section.
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4.2.2 Damage modeling
It is worth noting that the modeling stage for monitoring purpose needs the prediction
of the wave-damage interaction, whose characteristics depend upon the idealization
approach as well. Obviously, the unknown nature of the hidden flaw requires a com-
prehensive analysis of the specific type of damage in the reality. In the case of impact
induced damage, it is very difficult to imagine the material degradation when a barely
visible damage (BVID) appears. From a theoretical standpoint, it can be seen as a
complex discontinuity through the thickness. By definition, a discontinuity in a waveg-
uide is an abrupt change of the guide’s characteristics along its propagation direction.
Composite panels can be characterized by the presence of inner discontinuities related
to the local change of cross-section along the panel length. As aforementioned, at these
discontinuities are called “delaminations” to indicate the separation between plies in a
composite laminated panel. However the induced damage is not simply a unique sepa-
ration between adjacent layers. In order to understand what really happens within the
multilayered plate due to the impact load, a comprehensive non destructive evalua-
tion (NDE) is performed through Olympus® Omniscan MX1 on the panel upper side.
The C-scan image in Figure 4.15 shows the overall extension of the hidden flaws in the
x-y plane but does not gather information on the flaw severity trough the thickness.
Instead, the B-scan and S-scan images reveal the complex discontinuity. Although
the indentation is barely visible, the whole thickness appears to be affected by de-
laminations and intralaminar cracks, in a completely non continuous stacking through
the thickness. A similar result is obtained performing the NDE on the plate lower
side, confirming the “tapered-conical” defect. Due to such NDI results, the damage
is simulated via local stiffness degradation in the finite element formulation. Indeed,
the stiffness matrix of a structural system depends upon the material properties, ge-
ometry and boundary condition. Even if from a theoretical point of view a single
delamination do not leads to a high global stiffness reduction, the through thickness
complex discontinuity shown in Figure 4.15 as a combination of intralaminar and in-
terlaminar damages justifies the stiffness reduction approach, already proposed in the
literature for several purposes [173] and here simulated adopting degraded elements
within ABAQUS® environment. In specific, the structure is divided in a set of finite
areas discretized into a set of finite elements categorized into undamaged or damaged
states with different degradation levels through the thickness. The damage parameters
available are the in plane extension and depth of the damage, the degradation level
of the finite elements, and the shape and conformity of the damage. For validation
purpose, a quadrilateral region with degraded stiffness is discretized to idealize the
damage, keeping a structured mesh as well. Then, the experimental methodology is
replicated with few efforts in the simulated environment and the DIs are evaluated
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Figure 4.15: Non destructive evaluation of the impact induced damage. C-scan (a), B-scan (b) and
S-scan (c) of the impacted region. Scan length, 200mm.
d[mm] t[mm] DI [%]
10 2.25 5
15 3.0 13
20 3.75 22
20 4.5 25
25 3.75 25
25 4.5 42
Table 4.6: Damage indicators obtained in the simulated environment for different damage dimensions.
along damaged and undamaged lines of sight under several conditions. Considering
the in-plane dimensions of the hidden flaw set to d × dmm2 and a given depth of
t[mm] along the thickness, few results obtained along a damaged path are reported
in Table 4.6. The severity of the damage is well appreciated and both the in-plane
dimension and depth of the damage appear to be parameters which can be evaluated
from propagation analysis. The results obtained are again reasonable, correctly show-
ing an effective change when such damage is simulated along the corresponded line
of sight and no change when the damage is far from the line of sight (i.e. before the
introduction of a noisy level).
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Figure 4.16: Tomographic analysis of the investigated panel in the simulated environment. Map of
damage (a) and contour of isolevel curves (b).
4.3 Monitoring and model assisted perspectives
In this section, the results obtained for the last case in Table 4.6 are reported, as it is
that closest to the experiments. The signals are evaluated as discussed in Sec. 3.1.2,
repeating the simulation actuating individually every PZT on the circular array. In
order to consider unexpected errors in the measured displacements, the effects of
random noise is introduced by adding Gaussian noise directly to the signals acquired
after simulation. From this point of view, the response depends upon two groups
of parameters: the standard deviation of the noise and the parameters describing the
flaw, explained in Sec. 4.2.2. Thus, as redundant measurements are an effective way to
reduce the effect of noise, redundant disturbed signals are selected to reduce the effect
of simulated noise. Given 10 time series for each response, and a 20% decision level
defined respect to the computed damage index, Figure 4.16 depicts the results obtained
for the investigated case. The map of damage, which represents the estimated risk to
have a damage, and the related isolevel curves highlight the reasonable result respect to
similar experimental investigation reported in Sec. 3.1.2 as well as the good agreement
between simulated damage and its prevised location. It is useful to emphasize that
this result is obtained accounting both the severity of calculated DIs and the density
of intersection points defined by the decision making procedure.
The interaction of the propagating A0 mode with through thickness delaminations
provides important information on the damage location. The Finite Element simula-
tions carried out adopting FSDT based equivalent single layer approach provide an
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effective idealization of the damage scenario. Moreover, a good agreement between
simulations and experimental results can be achieved in terms of wave propagation,
wave-defect interaction and damage detection. Furthermore, the noise simulation al-
lows to achieve a reasonable replication of experimental uncertainties and to simulate
the decision making procedure as well. Finally the early results show the sensitivity
of proposed DI respect to the in plane dimension and depth of damage, according
with the sensitivity of damage indicators respect to flaw severity. Such results allowed
to insert simulation stages in the development of methodologies revealing phenomena
hardly visible by measurements. Furthermore, both the latter aspects introduce the
possibility of a reliability assessment of the system using simulated environments. Al-
though few aspects, which typically appear during experimentation (i.e. repeatability
and reproducibility of measurements) cannot be reproduced via simulated environ-
ment, when a rigorous numerical correlation is adopted, model assisted probability of
detection (MAPOD) is indeed an efficient alternative to classic methods [31], reducing
time and costs. MAPOD uses models to minimize the empirical samples needed to
achieve statistically meaningful characterization results. To this end, much efforts and
several protocols have been proposed to obtain methodologies incorporating empirical
data, models, and simulations for characterizing SHM methods in terms of the pro-
posed statistical metrics of reliability for damage detection, localization, and sizing
[174]. Regardless the necessity for efficiently addressing a wide range of damage and
operational conditions, and effective methods for evaluating the appropriate metrics
of reliability depending on the SHM system type and function, a critical aspect is the
“non-idealization” of the experiment in the simulated environment, achieving correct
impact of the occurring parameters and their influences for flaw detection as well as
efficiently addressing variability in the model. The main issue is the feasibility to
adopt experimental data in order to only assess the modeling stage. Then, the large
amount of data required for statistical assessment could be extracted from simulated
environment with few efforts. From this standpoint, the multiple validation provided
here, accounting vibrational as well as damage interaction properties revealed during
experimentations, confirms the well addressed modeling.
In detail, two different techniques are available for the probability of detection
assessment, the n/N and the more sophisticated “ a¯ versus a” method. The former,
based on the classic hit-miss approach, requires data including the real size of damage
and the corresponding Probability of Detection estimated by the diagnostic algorithm.
Given N different cases for the same flaw size, and n is the number of hit response,
the related POD value is directly extracted for that flaw dimension and plotted ac-
cordingly into an histogram. However, the hit condition has to be declared, in order
to achieve a non-arbitrary evaluation of the hit or miss detection. Regardless damage
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Figure 4.17: Damage Index Profile evaluated along a damaged line of sight omitting noise effect (b).
Damage depth t = 3.75 mm.
dimension, in order to achieve statistically meaningful characterization results, a set
of deterministic factors has to be chosen including for instance position, shape, orien-
tation, conformation and depth of damage while other random factors are neglected
and included in the noisy level. According to such approach in model assisted frame-
work, the related outputs should be calculated in the simulated environment and the
detection algorithm employed to achieve the (model assisted) POD dataset.
Otherwise, in view of a more detailed analysis in order to accurately assess the
system performance, an indicative trend of the damage index profile has to be defined
versus flaw size accounting all deterministic parameters and random variability. The
damage indicator is indeed the signal response which should classify the estimated
size of damage, when the system (i.e. that based on global approach) does not return
any size information. The linear prediction is then adopted to construct the POD
curve in order to define the reliability assessment of the SHM system with the a90/95
parameter. It is indeed a significant output identifying the flaw size detectable with a
probability of 90% and a confidence of 95% and thus a valuable definition of the system
target. In order to provide an overview of the feasibility of the proposed framework
for characterizing the developed active hotspot monitoring system, the obtained DI
profile is reported in Figure 4.17. There, the model is limited to a single explanatory
variable (flaw size) and the linear prediction between the possibly transformed signal
response (damage index - DI), and the flaw characteristic is plotted neglecting the
noisy effect. It is worth noting that DI is evaluated along a path crossing the damage
and all other deterministic parameters are fixed while increasing its dimension. The
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trend line depicts that the signal response is approximately linear respect to the flaw
size; that is indeed a basic assumption using the a¯ versus a method. Furthermore, it is
worth noting that the definition of this profile introducing all relevant deterministic and
random factors in the simulation aids the introduction of a statistical characterization
of the signal response for flaw size assessment. Where the system does not return any
damage dimension output, such as using the global approach, this allows the possibility
to directly correlate the flaw dimension with the current signal response (namely the
damage index). Fixed the threshold, and given a final characterization, it is indeed
possible to identify a critical dimension of damage (acr associated with the necessity
to repair or further inspect the component) from DI assessment.
Chapter5
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The final part of the work is dedicated to a preliminary investigation for piezoelec-
tric sensor self-diagnostic procedure, aimed to in-situ monitoring of the sensors and
actuators used in the structural health monitoring (SHM) methodologies presented.
Due to the large number of distributed PZTs needed to correctly interrogate the struc-
ture, the self-diagnostic procedure, where the sensors/actuators are confirmed to be
functioning properly during operation, is a crucial process to minimize false alarms in
the diagnosis. The procedure verified here and already performed in a wide range of
similar applications is based on the capacitive analysis of piezoelectric sensors, which is
manifested in the imaginary part of the measured electrical admittance. Furthermore,
through the analytical and experimental investigation, it is confirmed that possible
failures (debonding and partial breakage) affects the ultrasonic propagation warning
damage where no change in the structure is indeed present. Therefore, by monitoring
the dynamic response of the structure resulting in the wave propagation is not possi-
ble to discern structural and sensor contribution to damage indicators. Otherwise, by
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separately monitoring the imaginary part of the admittances, it is possible to assess
the degradation level of the PZT and its attachment to a host structure rather than
structural failure. This chapter introduces the effect of an unknown sensor failure,
reports few investigations carried out and concludes with an experimental example to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed sensor-diagnostic procedure together with
an automatic tool to remove the sensor related outputs from data processing.
5.1 Self-diagnostic
As a matter of facts, ultrasonic measurements are point by point signal records which
may be affected by structural efficiency (desirable) and sensor condition (undesirable).
Even though emerging techniques based on wave analysis are available in the literature
[175], unfortunately, as showed afterwards, is quite complex to discern when a signal
changes due to a (i) structural failure, (ii) PZT degradation or (iii) combination of
the previous events. From the sensor diagnostic standpoint, the total failure of a PZT
can be easily identified because any voltage output is not produced while receiving
and any excitation is not applied while actuating. However, if only a partial fracture
occurs due to impact loads, PZTs are often still able to produce sufficient performance
but introducing or sensing distorted signals potentially leading to a false indication
and a misleading diagnosis. The degradation of bonding integrity and sensor quality
is thus problematic when the PZTs are demanded to interrogate the structure during
lifetime and under hazard conditions. It is indeed crucial to detect possible anomalies
in the sensor performances to identify when it is necessary to replace the transducer
or the entire network.
The effect is indeed remarkable when a cluster of sensor is adopted to have a global
reconstruction of the damage. The propagation path, whose sensor is degraded, may
warn the presence of a damage where no such flaw is indeed present. From this point
of view, looking at the damage detection as a statistical event, this means that the
noise is enlarging the area of interest inducing a further probability of false alarm.
Discerning the signal response from the noise (see Figure 5.1), it is indeed possible to
define different compound probabilities. To assess the system capabilities the proba-
bility of detection is really crucial; it indeed means safety because the system is able
to detect a prescribed damage with that defined probability of success. On the con-
trary, the definition of the probability of false alarm is crucial to account the possible
downtime. Such probabilities are strictly related with the system threshold, which is
defined accounting the signal response variability while transducers are properly work-
ing. When a sensor is partially damaged, the mean and/or variance of the related noise
distribution increase and the probability of false alarm increases accordingly.
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Figure 5.1: Typical overlap between noise and effective signal response. Threshold definition affects
both distributions.
This is really undesirable in an autonomous monitoring system, inducing the repair
of the structure where the sensor cluster is compromised rather than the structure
itself. To avoid that corrupted results induce false alarms in the diagnostic, two
strategies can be pursued:
• detect the anomalies in the signal response due to the sensor fault to compensate
that effect on damage indicators;
• detect the sensor currently broken to neglect related information during data
processing;
The second approach is indeed the most effective solution, avoiding misleading inter-
pretation of corrupted signals at the cost of a little reduction of the system target,
which remains at least well defined as suggested in the concluding remarks of Sec. 5.2.3.
5.1.1 Overview
A piezoelectric sensor self-diagnostic procedure based on electrical impedance measure-
ments can be used to judge the quality of the bond between transducer and structure
as described in several works [176, 177, 178]. The susceptance spectrum which is the
imaginary part of the admittance spectrum can also be used to judge the quality of
the bond between transducers and structure in SHM systems. It has been found that
the effects are significant, modifying the phase and amplitude of propagated waves
and changing the measured impedance spectrum [179]. Several studies have been
carried out to characterize the effects induced on Lamb wave propagation revealing
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dependencies on the shape of debonding [180], making really hard the application
of compensation algorithms to exploit the response of a sensor when partially fault
(namely the first strategy aforementioned). As a consequence, these changes could lead
to false indications on the structural conditions without an efficient sensor-diagnostic
process, also addressed as self-diagnostic.
From this standpoint, different variables can be measured to diagnose PZT debond-
ing in the structure including not only admittance measurement, but also impedance
measurement with temperature effect on the sensors [179], reciprocity between time
response of PZT sensors using Lamb waves [181], electrical properties of PZT sensors
[182] and maximum amplitude analysis [183]. As a mater of facts, the transducer
dimensions play an important role in determining the frequency at which the peak
sensor response occurs, leading to exploit the relation between sensing dimension and
wave tuning with PZT as a parameter to detect a debond [175]. However, wavefield
generated by a PZT is quite complex even using circular sensors. As already men-
tioned in[184], it is indeed not symmetric for all frequencies in the case of a fully
bonded transducer, due to the wrap-around electrode which interrupts the axisym-
metry. That wrap is indeed necessary to correctly bond together disk and structure
exploiting one side of the PZT. In addition the effects caused by debonding highly
depend on the chosen actuation frequency and exhibit a strong angular dependency
[185]. The shape of the maximum velocity polar plot changes due to the debonding
and the maximum velocity can even be higher than for the case of the fully bonded
transducer. Hence, it is really complex to discern the fault of a transducer in an array
of sensors by monitoring the wave response only.
From a very brief statement of the problem, it can be concluded that the different
PWAS faults have a significant effect on the wave propagation. The changed wave
propagation leads to changes in the SHM system diagnostic, based on active acousto-
ultrasonics where PWAS are employed for actuation and sensing purposes. Depending
on the method used for acousto-ultrasonics-based SHM, these effects have an impact
on the statement about the health of the structure and might lead to false alarms, as
not the structure but the PWAS is defective. It is therefore highly recommended to
check the transducers to ensure the reliability of the SHM system. For the detection
of PWAS faults, the suscpetance as imaginary part of the admittance has proven to
be sensitive. Furthermore it is indeed possible to select the analysis of a single PZT,
instead of resort to a probabilistic analysis of wave responses to detect the transducer
which is not properly working among those are working. Due to such considerations,
in this work, the effect on wave propagation when PZT is not correctly operating is
slightly remarked in term of damage indices compared with typical values encountered
when a structure is damaged. Then an algorithm capable to compare the status of
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piezo with the baseline condition is developed comparing the slope of the susceptance
for any acquired measurement to the values given by the healthy condition. In this
way, if the sensor is found to be defective, it is excluded from any further damage
detection use with a dedicated tool within the SHM interface, in order to achieve an
algorithm to simultaneously sort sensors and detect damage in the structure.
5.1.2 Electromechanical impedance
The electrical impedance of a PZT can be expressed as the relation of the input
voltage and the resulting current in the piezo. The inverse is called admittance. Due
to the presence of the electromechanical coupling in the piezoelectric transducer, its
electrical impedance when bonded depends upon the mechanical properties of the host
structure and it is named ElectroMechanical Impedance (EMI). Due to this reason it is
often used for damage detection assessment. When the PZT is bonded to an hosting
structure, the complex electromechanical impedance can be computed according to
the following formula [186, 187, 188]:
Z(ω) =
[
iωC
(
1− κ231
ZS(ω)
ZS(ω) + ZP (ω)
)]−1
(5.1)
where Z is the electrical impedance measured at the piezo coupled to the host struc-
ture, C is the zero-load capacitance, κ is the electromechanical cross coupling coeffi-
cient, ZS and ZP are the mechanical impedance of the host structure and that of the
un-bonded piezo respectively. Instead, according to [70], the complex electromechan-
ical admittance can be addressed with the following decomposition:
Y (ω) =
[
iω
AP
tP
(
33 − d231EP
ZS(ω)
ZS(ω) + ZP (ω)
)]−1
(5.2)
where the zero load capacitance is described in term of geometrical properties of the
PZT (Contact surface (AP ) and thickness (tP )), 33 is the permittivity, Ep is the Young
modulus and d31 is the piezoelectric load constant. Due to the higher sensitivity to
structural changes, the real part of the complex electrical impedance is usually taken
into account for monitoring purposes. Instead, due to the second decomposition, it
appears evident how the admittance is primarily affected by the PZT properties. This
short overview on physical modeling of the EMI shows why faults have an impact on
this quantity, which includes electrical and mechanical parameters. Geometrical, elec-
trical and mechanical properties are indeed affecting such formulation, with emerging
dependencies upon PZT characteristics as detailed in Table 5.1 Otherwise, the next
section is dedicated to measurements carried out to practically exploit and verify such
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PZT Structure
Geometry Electrical Properties Mechanical Properties Mechanical Properties
AP 33 Ep ZS
tP d31 Zp ZS
Table 5.1: Several PZT and structure properties afecting admittance response.
ρ E1 E2 = E3 G12 = G13 G23 ν12 = ν13 ν23
[kg/m3] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
1500 134500 9951 4556 3772 0.284 0.319
Table 5.2: Elastic properties of graphite-epoxy lamina.
impacts including ultrasound and electromechanical impedance investigations.
5.2 Experimental results
To investigate the effects of transuducer faults on wave propagation and the feasibility
of a EMI-based self-diagnostic technique, a composite plate is manufactured using
high tensile carbon fibers and epoxy resin to made unidirectional laminae, whose
mechanical properties are depicted in Table 5.2. The several layers are stacked with
hand layup technology resulting in a quasi-isotropic plate described in Table 5.3 from
which several coupons of 250mm×40mm are cut and equipped with PZTs with different
bonding conditions. The PZT is the usually adopted piezoceramic disk made of PIC-
255 soft material by Physik Instrumente (PI) depicted in Figure 5.2 (a) where it
appears attached on the composite surface with a double component epoxy glue. The
EMI measurements are firstly performed on unbonded PZTs to detect any variability
in the measured signature and then on coupled PZTs, i.e. attached to 6 different
specimens as shown in Figure 5.2 (b). On the same specimens, the wave propagation is
analyzed considering different damage scenarios, in order to simulate damages induced
by impact on the structure (delamination and internal discontinuities) and on the
transducer (partial debonding and partial breakage). Given the variability from ten
unbounded PZTs (addressed in the next section employing again such an unsupervised
Stacking sequence Dimensions
[±45°/0°/90°]s 600× 600× 2.0[mm3]
Table 5.3: Properties of laminated plate.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup. Detail of PZT (a) and specimens (b) adopted for measurements.
Healthy PZT Structure
No damage Debond (25%) Debond (30%) Breakage Delamination Insert
SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6
Table 5.4: Several specimens with different damage scenarios involving PZT faults and structure
failures.
analysis), only one specimen (SP1) is instrumented to establish the healthy condition
(i.e.: the baseline status for EMI and ultrasounds measurements). Typical PZT faults
due to unforeseen impacts are: (i) the debonding of the PZT, where a part of the
transducer is locally detached due to bond yielding, and (ii) the breakage of the PWAS,
where a part of the transducer is detached from the remaining part which is completely
attached to the structure. The former case is simulated in the experiments with
different disbonding levels (SP2 and SP3) while the breakage is obtained removing
a part of the PZT before starting the bonding procedure (SP4). Although those
damages may appear similar, the breakage reduces the zero load capacitance of the
PZT while the debonding changes only the relative effect between transducer and
structure leading to different effects on susceptance signature. Finally, two different
failure conditions are simulated for the structure: (i) a delamination near the sensor
location is induced by removing the connection between two adjacent layers (SP5) and
(ii) a discontinuity along the line of sight is obtained inserting an external body (SP6).
The comparison of several specimens characteristics is summarized in Table 5.4. The
ultrasound investigation and eletromechanical impedance assessment are conducted
using the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.3.
The details of measurements campaign are briefly described in the next sections
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup. Detail of EMI analyzer (a), specimens configuration (b) and instru-
ments adopted for ultrasonic inspection.
where the revealed results are discussed before moving to a possible self-diagnostic
approach and future improvements to increase the overall system reliability.
5.2.1 Ultrasound investigation
The ultrasonic investigation is carried out exciting wave propagation in the range
between 10kHz and 60kHz, where the A0 is more tuned as widely demonstrated for
these types of structures. Healthy and corrupted PZTs are excited with a 4.5 sine
cycles burst windowed with Hanning function. The signal is simultaneously boosted
up to 18volt peak to peak with an arbitrary generator by Keysight Technologies®
to be conveyed to PZTs and to a digital oscilloscope by Tektronix®. The latter is
used to digitalize and syncronize all signals recorded at PZTs location with that used
for excitation. Although the sensing is mostly operated catching the out of plane
velocity with Laser doppler velocimetry, the propagating wave is indeed also captured
by means of other healthy PZTs. For the sake of conciseness only few outcomes are
reported here due to the redundancy of results. The ultrasonic propagation (40kHz)
obtained exciting the PZTs bonded respectively on specimens SP1 and SP3 is shown
in Figure 5.4. The PZT debonding induces a slight variation on the time of flight
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Figure 5.4: Ultrasound investigation exciting heathy and disbonded PZT (PIC 255): frequency
40kHz.
of the direct waves while the waveform is completely distorted and the reflections
appear weaker due to the non effective contraction of the transmitting transducer. A
similar result can be observed comparing the ultrasonic propagation (40kHz) while
exciting the PZT bonded on specimen SP4 shown in Figure 5.5. Here, the direct wave
is weaker and slower due to the breakage and the wave is not correctly propagating
in the structure as demonstrated by various echoes which are still slightly emerging.
In both cases damage indicators return a value above the threshold as defined in
Sec. 3.1.1, warning a damage where the sensor fault is instead present. A similar result
is obtained while interrogating the specimen SP2 or exciting different frequencies.
Likewise, by comparing the ultrasonic response of a damaged specimen (SP6) it is
possible to observe how the insert affects the propagation, the different thickness
frequency around that location induces changes in wave amplitude and velocity. As
depicted in Figure 5.6, the number and amplitude of reflections is still varying but in
this case they are amplified by the scattering at damage location rather than damped
by the sensor fault. In this case the SHM system returns a diagnosis in line with the
damage appearance. The investigation is carried out also using broken PZTs to sense
wave propagation excited by properly working transmitters, leading to similar results
with damage indicators warning damage where sensor deterioration is indeed present.
Hence, as a matter of facts, it is complex to distinguish sensor fault by failure of the
structure in terms of DIs and a further sensor diagnostic is confirmed to be crucial.
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Figure 5.5: Ultrasound investigation exciting heathy and partially broken PZT (PIC 255): frequency
40kHz.
Figure 5.6: Ultrasound investigation exciting heathy PZTs (PIC 255) under different structural con-
ditions: frequency 40kHz.
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Figure 5.7: Susceptance signature of unbonded PZT (PIC 255) disks.
5.2.2 Electromechanical impedance investigation
The electromechanical impedance analysis is carried out looking for the most suited
physical quantity associated to the piezo fault. The precision impedance analyzer
Wayne Kerr 6500B (see Figure 5.3 (a)) is employed for the investigation of PZTs
in different frequency ranges to maximize the sampling rate. The overall spectra
considered is in the range from 10hertz to 300kHz, where the PZT is excited with a
frequency sweep and an applied voltage of 1V. In the meantime, the system measures
the current flowing through the circuit generated with the measuring leads of the PZT.
First of all, a number of 10 PZT disks like that shown in Figure 5.2 (a) are analyzed
when unbonded to any structure. The susceptance spectra obtained from three of
them is reported in Figure 5.7. The PZT response is measured and the imaginary part
of the complex electromechanical admittance is extracted in the range between 10kHz
and 300kHz, simply by changing the transducer and the electrical leads soldered with
every PZT. As depicted in the plot of susceptance versus frequency, the high spectrum
signature around the PZT resonance (i.e. 200kHz) is strongly non linear and affected
by simply replicating PZT and its connection. However, unlike other quantities, the
susceptance signature at lower frequencies is quite linear and it appears slightly affected
by sample uncertainties. The good reproducibility and such a linear behaviour in the
large spectrum analysis makes the susceptance a good candidate for assessing changes
occurring at PZT level.
Comparing the measurements of unbonded and bonded PZTs in the range from
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Figure 5.8: Susceptance signature of unbonded and bonded PZT (PIC 255) disks.
10kHz to 150kHz in Figure 5.8, it appears evident how the slope of the signature
decreases due to the structural coupling according to Eq. (5.2). Even though the
presence of local peaks, the relative influence between PZT and structure can be
indeed adopted to verify the health of the sensor, inducing changes in the signature
slope. Such evidence is shown in Figure 5.9 (a), where the debonding returns a greater
slope of the signature due to reducing influence of the structure on the PZT, which
is indeed partially disconnected. Detailing the analysis in the range between 10Hz
and 60kHz in Figure 5.9 (b), it is worth noting that local peaks are attenuated and
the intercept of the linear trend is not affected. Unless marginal effects, the intercept
appears to be not affected even when the breakage of PZT occurs. In this case the
remaining part of the transducer is correctly bonded with the hosting structure but its
zero load capacity is decreasing according to the ratio APtP . As a direct consequence,
the slope of the signature is decreasing as depicted in Figure 5.10 (a) and local peaks
are attenuated again according to what depicted in Figure 5.10 (b). Finally, due to the
structural failure, the mechanical impedance of the structure is changing and slightly
affects the slope of the signature according to Figure 5.11 (a) and no matter what
the flaw introduced. Detailing the analysis in the frequency range between 10Hz and
60kHz shown in Figure 5.11 (b), it is evident that local peaks in the signature are still
present and a shift in frequency domain can be marked no matter the damage is. Those
results suggest that the EMI response of the piezoelectric transducer allows to classify
different failures of PZT and structure when the imaginary part of the admittance is
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Figure 5.9: Susceptance signatures of heathy and disbonded PZT (PIC 255). Frequency range:
10kHz− 150kHz (a) and 10Hz− 60kHz (b).
Figure 5.10: Susceptance signatures of heathy and partially broken PZT (PIC 255). Frequency
range: 10kHz− 150kHz (a) and 10Hz− 60kHz (b).
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Figure 5.11: Susceptance signatures of heathy PZTs (PIC 255) under different structural condition.
Frequency range: 10kHz− 150kHz (a) and 10Hz− 60kHz (b)
monitored. Assessing this physical quantity, the system self-diagnostic may be carried
out according the approach proposed in the next section.
5.2.3 Proposed approach and discussion
According to the ultrasound investigation, the effects of the PZT defects are non
negligible for the generated wave field. The analysis indicates that these types of
failure introduce similar outputs for damage indicators used for SHM systems leading
to possible false alarm. However, due to the promising results showing that it is
possible to detect PZT faults with the help of the susceptance spectrum, a possible
self diagnostic approach may integrate the SHM diagnosis. To achieve this purpose
the monitoring of the susceptance slope is proposed here as self-diagnosic feature. The
PZT damage indicator is indeed obtained with the same formulation used for structural
monitoring in Eq. (2.11), where the baseline and current features are classified looking
to the slope of the susceptance signature.
According to the measurements, the linearity of the susceptance may be considered
quite valid until 150kHz even though local peaks may slightly alter the trend. In thise
range the slope is calculated using a linear least-squares fit and chosing the upper
frequency to limit the range of analysis (i.e.: 20−30kHz). In this way the interpolating
law will be:
Y (f) = m · f + b, 10Hz ≤ f ≤ 20kHz (5.3)
where m is the slope of the susceptance and b the y-intercept value. The former
represents the feature to be compared for fault indicator. Obviously this equation
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Figure 5.12: Self-diagnostic tool. Database upadate (a) and transducers removal tool (b).
does not describe the local peaks, but only a straight line describing the expected
value within the frequency range. With the expected susceptance slope value for a
healthy sensor defined, an expression of an acceptable range for healthy sensors needs
to be characterized. A straightforward methods to define the bondaries to discern
damage response from noise is based on an unsupervised analysis. In the same way of
damage index, a sensitivity indicator is calculated estimating the susceptance slope of
several unbonded PZTs. Then the variability is calculated and a bilateral prediction
iinterval is estimated according to parametric statistics (see Sec. 3.1.1). All values
below this threshold are censured (health status) and namely the sensor is found to
be healthy. Otherwise sensor is found to be defective and excluded from any further
damage detection use. From the measurements carried out, this approach has been
demonstrated to be effective to discern the fault PZTs rather than structural failure
which are currently inducing variations comparable with uncertainties and returning
damage indicators below the threshold setting.
In order to achieve effective SHM with self-diagnostic procedure, the algorithm used
should simultaneously sort sensors and detect damages with information gathered from
healthy transducers. To obtain this result, a self diagnostic tool is dedicated to sort
the damaged sensors Figure 5.12 and to eliminate the relative data from calculation
of the health database (a) or to eliminate diagnostic data from visualization (b).
However the results push two different discussions about methodology and health
management scenarios. The former deals with the opposite effect that debonding and
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breakage are inducing on the susceptance signnature. It may happens that the ef-
fects of the former failure are compensated by a simultaneous (partial) breakage of
the debonded part. In this case the sensor damage indicator may falls in the range of
healthy response where the sensor is indeed broken. This possibility suggests a fur-
ther scenario of investigation dealing with peaks attenuation while sensor is damaged
and with Lamb wave tuning. The latter is indeed strictly connected to the sensing
dimension of the transducer and together with the other indicators may lead to a
multi-parameter self diagnostic increasing probability of correct detection as achieved
for diagnostic purpose.
About health management, it is necessary to point out that even with a PZT
inspection method correctly warning a sensor fault, in the first place it is not possible
to establish if it leads to false alarm of the SHM system and if the remaining sensors
still provide a reliable diagnostic. For this analysis it is definitely necessary to combine
the results of the SHM system with the results of the PZT self diagnostic approach
in a performance assessment, where the output of the transducer inspection is related
to the effects that PZT faults have on the SHM system. As aforementioned, an
interesting perspective is the possibility to identify the target of the system with one
or more sensor faults in order to instantaneously assess and update the reliability of
the system. This is a valuable advantage while removing rather than compensating
distorted signals. It is indeed possible to correctly evaluate the new system target
(i.e.: achievable reliability with fewer sensors) and eventually decide about replacing
the defected transducers or the entire system (i.e.: if the target is bigger than critical
flaw dimension). This scenario appears time consuming and expensive while dealing
with measurements but it can be assessed basing the analysis on statistics and (model
assisted) probability of detection, as introduced among the final discussions in Sec. 4.3r.
For this analysis thresholds and procedures of both methods for structural damage
detection and for PWAS inspection have to be taken into account and their framework
appears well established in the present work.
Concluding Remarks
A SHM system provides an effective, continuous, and low-cost integrated framework
for detection of damages in structures to avoid catastrophic failure. It can provide sig-
nificant improvement in cost reduction for both aging and modern lightweight defect-
critical structures. The first key role of SHM systems is to replace the traditional
scheduled maintenance approach with the on condition maintenance concept, helping
to significantly reduce the percentage of the life cycle costs associated with inspec-
tion and maintenance operations. Furthermore, a system integrated with structure
capable to provide structural diagnostic every time and everywhere as a part of the
structure itself can lead to the composite design optimization. The damage tolerance
approach operated by large commercial aircraft manufacturers which are increasingly
using composites restricts the effective benefits resulting from its adoption and only
the integration of a system capable to detect any possible emerging flaw can improve
the design.
In this work guided ultrasonic waves have been investigated for online monitoring
of emerging and barely visible flaws within composite structures subject to low velocity
impacts. The experimental campaigns widely supported by theoretical and numerical
studies lead to the definition of two different SHM methodologies. The former is
based on a global approach, providing fast identification and effective localization of
impact induced damages in complex composite structures resorting to a sparse array
of transducers capable to excite and sense guided waves interrogating the structure
along all possible paths defined by the sensor pairs. A statistical selection of most
affected paths and a further image reconstructed by manipulating damage metrics
at emerging intersection points (SHM mesh) allow to achieve the global diagnostic,
whether the damage is emerging in flat panels (i.e.: multiple delaminations through the
thickness) or in stiffened structures (i.e. stringer debondings). This approach is further
enhanced improving all criticality aspects achieving a multi-path and multi-parameter
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monitoring system, namedMP 2. It exploits indeed the capability of different features
extracted from ultrasonic signals to discover different types of damages, it classifies
for every one of those the SHM mesh warning the presence of the failure weighting
the related feature with the density of the emerging nodes and it finally provides
the diagnostic image by normalization and data fusion to increase the probability of
detection. All algorithms are then implemented in a user-friendly software to perform
the structural monitoring without any relevant skill of the operator.
The second methodology is focused on the comprehensive and deterministic diag-
nosis of debondings. It is developed investigating ultrasonic guided waves propagating
and scattering in stiffened composite media. Resorting to a linear array of transducers
alongside the structural discontinuity to monitor, the resulting local technique is ca-
pable to predict arrival time of guided waves scattering from that location detecting,
as a consequence, every possible change in the specific scattering area. The propaga-
tion model based on Snell’s Law and negligibility of mode conversion is verified by a
preliminary experimental investigation. Such model is used for disbonding assessment
focusing the analysis on the wave portion scattered by the stringer to detect changes
in the reflector itself. From a second investigation, promising results are achieved,
exhibiting the capability of the method to accomplish a multi-level diagnostic analysis
which represents perhaps one of its most attractive features. An excellent agreement
with classic ultrasound non destructive testing is finally obtained. The system is in-
deed capable to successfully detect and accurately locate the damage as well as to
outline the extent and quantify the severity of the disbonding.
It is worth noting that damage detection using GUWs is really promising but the
complexities involved during ultrasonic measurements cannot be faced without resort-
ing to theoretical aspects and modeling. About the latter demand, one of the major
concerns of this work deals with the definition of a model assisted damage detection
system aimed to support experimental investigations and achieve a detailed assess-
ment of system performances. The Finite Element simulations carried out adopting
equivalent single layer approach based on first-order shear deformation theory pro-
vide an effective idealization of the problem while correctly addressing any relevant
aspect of implementation within multilayered structures (i.e. shear effects and damage
modeling). It is worth noting that adopted theories provide a higher computational
efficiency at the cost of a slightly reduced accuracy for the global structural behav-
ior in antisymmetric wave propagation problems. Hence, a good agreement between
simulations and experimental results can be achieved in terms of wave propagation,
wave-defect interaction and damage detection. Furthermore, the noise simulation pro-
posed allows to achieve a reasonable replication of experimental uncertainties and to
simulate the decision making procedure as well. Finally, the numerical outcomes show
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the sensitivity of proposed metrics respect to the in plane dimension and depth of
damage, according with the sensitivity of damage indicators respect to flaw severity.
Such results allowed to insert simulation stages in the development of methodologies
revealing phenomena hardly visible by measurements.
Both the latter aspects introduce the possibility of a reliability assessment of the
system using simulated environments, minimizing the empirical samples needed to
achieve statistically meaningful characterization results with fewer measurements pos-
sible. This is perhaps the most interesting perspective for future investigations. As
a matter of facts, the necessity for efficiently addressing a wide range of damage and
operational conditions cannot be covered by experimental campaigns. Achieving cor-
rect impact of the occurring parameters and their influences for flaw detection as well
as efficiently addressing variability in the model, the simulated framework validated
in this work can be used for this purpose. For instance, it would be able to assess
how the system performances are changing with fewer sensors in order to define when
the achievable diagnostic is satisfactory respect to the critical damage size to detect.
This aspect is strictly connected with the self-diagnostic tool finally presented in this
work and implemented in the SHM software. Even though a further investigation is
needed to study more complex sensor fault scenarios, the approach based on the ca-
pacitive analysis of piezoelectric sensors, which is manifested in the imaginary part of
the measured electrical admittance, is correctly warning the transducer degradation.
In order to achieve effective SHM with self-diagnostic procedure, the resulting algo-
rithm simultaneously sort sensors and detect damages with information gathered from
healthy transducers. In this way the risk of false alarms induced by broken sensors is
minimized or even cancelled enhancing the overall reliability of the SHM system.
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